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ABSTRACT
This study extends previous research on labor market

efiects of vocational education by explicitly modeling the .

intervening factors in the relAtionship between secondary vocational
education and labor niarket outcomes. The strategy is to propose and
estimate'a simplified, recursive model that can cOntribute to
understanding why positive earnings effects have been so hard to find
for men, why the effects vary between men and women, and why the
effects differ according to the time unit of measurement. The data
used are from the National Longitudinal Survey (NLS) of Labor Market
Experiences, Youth Cohott, and the high school transcripts of a
subsample of the NLS panel. The estimated mo0e1 cieated shows that
vocational education may have both di.rect and-indirect effects on
earnings, income, and unemployment, and that the indirect effeCts
operate through such intervening factors as job-search pethods,

, unionization, industry, occupation, job tenure, labor market '.

experience, and.postsecondary education. The findings regarding
indirect effects have several implications for, vocational education
policy. Although indirect effects are not dramatic, they are not
triviA1, showing that vocational education can prObably make a
significant, but liMited, dontribution to improving productivity and
reducing income inequalitk. Also, some changes in programs may be
necessary since the findings show that vocational education differs
substantialiy between whites and minority graduates in its.capacity
to foster lohgler,job tenure, more labor market experience, and
greater labor market stability. Several findings suggest that
policymakers should not place a heavy emphasis on hourly eatnings
alone as an evaluative criterion for. Vocational education. Directions
for.future reiearch 'also ate suggested, by.the study. (KC)
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FOREWORD

The developing body of knowledge abbut_the labor market

effects of secondary vocational education has pointed to the
necessity of considering carefully..the intervening factors which
influence and modify those effects. This study approache's that
consideration by examining a simplified but reasonable model of
the interrelations that have a potential-for intermediating
between these two phases of individual workers' lives:

+me

Although the major focus of the report is upon earnings and

employment as these relate to patterns of participation in sec-

ondary vocational education, it gives thoughtful and extensive
cousideration to the.nature and operation of relevant:intermedi-
ating factors. -These are discussed in detail.

The combined.data from the National Longitudinal Survey of

Labor Market Experience, Youth Cohort (NLS Youth), and the high

school transcripts of a stubsample of the NLS panel were used for
analysis. The availability of transcript data permitted the use

of more precise and.descriptive curriculum classification mea-

sures for the high school graduates for whom the comparisons were
I

made.

The National Center is appreciative of the U.S. DepartMent
of Labor's research effort, the NLS Youth, being carried,out by

Michael Borus, Director of the Center for Human Resource
Research, The Ohio State University. He was most cooperative in
entering into the agreement under which the transcript data were
merged with the interview data of the NLS Youth and from which

this report was prepared. We wish to exprees our,appreciation to

him aild to two of his staff members, Susan Carpenter and Michael
Motto,*wbo assisted in conduct g-the analyses for this report.

Additionally, the National Center extends its appreciation

to-the U.S. Department of Educatign, Office of Vocational and
,Adult Education, which funded EheNational Centers effort to
collect thd-transcript data and to conduct extensive analysis of,

the effects of participation in vocational education.

This project was conducted in the Evaluation and Policy
Divisibn of the National Center under the direction of N. L.

McCaslin, Aseociate Director. Many people made significant cOn-
tributions in the course of its completiop. We wish to thank the

.project staff, John Gardner, I3rojec't Diretor; Paul B. Campbell;
-Patricia Seitz; and*Morgan Lewis, for their work in preparing

this report.4
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working file that made the analyses possible. 'The painstaking

. IIand thoughtful work of Deborah Anthony, Bernice DeHart, and
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EXEUTIVE SUMMA Y .110

As national economic policy has place increasing emphasis
on miaroeconomic solutions to a5or marke problems, interest has
grown in measuring the labor narkt effects of secondary voca-c
tional education. Recent effoTts,to measure those effects by

"14Papplying rigorous statistical.analysis to national survey data
have found at least three results that seem to be consistent
across the studies and to be puzzling to researchers arra policy'

makers.

FirSt, the evidence is mixed as to whether male voca-
tionally educated high school 4graduates (especially
white males) earn significantly more per hour or.per
week than,otherwise similar nonvocational graduates.

o 'second, .the effeCt of secondar vocational education
on the hourly or weekly earnings f women in commer-

. cial or office specialties is more consistently and
significantly positive than for men.

o Third, the longer is theperiod to which the earnings'
measure.applies, the greater are any apparent advan-

. tages associated with secondary vocational training
either for men or'women.

**

This uport extends previous research on labor market
effects of'Vocatiopaq. education by explicitly modeling the inter-
veiling factors in'tyie relationship betwege,oNiqondary vocational

-*Cation and ltabor mkket.OutcoMes. T4e ptt*egy-is td-propose
atailqatimaté a simplaied, recursive mo4q1N.A.Vat can contribute to,
understAnding why BO4tive earnings gffects have beer4"so hard to
"find tor men, Why t110 effects vary between men'and woMen, and Why
the efects differ A,Ccording to the time unit of measurement.
The estimated model.shoOs that vocational education may have both

direct and indirecteffgcts.onearnings, income,' and unemploy-:

ment, and that the indirect effects operate throughl,uvh inter- 4V".
'vrening jactors.as joiD search methods, Ureionization,7Wstry, 1
occupation, job tenuee,,1abor market experiende, and postseciond-

ary education.
4 .0.

The, data used to test the models are from thepNational.
Longitudinal SurVey of Laibor Market Experiences, the Youth Cohort

(NLS Youth),. The sample selected for analysis consisted Of
respondents who reported completing at Least twelve years of
,education.-

(

Tcvz.iivestigafe the interveping effects, fol/Owing

4u;at±oristx1dere4#0ressed:.2

xii.j.1(71N

t =

e-
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o 'Can the relatively small total effect. s on the earn-,
ings of,men be explained by a tendency for individu=
ally important indirect effects to offset each other?

o How mUch of an effect on earnings and unemployment
does each of the intermediating factors have?

o What are the differences between men and women in the
indirect effects'that operate through each interven-
ing factor?

* sho

o Are there differences between vocationally educated
and other students in fringe benefits, working
conditions, or other nonpecuniary characteristics of'

46
jobs?

4

Can the differences between total effects on hourly
earnings, weekly earnings, and annual income be
explained best by longer hours worked, more weeks
worked per year, multiple jobs, or some combination
of these factors?

o How large are the direct and total 'effects of voca-
tional education on earnings and unemployment?

o Which of the intervening factors are susceptible to
changes in public policy, and what policy changes are
suggested by the estimates found here?

A series of tables was used tO examine the differences by'
pattern of.participation in the Intervening factors, starting
with job search .These tables yielded the following conclusions
regarding job search use and success:

Job Search-Strategies and Patterns of Participation

o 'Coacentrators make above average use of state
employment servcces.

o Concentrators Make above average use of
advertisements.

Success Rates of Job SearCh Strategies

o Job tsearch'success through state employffent servicps
is inversely related to secondary vocational
training':

o' Concentrators are unusualrY successful.*sers of\)
newspaper advertisements:

xiv

4
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Strategy Use and Educational Enrollment

o School employment services are primarily used by
those enrolled, and rarely serve 'the job search
process after graduation or school leaving.

Strategy. Use by Race and Sex

Black males and females are higher than average users

of relatively'unsuccessfur state employment serilices.

Strategy Use and Reason for Search

o Those who have lost their jobrg'or are unemployed
for other reasons tend to turn to the relative_ly

unsuccessful state employment services.

Employment stability and regularity and types of jobs held

were also examined using cross tabulation's that yielded these

conclusions:

Multiple Job Holding
"-
o Concentrators are more kely than other pattern

groups to hold multiple j BDi' four or more months;
Concentrator/Explorers, Explorers, and Incidental/
Personal graduates are slightly moge likely to.report
working in multiple jobs at least three months

Number of Jobs

o For men who concentrated in voletional education
there is a lesser tendency than other male graduates
to ha44 held four or more jobs. There is no clear
trend in the-number of jobs held for women.,

Weeks in the Labor Force
1,4

In general, persons with any level of concentration

in secondary vocational education are more likely

than Incidental/Personal and nonvocatibnal youth to

be in the labor force for a full year. Differences

between the concentration groups are noted, however,

within the male and female samples.

Weeks Worked and Weeks Unemployed

o Overall, males with any substantial investment in
vocational education are more likely than other men

to report working at.least half of the year whereas
among femalesathe groups which exhibit similar tend-
encies are Concentrators and Limited Concentrators.

1 4



o Both males and females with a concentrator-type voca-
tional background consistently report a higher like-
lihood of never being unemployed than the overall
within-sex estimates. --,-

Tenure

o `For males and white females who have not been
Students for at least two years, higher vocational
concentration is associated'with one to two months
longer job tenure.

Job Separations
P

o No clear relationship emerges for men or women
between concentration in vocational education and the
frequency of either voluntary or involuntary job
separations.

4)ccupation

o Males with secondary vocational training are more
likely than average to be'in craft occupations.

o Females with secondary vocational training are more
likely than average tp be in clerical occupations.

Industry

A Male Concentrators, who are heavily represented in
the agriculture specialt.S.7, are more likely to be
employed in that industry.

* o Male and female Limited Concentrators have above
average representation in the construction industry.

Job Content

o Secondary vocational eduoation is associated quite -

strongly with,Middle level job content.

Job Family

4
o Female Concentrators and Limited Concentrators move

into the clerical job families in relatively higher
proPbc,tions than other female graduates.

a .There is a trend,for males with substantial'
vocational concentration to be employed in the
nonspecialized tool job family.,

P-

xvi



Job Class

o Male Concentrators are a>ove average in
self-employment.

Full-time/Part-time Jobs

o Male vocational Concentrators are significantly more
likely than other graduates to work either tArty-,
five to sixty or more than sixty hours per week;
females with a similar vocational experience are also
more likely to held Tull-time jobs endless. likely.to
work part-time.

Unionization

o Male Concentrators are much less likely than other
men tO be in unionized.jobs; female Concentrators are
neither more nor leSs likely than other women to be
unionized.

Size of Firm

Thoucjh ned.ther tenderis very strong, affiong,men,
.

r
,

o
vocational concentration isassociated with les's .

frequent employment in large firms, and among women
the relationship is reversed. ,

Shift Employment

o For'both men and women, higher concentration in voca-

tional education is:associated .ryh more frequently
working regular day (or evening) shifts 'rather than

night, split, or varying shifts.

Fringe Benefits ,

o There is a weak tendency for respondents with some
vocational concentration to be more likely to 114%Pe

paid health or life insurance or paid vacation.

Cross tabulations of earningq and income were examined, and

a structural regression model that-allows fOr indirect effects
from vocational education was estimated. The cross tabulations
were used to make comparisons of mean hourly earnings froffi the
principal job the individual holds,of the median hourly earnings
from the same job, and of reported total annual labor income froM
any or all jobs that the respondent holds. These three measure's

of income and earnings prosaded very different pictures of the
effects pf vocational education, especially for men.

xvii
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Earnings and Income for Men

o In cross tabulations, male Concentrators exhibit
-disadvantages in mean but not median hourly earnings
when compared to graduates Who have no vocational,
creldits.

o Advantages in annual income of between $1,000 and'
$2,000 per year are shown for male Concentratots in
the full sample of respondents. .

o That,income Advantage is partly due td postsecondary
educational involvement of nonvocational graduates.
This is apparent because the advantages over, students
with-no vocational-credits persist but' are smaller
when only respondents who hav4 not recently`been
students are considered.

Earnings and Income for Women

o In cross tabulations the absence of differences
across patterns of participation in hourly earnings
among women are attributable to exceptionally high
earnings of some nonvocational graduates who work
less than full time weeks.

o When only women who usually work more than thirty-
five hours per week are,considered, Concentrators-

. show mean earnings that are $.30 per hour above those
women- who have rfo yocational credits and median earn-
ings edVantages that are.even greater.

o Both mean 'and median-annual income for women show a
consistent pattern bf higher income with greater con-
centration. That relationship holds even among women
who have worked at least thirty-nine ve,eks in the \

preceding year.
r,

, The regression estimates yielded the following conclusions
about direct and indirect effects of participation in vbcatibnal
education:

White-Males

o Direct effects of.concAntration decrease hourly earn.-
ings of white males.by about 10 percent for Concen-
trators Who'do not specialize in agriculture or T&I
programs. . For those spec.i.alists the reduction is
only-4 perCent. For Limited Concentrators and
Concentrator/ExpIorees who specializedn T&I, earn-
ings'are increased by between 4 and 6 percent.



o The largest indi.rect effect for white men decreases
earnings by up to 4 percent because it reduces the
likelihood of being in a.unionized job.

Minority Males

o Direct effects decrease earnings substantially for
minority male Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/
Explorers.

o For minority males, indirect effects through anion
tend to reduce earnings; those through education,
transportation, construction, and manufacturing
increase earnings.

White Females

o White female Concentrators haNie substantial earnings
advantages over other women.'

o Indirect effects through tenure, experience,
transportation, trade, finance, and unionization
increases the earnings advantag,e for white female
Concentrators.

Minority Females

o Minority momen's ei#nkngs are increased by indirect
effects through.tenure,'experience, transportation,
trade, finance, public.administration, and '

unionization. -

.;
o The largest-impact for minority women is a d:ireCt

'effect of 11 percent for office specialization on
earnings.

The results from the tables and the regression analysis
suggest the following answers for the questions raised by the
three consistent by puzzling results noted here:

Differences in median earnings suggest even greater,
similarity between vocatiodal and nonvocational stu-
dents than one would infer from mean earnings data.
The failure to find positive direct or total effects
for-men on hourly earnings is not the result of voca-
tional education being irrelevant to labor market
outcomes. It occurs primarily because of negative
direct effects on earnings and because of four
indiredt conflicting tendencies that offset each
otlatr.

xix
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o Differences in the.apparent effects of vocational
education for men and women are attributable to,basic
differences in the labor markets in which members of
each sex usually find work. Vocational education
apparently is more successful for women than-for men
in directing its students into industrieS and occu-
pations that are well paid (compared to other jobs
traditionally held tly women). Also, being in a
unionized job creates a smaller differential for
women than-it does for men, and there is no tendency
for women vo6ational graduates to be less likely to
be in unionized jobs.

o Relative advantages in annual earnings for vocational
graduates are attributable to longer average hours
worked And to-a higher average number of weeks worked
per year.

Thefindings regarding indirect effects have several impli-
cations-farvocational education policy., indirect effects on
earnings of vocational education, although not negligible, are'
also notAraffatic. No single indirect effedt in figure 4-1
accounteS for more than about a 5 percent difference in earningS.
'But in 'circumstances in which total differentials are at most 10
to 15,percent, even a source of a 1 percent differential is not

trivial. Vocational education at the level can, there-
fore, probably make a significant, but mited, contribution to
improving productivity and reducing incpme inequality. Also,
Administrators and -instructors must relliain flexible in designing

new programs or suggesting changes in existing programs. Some

changes in .secondary vocational education may be_called for.in .

ight-of-the finding-here that vocational education differs sub-'
stantially between whites and minority graduates in its capacity
to foster longer job tenure, more labor market expe?ience, and
greater labor market stability. Several separate findings in
this study suggest that policymakers and adminstrators should not
.place a heavy emphasis on hourly earnings,aione as an evaluative
criterion for vocational education. Administrators anci policy-

makers in vocational education must recogr4ze that compensating
differentials in earnings may be importan: for there are ample
indications from this study that the presence of compensating
differentials may_cause hourly earnings to understate the .

benefits that accrue--to vocational graduates.

The findings in.this study also' suggest directions for
uture research. Future efforts should allow.for a greater

degree of simultaneity among the dependent variables used in the

fegression-model. More controls should big added tO the model to
ximprovthe correction for any bias attributable to nonrandom
selection'into the-various patterns of participation in vocat-
ional eau6ation. Research is needed into methods for assessing
and reflecting adequately in analysis the,qualitty and
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availability of a school's vocational education programs. The
specification in this report of postsecondary experiences can be
improved upon by constructing a model that esttmates the effects
of participation in vocational education on types of postsecond-
ary education. Finally,,the consideration that prompted the sug-
gestion that nonpecuniary aspects of jobs could be important for
assessing the effect of vocational education does suggest the
ne4d for a close examination of the job satisfaction of voca-
tional graduates.

xxi
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CHAPTER ONE

FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

Introduction

As national economic policy has placed in-creasing emphasis
on microeconomic solutions to labor market problems, interest has
grown in measuring the labor matket effecta of secondary voca-
tional education.* Recent efforts to measure those effects by
applying rigorous statistical analysis to national survey data
have found at least three results-that seem to be consistent
across the studies and to be puziling to researchers and policy
makers.

o First, the evidende is mixed as to whether male voca-
tionally educated high school graduates (especially
white males) earn significantly more per houi or per
week than otherwise similar nonvocatidnal graduates.

'o' Second, the effect of secondary vocational education
on the hourly or weekly earnings of women in comffier-

cial or office specialties is mdre,consistently and
significantly positive than for men.

o Thit:51, the longer is the period to,which the earnings
measure applies, the greater are any apparent advan-
tages associated with secondary vocational, training
either for men or wpmen.

_This repoxt extends previous research on labor market
effects of vocational educ-ation by eXplicitly modeling the inter-

vening ,factors in.the relationship between,secondary vocational
education and-labot market outcomes. The,strategy is to propose
and estimate a simplified, recursive model that can contribute to
understanding why positive earnings effects have been so hard to
find-for men, why the effects vary between men,and women, and why
'theeffects differ according to the time unit of measurement.**

*See Mertens et al. (1980) for a summary of studies reported
between 1968 and 1979 that attempted to measure such effects.
See Woods and Haney (1981) for a summary that includes studies'
from 1980 and early 1981.

**The obvious arithmetic answer to the thi,rd question is that if
former vocational students do not earn more per hour they must
either work longer hours per week or more,weeks per year. The
investigation here is searching..for more informative
explanations:
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The estimated model, shows that vocational education may have both
direct and indirect'effects on earnings, income, and unemploy-
medt, and that the indirect effects operate through such inter-
vening factors as unionization, industrY, occupation, job tenure,
labor, market experience, and postsecondary education.

1

The data used to test the models are from the National Lon
gitudinal Survey of Labor Market Experiences, the Youth Cohort
,-

(NLS Youth). The sample selected for analysis codsisted of

cation. This strategy allowed this project,to avoid dealing.with
respondents who reported completing at least.twelve Years of edu-

the problem posed by dropouts from high school.* Several methods
were used to control for effects of schooling beyond twelve years
and for variations between students and other respondents in the
intensity, of their attachment to the labor market.

The balance of this chapter,consists first of a discussion
of the framework used for the analysis. This framework provides
the reader with the background information and the basic,assuMp-
tidns that guided the analyses:. The specific research questions
investigated are then described and explained. A brief descrip-
tion of the NLS Youth data base follows this section. The
chapter concludes with a discussion of the method by which par-
ticipation in vocational education is measured in this' report.

A Model for Effects of Secondary Vocational Education'

To understand the-contribution that secondary vocational
education is expected to make to labor market participation, idt
fs necessary to take into account the complex network of inter-
actions through which the contribution has to occur.

A schematic representation of.one model of this network is
presentel in figure 1-1. Three categories ofoelements are pre-
sented in the diagram. They are,influences, experiences, and
decisiop points. Although there is not an inviolate temporal or
causal ordering in't;he process, a reasonable place to begin con- -

sideration of the network is at the point of high school experi-,
ence. It is at this point that two.sets of influences come to'
focus that may alter the vocational education experience suffi-
ciently to be transmitted to the,labor market decision point, and
thence to the labor market.

*Another study in progress at the National Center concentrates on
the dropout issue (Mertens, Seitz,. and Cox 1982).
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The high school experience itel-f includes both train.ing and

informal learning in acadeMic skills, basic skills, and 1!.

vocational skills.. The n'ature Of the high school. experientefs

influenced by two primary sources.: the attributes that the indi-

vidual.brings to the experience and the contextual attributes of

the school.itself. These two sources Of innuence also Appinge

directly and independently upon the labor market decisionVolk42t, .

thereby contributing to decision.variability regardless of the

quality of the high school experience.

Among the individual attributes that are expected to influ-'

ence the high school and labor market experiedbes are ability,

motivation, sex, race, and individual and family socioeconomic

status (SES). Some of these attributes are judged-td' be Roten-

tially modifiable by experience, others ace not.' The ccpktelttual

variables,include region of tic& country,\communi;ty sociodbOnomic

status, and other local environmental conditions. Because only

the,local environmental 'conditions may be-amenable to alteration, :

they become of primary interest. Geographic region andt:community

SES may help'explain high school and labor market expeeience but

cannot be reasonably or practically manipulated to change either.

_Identification and measurement of the,local cond4tions, such as

community attitude toward the work,ethic and ind4idual

sibility are, however, extremely difficult and Amplex, COnse-

quently, in most analyses a sdbstantial proportipn of these

'attributes remain unexplained in the residuals.'

The central axis in the vocational education/careef network

is the labor market decision point. In additlion to being influ-

enced by individual attributes and other corkteXp.uar ateributes,

the characteristics of the labor ma-rket itseV-may also exert a

major influence upon he deci-sion. Like,is he tequireMents ®r

avail,ability of postsecondary educatiOnhoine-pind

ties, military-training, and other nonlipbor ruryet aqtAwities

will influence the decision. When.the dtcisi6b to ent4the
labor market is made, the two possible results are employment 4nd

unemployment. Which of these two alternatives occurs,..is also

1
heavily influenced by the high school experience, the'effects of

individual and contextual attribufts tilrough this eAiérience, and

the effeCts Of these latter,two attributes directly.

The labor-market conditions that influence the decision also

influence directly the employment/unemplOyment results of th"e

decision. If the result is continued unemployment, initial deci0..-

sions are'likely to be periodically reevaluated, with-p9ssibl4j'.-)4"

nonlabor market outcomes. If, on the other hand,, employment

results, there are characteristics,of employment that may be

influenced by the high school vocational education experience---

characteristics that must be accounted for before thee can be an

adequate explanation of the relationships. These Characteristics

themselves tend to bednterdepehdent and overlapping. assessing

them is therefore difficult. Nevertheless they cannottbe
*.t
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r. 'igno,red. They inc.:170e the nature of the industry, the-nature of'
, A.

.

%.heecccupat,ion, tfe'presence of unionization, the availability of
..

k
traininahd the'relatedness of the employment to the high

school'pai6ing ,experience.
TinallY, there are a series of- .. .

attributes of flip job or career that may be influenced by sec-

%4',.ondary vocational education, bu q. mav4pnly befevaluated through-

.
employment- Theseaincluae, mobiLeyP satisfaction with traihing

and bp, pa ,*tenure,:40rk expeeledce, attitudes and,valueg,

.
prestl:kgei an ime worked;"

Ir

,

. .

- . Figure 1-1 atso shoWs the ttate of data alailability for k.he,..,4,

411,§?"'sameqe, ciAssifie&by its degree of directness. The analyses

i

AindertaAn in4piS .study.a46 theyefore
constrained to deal with

only part of e'networX,beliausc data are not available for all '.
re,

.. of the-potentially relWant variables. .

.....
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4NReS'earch Approach

-The approach followed'kesre is similar to that suggested by

Gustman (..1982)* at a 'confereve on youth employment problems: He

called, wrong other things, for study of the role of vocational

education in the job search'proc4ss, in the determination of

tenure on the job and general labor market experiences, and in

development ofproductive skills,through on-the-job training,

with a spec-i,a_l emphasis on the.". . .
intermediating role of ten-

ure, experionce, unionization, and other intervening variables '

which may be affeCtbd by vocational.training .
"

- The deciA4on in the,P-resent study to focus oh intermediating

influences deOloped from disq,ssions Of why the effects--

-patticulatlfor earnings--that educators, researchers, and

policymdkeilb-expect vocational
education 1.o have seed to be sa

difficulto detect in survey data: As those discussions, pro-

gressed i became-clear that the exact relationship,between labor

market e4eriences, secondary vocational education, and inter-

mediating influences is not thoroughly understood, and that no

comprehensive theory of the relation&hfp has gainedowi sprea4:

acaeptanct. Even for'isolated aspeCts of the relationshi hqfe

are'Wty, few widely accepted theories: Of particular conceih arl

this 0:9'ject is the fact that the manner in which vOcationaU. Our.-

dation is expected to affect tarnings and employftent had neyer:

,4iDeed systeriatidally and thoroughly tet out. An attempt to

the relationships by building on the very geneTal model jupt..:out.-,

''lined was made in Mertens and Gardner (1981, chapter 3). ZVti.

*Strictly speaking,,to the authors' interpretationof Gub,yMari!,p,,

,l'emarks. His suggestions were deeply appreciated.by tIle_authq06,S:

But, he bears no responsibility for their errors in,trans1ag4

his suggestions intO.a finished product.

4 a 5
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remainder of this chapter draws freely on thet discussion in
order V) make explicit the conceptual framework that gdided the
analyses in this report.

The
from the
effects;'
measures
cations in turn.

_plrincipal implications-of the framework follow,- f irst,
ion between direct, indirect, and total (net)

and secon , from the interrelationships among criterion
Consider these two sources.of impli-of effectiveness.

The indirect effects are those that operate through the
intermediattng influences that Gustman pointsitout and that_are
indicated in figure l-l;,direct effects invedve no such inter-
mediating influences. Total effects°are, of course, simply the
sum of direct,and indirect effeqs. The studies that form the
basis for the-findings stated at the beginning of this chapter

timated total effects, although the absence of a_development of
explicit models in those studies has obscured, that fact. The
importance of the distinction among,types of effects is that
failure to find a significant total effect for vocational educa-
tion on any p ticular criterion measure does nat imply ttlat
vocational e,dxication has no effects at all, even on,thet crite-
rion. It i plies o y hat the Sum of the direct an1,51 indirect
effects, ch m operate through many different routes, is neat
zer0. That ng would be important and useful if it could be
shown that positive effects from some sources are being offset by
negative effects from other sources that either are subject to
influence by policy or are reflections of voluntary choice. In
one case, the results would suggest directions for policy. In
the other case, there would be a strong pres.umption that the vol-
untary choices that may appear to worsen some labor market out-
comes must yield compensating benefits in ,aifoth.er dimensidn, and
the.presumption would suggest directions f2x_further reseiarch.

For example, suppose a researcher were to find that partici-
pation in either apprenticeship or empdoyer-sponsored training
programs increased individual earnings. yocational education
could have indirect effects on earnings if it'influenced the,
likelihood.that a former student would participate in such pro-
grams. But if participation in vocational education increased
the likelihood of participation in one program while it decreased
the likelihood of participation in the other, the total (or net)
effect on ea'rnings might be very small when avereged acrogs all
studentS. Moreover, if the reduced likelihood of participation
in one program could be tr.aced, for example, to faulty communica-
tions betWeen vocational educators and the institutions that man-
age that other program, the policy recommendation:tor improved
linkage would flow immediately from that finding.

The interrelatedness of criterion measures is significant
because a.failure to find the effec't that one,expected on a
particular criterion does not necessarily imply that no effect

. ,
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4exists. The finding may instead indicate that the'effect is
being manifested through other criteria.,4If vocational education
does not seem to affect hourly earnings, for example, that may be
because former vocational students are more willing than others
to trade off higher hourly earnings for more stable employment or
better working conditions.

To understand the approach taicen in this report, a brief
discussion is required of both these intermediating influences,-
and the possibilities for trade-off on criterion measures of

outcpmes.

Intermediating Factors and Trade-offS

The possibilities for trade-off exist because any indi-
vidual employee's job situation can be described by a bundle of

characteristics that relate to both the job (no mStter who holds
it) and the employee (in this particular job).. The characteris-
tics include.the industry; occupation, pay, stability of employ-
ment (hours worked per week and weeks worked per year), prestige
and degree of unionization of the job, fringe benefits, working
conditions (riskiness, shift worked, locale), the relatedness of'

t e job to the employee's training, the employee's tenure on the

ob, and the 1.ength and stability of the employee's labof market
experience.

For any individual worker at any specific time, these char-
acteristics are-tightly interrelated. Some close relationships
among these characteristics are inherent in the job. For other
characteristics, 'the exact relationship for any individual
depends on how persbnal preferenCe'e lead that person to choose

among occupationsr/'A unionized job in manufacturinge_for exam-
ple, is more likely to be a lower prestige operative job than a

higher prestige professional job. As one considers different
jobs, the characteristics can to some extent be traded off
against each other. Hence, ohe can "explain" much of the dif-
ference in pay between two jobs by knowing whether the jobs are
unionized, which industry they are in, and the, cyclical sensi-

tivity or seasonality of employment.',One,can "explain" much of
the difference in earnings between two individuals in-similar
jobs if one knows the employees' tenure and the length'and sta-
bility of.their overall work experience.

'Which of these job Characteristics or other factors are con-
sidered to be "outcomes" or "criteria" and Which are considered
to be "intervening mechanisms" depend OR the emphasis of the

analysis. For psychological or sociological 'studies', job satis-
faction is most likely to be considered 4n "outcome'." An eco-

nomic analysis of the effects of vocational education would most

7
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likely categorize both job satisfaction and postsecondary edu-
cational attainment as "intervening mechanisms" that help to
explain employment stability and earnings.

Hourly earnings on the most recent job, annual income, and
weeks unemployed are regarded here as outcomes, and most other
aspects of work history, educational attainment, and job charac-
teristics are seen as intervening mechanisms in the determinatin
of those outcomes. 'The relationship between the intermediating
factors and the outcomes is determined by how vocational educa-
tion is expected to influence productivity and job selection.

Economic theory suggests that employees' earnings should be.
closely related to their individual net (ffiargiiii1) productivi-,
ties. Vocational education may increase net productivity if it
aids students in acquiring occupation-specific (but usually not
firM-specific) skills; in acquiring basic, communication, and
leadership skills and good work 'habits; in improving learning
capacity, and in reducing Sdbsequent training costs. If voca-
tional education imparts these skills better than a general cur-
riculum, and if emfDloyers perceive that difference, employment
rospects and initial pay levels should be better for vocation-

a educated youth than for youth Who are'otherwise alike but
who followed a.general curriculum. To the extent that learning
capacity is fostered or training costs,are reduced, earnings
growth on the job should also be higher.

Educational courses can perform a credentialing or signaling
function that enables employers either to pay different earnings
for entry-level jobs or to identify better risks among job appli-'
cants. The signaling function may reduce the employer's risk and
cost in obtaining this information and allow the firm to hire
more readily, or to pay higher wages to, new vocationally-trained
employees who are better risks. The validation of the employer's
expectations occurs as the employee acquires tenure with the firm
and,as the employer evaluates the worker's current and potential
productivity. Hence, earnings can rise with tenure either be-
cause productivity grows as new skills (firm specific and/or job-

,
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specific) are acquired or because the employer's perceived risk
regarding the employee's productivity'is reduced.*,

The shape'of the entire life cycle earnings'profile depends '

on the intermediating influences that one expects to operate
here, and those influences are conditioned by the way in Which
vbcational.edudation affects productiVity. Any earnings differ-
ential between students fromNdifferent curricula that ekists at

some point in the life cycle can change over time as high school
training becomes more distant and direct job experience becomes
more important in determining current productivity. As Gustman
ana Steinmeier.(1981) pointed out, if vocational education
directly replaces early on-the-job training and if (as'in:most
career progressions) there are limits to the'proficiency that can
be attained, one would expect former voc&tiOnal sudents to have
an early earnings advantage over ,former general curriculum stu-
dents in the same occupation, an advantage that narrows with time

and eventually disappears.

Meyer (1981) pointed out that a different pattern of life
cycle variation would accompany a different mechanism'for trans-
mitting the effects of vocational education. Vocational and gen-

eral students might systematically.find employment in 0.dfferent

types of job's with.different earnings profiles. In tEis'n7cenario
vocational studente tend to work in jobs that have both high .

initial earnings and flat earnihgs profiles, whereas general stu-

dents tend to find jobs with steeper earnings'profiles but lowqx.

initial earnings. In this case the former vocatiorial graduates
would start out with an earnings advantage over general students

that would eventually disappear. This case differs from Gustman
and Steinmeier koecause the initial advantage May eventually be

reversed.

*If vocational education performs this credentialing function,

the supply of vocationally educated labor may increase relative
to generally educated labor in ways that reduce any favorable
earnings differentials, lengthen searCh duration, and raise unem-

ployment rates for individual vocational students. This point

was argued persuasively by Gustman and Steinmeier-(1980). They

also noted that the extent of supply-side effects depends on the
availability of facilities and ipstructors and the ease of'entry

into Nocational programs. Neither the data available to Gustman
and Steinmeier (NLS-LME and-Class of '72) nor the NLS Youth data
permitted accurate estimates of these supply-side adjustments.
This is clearly a subject that deserves cloter examination. The

emphasis here is on the intermediatie effects of vocational educa-
tion that link the proximate effects to q_abor market outcomes.

It is the outcomes rather than the intermediate effects'that are .

masked by the supply-side adjustments that Gustman and Steinmeier

discussed.

A
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,Meyer's sCenatio implies,tWat general students,obtain jObs
that provide more on-the-job training than do the-jobs that
vocational.graduates obtaip. Normal career progression involves
-acquiring new,,skills, improving old ones, and demonstrating
competence, opal of Which improve the individual's earning
capacity witkin a firm. This permits the firm to increase pay
with tenurdSecond, if the,improved capacity is not reflected
in advanceme!nt within a firm, eMplcres are Xikely -to find an-
other firmO'at will compensate them more appropriately. The
improved Orning capacity need no't always be reflected in higher
.eaimings, fprthe employee may use it ins.te'ad to "buy" improve-
ments in houis,-prestige, working conditions, and/or job duties.
However, b'e reflected in a more satisfactory overall ,

employmentl,situation, and ie should be reflected in greater job
satisfactibn't for.the employee.

Vocational education may further affect earnings and employ-
ment by influencing the efficiency of a person's job.search and
application process. It can help students to assess their own
abilities and.interests better, thereby narrowing the focus of
the job search. Students may also learn Where and how to find
job openings, or they may,even be directed by teachers or counse-
lors toward specific job vacancies. These factors can conribute
to a more,efficient job search, thereby reducing the expected
duration of a spell of unemployment and helping students find
better-paying jobs.

Workers are concerned,about job characteristics and Outcomes
such as pay, prestige, security, hours, working conditions, regu-4

larity of emliloyment, advancement opportunities, and the appeaL
of the work, to list only a few. In two ways vocational educe-

may guide the student toward jobs that haye particular sets
.of Characteristics.

First, vocational education tends to confer skills that are
appropriate to particular occupations. Second, participation in
vocational education is likely to reflect the interests of a stu-
dent in particular kinds of work, either because the student
takes courses that develop preexisting interests or bepause the
courses create new interests'. Rumberger and Daymont (1982) pro-
vide some evidence suggesting that this may be the case. Since
job characteristics vary systematically across occupations, one
would.expqct the distribution of the characteristics of jobs held
by vocational and general students to vary systematically if.
vocational education influences the types of jobs that people
have.

*Job satisfaction is the subject of another study in progress at
the National Ceneer (Campbell et al. forthcoming).

/,
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Institutional constraints and the structure of labor markets

can limit the applicabili5ty of the traditional assumption that

individual employees are paid according to their own productivity

as determined in ciompetitive markets. As those constraints limit

the usefulness of earnings as a criterion of training effective-

ness, however, they create possibilities for trade-offs among

various criteria. Existence of internal labor markets and of

limited ports of entry or exit, long-term contracts, the idiosyn-

crasies of firms, the bureaucratization of the hiring and wage-

Setting processes, and the role of production teams in modern

enterprise combine to limit the range of c9iipetition for wages.*

Mi ri imum wage laws also may inhibit payment of wages that cor-

res nd to individual-productivity. In both of these cases,
however, employers will adjust other aspects of the employment

siAtuation. If vocationally educated youth are more productive

Chan nonvocationally educated youth, differences will emerge in

these other aspects of labor market outcomes. If vocational

graduates are known to be more productive in certain classes of

jobs, for example, they will be hired more qu,ickly than will

general curriculum students in situations where either type of

student would receive the.'same wage loihen hired.

Thus, institutional structure shciuld not negate any positive

eff4ect of vocational,education on productivity, but it may shift

the manifestation of that effect from earnings to other outcomes.'

This discussion can be summarized in terms of the outcomes

(criteria) that are examined in this report and the intermediat-

ing factors that help to explain the effect of vocational educa-

tion on those outcomes. The focuS here,is on hourly earnings,

annual income, and weeks in the labor force and weeks unemployed

as outcomes. Vocational education is expected to affect those

outcomes through its impact on a respondent's approach to job

search, educational attainment, labor market experience, job ten-

ure,.occup ional choice, industry of employment, unionization,

fringe benefts, job safety, and frequency of various types of---"'

jab separations. Some of these interVening relationships have

been examined before, but never in a unified treatment that has

linked vocational education to them and then linked them to out- ,--""

'comes, and never before with a recently developed** classifica-

tion scheme to identify different patterns of participation in

vocational edudation.

*See for example, Doeringer and Piore (1971), Williamson, Wachter

and'Harris (1975), Thurow (1975), and Okun (1981).

**This scheme is discussed further below. For a detailed

presentation see Campbell, Orth, and Seitz (1981).
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Research Questions
-

The three findings cited earlier regarding the labor market
effects-Of-Vocational education explain the concern in this
report to foc47S-on indirect routesqof effects. The research
questions that ai-6'considei-ed in this report grow directly 'from
the anomalies that are apparent in a more detailed consideration
.of these findings.

.First, the evidence is mixed as to whether male vocationally
educated high schoot graduates (especially white males) earn sig-
nificantly more per hOur or per week than otherwise similar non-
vocational graduates.* Grasso and Shea (1979) report this result
in an analysis of data from the National Longitudinal Survey of
Labor Market Experience (NLS-LME) data. Black male vocational
graduates even appear likely in those'dita to earn less than
other black males, though the difference is not statistically
significant. Similar result's using the*same data were reported
by Gustman and Steinmeier (1981) and Mertens and Gardner (1981).
Meyer's (1981) analysis of dataifrom the National Longitudinal
Study of the High School Class,of 1972 (Class of, '72) survey
found only small earnings effects for voCational education for
men. They are statistically significant only for specialists

*The findings of previous research are summarized here somewhat
differently than they are by Woods and Haney (1981). Their re-
view suggests, although 'they do not explicitly acknowledge this
in their discussion,"that regression analyses show significant
advantages for male vocational graduates less frequently,-and
significant earnings advantages for women more frequently, than
do simple descriptive comparisons of average earnings-. Since /

regression analyses, if properly done, should provide better
estimates of any effects of vocational education, the current
authors are inclined to attach more weight to those results and
'less to the descriptive studies than do Woods and Haney. This
difference in emphasis explains the conclusions here that the
differences between,men and women in estimated effects of voca-
tional education are somewhat sharper than are protrayed by
Woods and Haney.

Moreover, Woods and Haney point out tha't Aronger evidence of
positive earnings effects is found for men when participation in
Vocational education is identified by self-report than when it is
identificd by coursework. Their own reanalyses of the Class of
'72 data support that difference. It is argued elsewhere by two
of the present authors that accUrate specification of,coursework
from transcript data more appropriately identifies curriculum
(Campbell, Orth, and Seitz 1981). Attaching.greater weight to
regression analyses based on coursework again leads to a sharper
contrast between estimated, effects for men and'women qpn Woods
and Haney offer.
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In the trade and industry area, and for them, only in one Srear
(1973) during,the period of estimation (1973 - 1979). Gustman
and Steinmeier 6.nd Mertens and Gardner found similar effects in

their analyses of those Same data. For hourly earnings Mertens
and Gardner reported disadvantages for male teiness specialists,
advantages for marketing (distributive educa on) speCialists,

,and mixed results for trade and industry specialists. Reanalyses
of Class of '72 data by Woods and Haney usually Showed white male
vocational graduates earning less than -comparable gederal cur-
riculum graduates, though the estimates were seldom significant.
They did report a more consistently significant positive pateern
of effects for black men who specialize in trade and industry.
In a study using an especially designed survey of younger adult
workers, Mertens and Gardner found earnings advantages that were
statistically significant only for a small group of specialists
in marketing (distributive education).

In studies of the-NLS Youth neither Rumberger and Daymont
(1982) nor Campbell et al. (1981) CoUld find convincing evidence
of consistent and significant positive earnings effects among men
with twelve or fewer years of education. Rumberger and Daymont
found that additional vocational credits were associated with
higher hourly earnings if the credit was earned in a program that
had provided skills that were being used on the respondent's job.
Additional credits in vos6ationa1 courses that were not related to
'the job reduced hourly earnings. _However, whether the vocational
coursework was expressed as total credits or as a proportion of
total courses taken, the estimated effects of job-related courses
were not significantly different from.zero. Campbell et al.
found that a pattern of greater concentration in vocational edu-

cation was associated with slightly(not statiAically signifi-
cant) lower earnings per week for men.

Second, the effect of secondary vocational education on the
hourly or weekly earnings of women in commercial or office spe-'
cialties is more consistently and significantly positive than
for men.- Grasso and Shea found statistically significant, posi-

,
tive earnings effects for women who had training in commercial or
business/office courses. In the Class of '72 and NLS-LME data
sets, Meyer, Gustman and Steinmeier, and Mertens and Gardner
similarly found significantly higher'earnings (hOUrly and'weekly) .

for women who took vocational courses in the business/office
area. Reanalyses by Woods and Haney of Class of '72 data show
strongly positive effeéts for white women, somewhat less sig- -

.nificant (but always positive) for black women. Campbell et al.
found strongly significant earnings advantages for women (espe-

cially minority women), and. Rumberger and Daymont reported simi-

lar findings for the NLS Youth. The only apparent sources of
disadvantage in earnings for women were so unimportant as to
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barely merit mentioning: specialization in home economics4 .

(found in Meyer's.study) or'vocational courses not used on the

current job (in Rumberger and Daymont).

Third, the longer the period to which the earnings measure4

applies, the greater are any apparent advantaaes associated with
secondary vocational trainingeither for men or women. Although
advantages in weekly or hourly earnings fdt male vocational
graduates are very difficult to detect, both Conroy (1979) and Li
(1981) reported advantages in annual labor income for men.
dustman and Steinmeier also found a statistically significant
advantage_in male annual labor income, but only .for specialists
in the trade and industry area. Meyer found that any advantages

//
for w.omen in hourly earnings were magnified in rekly earnings
and annual labor income by the longer hours per week and the more
weeks per year that'women vocational graduateS worked. Rumberger
and.Daymont did not estimate equations for weekly or annual earn-
ings.. Their findings, howemer, of significantly longer hours
worked (for both men and wolien) and (usually)** fewer weeks per
year unemployed suggest that they would have found results for
weekly and annual earnings in the same ditection as those of.

Meyer and Gustman and Steinmeier.
y

.

The model presented earlier suggests that the failure o
find consistent.effects for men on shart-term measures of earn-

ings, the differences id apparent effects for men and women, and
the sensitivity of estimated effects to the time unit of measure-
ment may all be explained in large part by an improved ,under-
standing of the factors that mediate the effect of vocational
education on labor market outcomes. To investigate those inter-
vening effects, the authors of the present study sought to answer

the following questions:

o Cap the relatively small total effects on the earn-
ings of men be explained by a tendency for individu-
ally important indirect effects to offset each other?

o 'How much of an effect on earnings and unemployment
does each of the intermediating factors have?

*Includes both occupational And nonoccupational home economics

courses.

**They found that more vocational credits reduce unemployment.
But a higher proportion of vocational credits reduce unemployment
for women by only a small amount and actually increase it for

men.
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o What are the differences between men and women in the
indirect effects that operate through each interven-
ing factor?

o Are there differences between vocationally educated
and other students in fringe benefits, working
conditions, or other nonpecuniary.characteristics-of
jobs?

o Can,the differences between total effects on hourly
earnings, weekly earnings, and annual income'be
explained be-st by longer hours worked, more weeks
worked per year, multiple jobs, or some combination
of these factors?

o How large are the direct and total effects of voca-
tional education on earnings and unemployment?

o Which of the intervening factors are susceptible to
changes in public policy, and what'policy changes are
suggested by the estimates found here?

Description .of the NLS Youth Data

The data used in'this study are from the National Longi-
tudinal Survey of Labor Market Experience, the Youth Cohort (NLS

Youth). Both interview and transcript data are used in the

analyses. The Center for Human Resource Research (CHRR) at the

Ohio State University, with support from the U.S. Departments of
Labor and Defense, initiated the NLS Youth interview data collec-

tion in 1979. The National Center for Research in Vocational
Education, with funding from the U.S. Department of Education,
Office of Vocational and Adult Education, and under a collabora-
*tive agreement with CHRR, supplemented the NLS Youth interview
data with the high school transcripts of the older members of the

cohort. The merger of the two data sources provides a.cost-
effective and the best available information base to,examine the'

effects of secondary.vocational' education on labor market

experiences.

The NLS Youth is a national probability,sample of 12,686
persons Who were betweeh the ages of fourteen and twentp-one When
originally selected for the,survey in 1978. The sample was drawn

by a household screening process in three stages: a cro6s-

sectional sample; a supplemental sample of blacks, Hispanics, and
economically disadvantaged whites; and a sample of youth serving

in the military. Both the cross-sectional And supplemental sam-
ples were stratified by.sex in order to obtain.relatively equal
proportions of men and women. The military sample includes an
oversampling of wOmen and is roughly composed of one-third women
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and two-thirds men. Weighting procedures have been developed to
compensate for the oversampling of-these groups.*

NLS Youth respondents were first interviewed arly 1979..
The data collected in the base year included kground i forma-
tion about the respondent's family, Schooling, and work history.
In addition, data on current educational and labor market activi-
ties were obtained. Follow,up interviews with NLS respondents
nave been conducted in 1980, 1981, and 1982. ,(Data from the 1982
interviews are,not yet available.) Key questions relating to
labor market and educational experiences and demographic changes
(e.g., marital status).., were replicated to provide continuity
across the survey years. Annual interviews with the participants
in the NLS Youth survey are'presently scheduled through 1984.

The transcript collection effort was initiated in 1980 when
the high school records for persons seventeen years of age and
older were obtained. Transcripts for NLS Youth respondents who
were fifteen and sixteen at the time of the first interview were
added to the data files in 1981. The information gathered from
the transcripts included the gradeylevel at Which a course was
taken, a course.code, the amount of credit received, and the
letter grade received for the course. These data were then used
to identify the patterns of vocational participation in high
school in order to make,a better examination ofthe effects.of
vocational training on the labor market experiences of youth.

*For a full description of the sampiing design, weighting proce-
dures, and a descriptive analysis of the first year's data, see
Borus et al., Youth Knowledge Development Report 2.7 Fipdings
of the National Longitudinal Survey of Young Americans, 1979
Tigd15).

Weights are used in the cross. tabulations but not in the regres-
4sion analyses undertaken in the present report. Where sample
sizes permit, analyses are done separately for men and womenand
for whites, blacks, and Hispanics. In most cases the sample
sizes required that blacks and Hispanics be grouped together and
called "minority." This treatment combines racial and ethnic
characteristics in a way that is not ideal. But social resear
has used this combination of chracteristics frequently, and th
results here suggest that, in most respects, blacks and Hispanics
are more like each other (in their labor market behavior) than
either group is like whites.
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Patterns of.Particip(ation

As previously noted, transcript data were used by Campbell,
Orth, and Seitz (1981) to classify persons into different pat-

terns of participation in vocational education. This method is

preferred over both self-report of high school curriculum and
administrator classification because it reflects the variability

within the vocational education experience. In most previous
studies, all students Who reported that they had followed a voca-
tional program or who were classified as vocational by school
administrators were treated as a homogeneous group. Some studies

have allowed for variations in specialty'area or for tire differ-

ence between courses,related or not related to later jobs.. For

this report, the aMount and variation of a student's actual voca-
tional credits, as indicated on the transcript, were used as

indices of involvement in secondary vocational education.*

The patterns of participation were first developed by opera-
tionalizing five descriptive concepts that reflect differt
aspects of vocational course-taking. Briefly, the descrip
concepts include (1) the number of credits received in vocational

courses in the program area of specialization; (2) the number of

program areas in which vocational courses were taken; (3) the

number of years in which the specialty was pursued; (4) the num-:
ber of vocational credits in the program area that were deter-

mined to be supportive of the specialty'area; and (5) .kscaled

measure of Whether the speci,alty was pursued'in the eleventh and/

or twelfth grade. A student'S area of specialization was 4efined

as the program area (e.g., distributive education, home econom-
ics) in which at least six-tenths of the total number of voca-

tional credits were received.

Thee descriptiN,4e concepts were .used to construct target .

profiles. The target profiies represented the set of scores
hypothesized as mbst likely to be associated with each pattern

type. The'transcript record was used to obtain a profile of

scores for the debcriptive concepts for each student. The actual

case profiles were then compared to, the target prdfiles, and

*Seven subject matter areas were identified on students' tran-

scripts as "vocational." These categories were agriculture,
marketing and distributive education, health occupationp, home
economics, office occupations, technical education, and tradd and

in ustrial occupations. Technical education was combined with,
trfade and industrial courses, and the two are identified here as

a single specialty area. A concerted effort was made to exclude

frOm the vocational classifications such course areas as indus-

trial arts, personal typing, and nonoccupational home econbmics.'

9 .
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assignment to a pattern was based on the Eucli.dean distance *1;c-
tion.* A case was assigned to the pattern type from which it had
the least:distance. The five atterns were labeled Concentrator,
Limited Concentrator, Concentrator/Explorer, Explorer, and
Incidental/Personal, and were ordered by the degree of, involve-
ment in vocational education.

Concentrators take an average of six vocational credits over
a, three-year period. Limited Concentrators generally take about
'half the number of vOcatiohal credits as Concentrators, usually
within a two-year span. The next pattern group, Concentrator
Explorer, is similar to the Limited Concentrator pattern ex pt
that the.vocational.course Irrork is usually completed early n the
high scbool years. Students classified in the Explorer pa tern.
pursue 'courses in three or more program areas but do not chieve
any level of Specialization. In comparison, Inciden ersonal
students average less than a full credit and gene y complete
the work in a semester.

These patterns were used in the analyses in place of the
traditional curriculum descriptors of vocational, general, and
college preparatory. Also, in order to evaluate how representa-
4ve the subsample of respondents with transcripts was, persons
%Who had completed at least twelve years of school but for whom
transcript data were either missing or incomplete were included
in the analyses. This group was labeled "Incomplete Transcript."

-
A

Organization of the Report

The,palance of this report is organized ap follows. Chapter
two explors the possible relationships betwe n secondary voca-
tional education and job search activities. A.series of cross-
tabulations, with Chi-square tests of significance, were used for
these analysis. Cross-tabulations were also conducted to examine
the relative association between vocational training and various
measures of labor market emoerience--hours worked per week,
unionization, type of job, weeks unemployed, and others. These
results are presented in chapter three. Chapter four presents

*For a full descriptlon of the methodology and techniques used to
construct and validate the pattqrns of participation variable,
the reader ks referred to the work by Campbell, Orth, and Seitz'
(101). d.
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the estimates from.a series of regression equations W11,ich ulti-
mately focus on.earnings. Conclusions and policy, imp.lication,
are-discussed in chapter five.**

.!

4

:

n

*Reagers who prefer a descniiptive and less tec'hnical approach to
these issues`will find chapters VAT& and three more to their 11k-
in0 and may prefer nerely to skim chapter four. However, the
,abi-ences;of controls for such influences as soci-odconomicorigins
or level'of edUcatioth should?cautiom against the interpretmition
cr,k diffenences in tables as estimit' of effects of vocational
education. Chapter four pres s a mo Atchnical.approach.to
modeling sOme of these labor rket o t s While controllipg
for multiple influences. B not all th e are
described in chapters tw ,and three are modeled,in chapter four.
For exanle, no formal 4deling was attsmpted of the job search..

procdss, the distribution'of fringe beneeitor the 'ilicidence of ,

multiple job holding. . In some instances this is attributable to
time and resource constraints of this project; in other instances
to a judgment tOt.little additiohal information wbgld be gleaped
fromsformal models. ,

0
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CHAPTER TWO

JOB SEARCH METHODS

Thp Function of Job Search Methods

As ,illustrated in the preceding.diScussion, the transition
from school to employment may be influenced by many factors. A
significant facet of the matching process between an irffividual's
.skills and available jobs may,be the pattern of job searching
that'the individual follows. Job search methods are either

. direct--contacting the employer at the place o business or ;

.responding to an advertisement placed ty the mployer, or through
some form of brokerage--emPloyment services fr friends and rela-
tives. Depending upon the type of job being sought, there i$
some evidepce that direct employer contact" nd job information
secured through family and friends have in tjhe past been found -to

be the most productive strategies (Parnes 1 54; Rees and Shultz
1970; Egan 1976; Becker 1977).

An analysis of the-1981 interview data from the NLS Youth,
results in findings that are generally-consistent with this con-

,
clusion, although some notqle changes are evident. Direct em-
ployer contact and family and friends are still the most success'

ful strategies, but they are very cicisely followed ty piivate
employment agencies and newspaper advertisements as successful

sources of information about jobs. (These findings,are discussed
in more detail at a later point in,this section.)

Assuming that this accumulated evidence in fact reflects the
reality of the job search Situation fox the large proportion of
individuals, it becomes important to know what approach voca-
t'onal graduates take-in their job search, and' Whether they
c oose those methods,most likely to be successful. At the same

ime, it is necessaryvto recognize that many other factors-may
nfluence the job search pattern, and some accounting of them

mUst be'attempted.

A preliminary consideration Of these factors was provided
through an examination of the NLS Ybuth data. A subsample* of
these data was'-useful for this purpose. A substantial group of
persons in the sample had responded dIfirmatively in 1979, 1980,
and 1981 to the question, Were you seeking employment dUring,the
four-week period prior,to the interview? ,They answered

*Because of the requirement that respondents must be searching

I
school graduates Whose responses were considered in subsequent
for a job, this sample is a subset of the larger group of high

analyses. ,
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additional questions that provided an estimate of the degree to
which the various job seardh strategies were used. A supple-
mental series of questions answered by this sample in 1981 also
provided an estimate over a longer period about the'success rate
of the strategies used.

Job Search Strategies and Controlling Factors

A series.of tables was prepared tilat shoWed the relationship
between job search strategies and potential controlling factors,
in addition to the factors of primary interest--vocational educa-
tion and vocational speciality (e.g., trade and industry). Those
variables included in the tables are as follows:.

Potential Controlling Factors
o School enrollment status
o Educational level
o Race and sex
o Reason for job search
o Type of job sought (e.g., full-time, part-time)
o current e/ployment 'status

Job Search Strategies
o State employment service
o Private employment service
o Direct employer contact
o Friends and relatives
o Advertilements
o School employment services
o Other methods

The-probability of the, effect of a job search strategy was
tested by a chi-square test*, both for overell effect and,for the
relationship of eadh -category of classifying factor to each of
the job search strategies. The tables provide the overall per-
centage of the sample using each job search strategy (there are
slight differences between tables due to rounding), and the
percentage of sach category of classifying factor using each

(
strategy. Ths tables (numbers. 2-1 through 2-9) are predented at
the end of this dhapter.

In general, the respondents in the NLS Youth sample reported.
usihg the strategy of directly contacting an employer most often

*The significance tests reported in this disOussion,are dhi-
.square tests of single cell deviations from expected freqUencied
with one degree of freedom. The ekpected frequencies are gpicu-
lated by the generallS, acCepted methods based uponthe row and
,olumn marginalS'and the total number of cases.
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(60-61 percent), followed by responding to-adyertisements (39-40
prceKit) and then seeking job information through friends and
relatives (15,-19 percent). The remaining,strategie's in frequency
of reported use were-use of state employment services (14
percent), school employment services (6-8 percent), private
employment services (4-5 percent), And all other methods (9-12
percent). Despite careful wording of the survey question, it is
possible that the frequency for direct employer contact was
inflated because the respondents may have used more than one
methoc4 and all successful job searches eventually involved a
contact with the employer. This perhaps encouraged respondents
'to report this approach to the exclusion of other methods. These
percentages, however, form a basis for examining the possible
influence of each of the mediating factors on selection of a job
search strategy.

Job Search Strategies and Patterns of Participation

o Concentrators make above average Use of state
employment services.

o Concentrators make above average use of
advertisements.

The effects of primary interests im this study are those of
the patterns of vocational education participation. Examination
of table 2-1* reveals no general effect of the patterns that'are
consistent across all,threè years of the survey data. _Concentra-
tors-were more likely in 1979 and 1980 than Incidental/Personal
participants or those with no vocational credits to use state ,

employment services. But the relationship did not hold up in the
1981 data. Similarly, Concentrators were less likely than those
other two groups to use friends and relatives as sources of job
information. But in 1981, they used'that source with about the
same frequency as did Incidental/Personal participants.

*Except as specifically noted, these and the following tables
which show distribution-of cases do so through the use of
weighted percentages. This decision was made because the raw
numbers following in each cell required readjustments to account
for oversampling as identified in the chapter 1 discussion of t.tie
NLS Youth. The weighting results in estimated cell frequencies
which are based upon the estimate total population at the time of
sample interview. The percentages can represent.the relationship
with reasonable accuracy, whereas rescalling the cell estimated,
frequencies would introduce an aitpitional source of rounding
error. The reader is cautioned in those instances when the
actual sample size for any category falls below twenty-five
cases. Cases with missing data are excluded.

c414.
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COncentratois were significantly more likely than the average to
report use of advertisements in the 1980 survey (56 percent com-
'pared to 39 percent) and Concentrator/Explorers were abdat three
times as likely to use private employment agetCies as the average
high School gradugte in both 1979 and 1980. Thisitrend did not
hold for 1981. If contacting the employer directly or with the
help of friends and relatives is more effective, vocational
education should address this issue, perhaps by providing more
effective,job search orientation, or by arranging for effective
employer contacts. (See also McKinney et al. 1981.)

.....,_,Sticcess Rates of Job Search Strategies
-

o Job search success through sp.ate employment services
is inversely related to secondary vocational
training.

o Concentrators are unusually successful users of
newspaper advertisements.

able .2-2 presents the relative success of the job search
egies. State employment services are particularlyineffec-

tive, for Concentrators, but improve in effectiveness as voca-
tional concentretT3h decreases. Private employment services show
a similar pattern. 4 reverse trend exists for school employment
services. Cqncentrators and Concentrator/Explorers are most suc-
cessful with newspaper advertisements. :rhe relative lack of suc-
cess of Limited Concentrators in use of advertisements does not
have.a. readily apparent explanation. Trends are also not appar-
ent for secondary vocational graduates in the successful.use of
direct employer contacts or contacts theough friends and rela-
tives, although some success is reported. The most successful
users of these categories appear to be those with little or ho
votatibnal training.

The effect of vocational education on job search approaches
can be seen another way in table 2-3. The use of the various
strategies by different vocational specialists is tabulated here.
The.overall pattern reflects little deviation from the average
use of each strategy among the specialties. Among the vocational
education respondents, however,'those who specialized in trade
and industry yere significantly more likely to report the use.of
friends and relatives in a job search. Another interesting trend
is noted in-the use of school employment service by those with no
specialty, that is, those who took no vocational credits or who
did ncit concenfrate enough to develop a specialty. This signifi-
cant trend, across all three survey years, Will be further expli-
cated in4the tables showing the effects of enrollment ,and educa-
tional level. These data are shown in tables 2-4 and 2-5.

24
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Strategy Use and Educational Enrollment

o School employment services are primarily used by
those enrolled, arid rarely serve the job search
process after graduation .or school leaving.

Enrollment status is seen as a significant determiner of
strategy use. Persons who were enrolled in school reported use
of school employment services ten or more times as frequently as
those not currently enrolled, and'except,for contacts through
relatives and friends or directly with employers, this tendency
was,reversed for all other strategies. In the instance of the
two exceptions, both groups reported about average usage of the
strategies. Educational level was also clearly associated with
increased use of scht)ol empLoyment services. For those in the
third and fourth years of postsecondary'education, this strategy

. 'was reported at two to three times the average use. No other:
trends were evident relating to educatioadwilevel, althoughthere
were isolated significant frequencies of7aossible interest.

First, all job searchers who were completing fifteen years
of education reported making direct employer contacts in 1979,
but only the average.number made direct'employer'contacts in 1980
ot 1981. Second, nearly twice as many respondents who had com-
pleted thirteen years of education reported use of school place-
mentservices in 1979. Perhaps this finding is a function of
students taking short term programs of one year only in technical
and community colleges. In any case, "%diet has become evident
from consideration of these last three tables is that the use of
school employment services appears largely to be a function of
current enrollment, program completion, or neail approach to post-
secondary program completion. School employment services are not
seen as available or useful to 'those Who have graduated or left
school, for example, those who have lost a previous job (see

table 2-7).

If use of school placement services is an effective job
search strategy, there are policy implications in these findings
which apply specifically to.the secondary schools: Follow up -t

programs providing job search assistance may be appropriate.
Referring back to table 272, it may be observed that school
employment services are somewhat effective for Concentrators and

for those with no vocational education. To the degree that the
services are not effective, then either improvements of the ser-
vices or redirection of the users appears to be in order. The

evidence on this point is therefore mixed (see McKinney et al.
1981, 1982).
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Strategy Use by Race and Sex
1

Black males and females are higher than average users
of relatively unsuccessful gate employment services.

There may also be differences in the use of the various job
search strategies as a function of the race and sex of the
respondents (table 2-6). Only two trends are observable in these
data. Black males and females repoSted consistently above
average use of state employment serwices. White' males report
consistently less use.of advertisements. The situation with the
black respondents indicates a possibly serious problem in,job
search strategy for these groups because the reported suCcess
rate for state employment services may be as low as 5 percent
(Egan 1976). Moreover, the tilack respondents reported the'lowest
success rate for this strategy compared to other strategies with
only one exception--school employment services for black males
(table not shown). Since advertisenents were also relatively
unproductive, 12 percent, the tendency,of White males to avoid
this method may indicate more awarenesS of job search
effectiveness. However, the more recent evidence presented in

1table 2-2 suggests the appropriateness of a change in use of
advertisements.

1
Strategy Use and Reason for Search

o Those who have lost their,jobs or are unemployed
for other reasons-tend to turn to the relatively
unsuccessful state employment services.

1The use of job search strategies may also vary as a function
pf'the reason for the job search. Table 2-7 classifies the use
of strategy by reasons. There were few trends observa.ble in the
data in this table. In the 1980 and 1981 data collections, those
who had lost their jobs were significantly'more likely to use
state employment services, and those who were searching.while
employed are less likely to do so. This finding may be associ-
ated with the requirement that.individuals must register with
state employment services in order to qualify for unemployment
Compensation. Registration at the state employment service would
be useful documentation of jOb searching for the unemployed.
There seems, however, to be little meaningful association between
job search strategies and reasons for engaging in the job search:

1
Table 2-8 categorizes the job search strategies by type of'

job wanted, that is,,whether the job is part time, full time, or
not specified. Part-time workers t6d not to use the state
employment services, but at least for the 1980 and 1981 surveys,
they were more likely to use the school employment services.
Otherwise, there are no trends in' use of the search strategies by
job types.:
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Strate.gy Use and Labor Force Status

Table 2-9 shows some interesting trends in the relationship

of labor force status to job searbh strategy. There lb 4 trend
for the unemployed to make greater than average use of 1.he state
employment services and for those who were out of the labbr'forCe
rather than employed to make less than average use of this ser-

vice. There'is also a trend for those out of the.labor force to
make less use of advertisements and more use of school employment

services. This latter finding is consistent with the earlier
trends notece'for enrollment status and levels of education,
because'it is reasonable to assume that many students are out of
the labor-force, and are also the group most likely to use school

employment services.

The Picture Overall

When the results are considered as a whole, the use of two
job search strategies departed from the average most frequently

across all categories. They are use of state employment services
and use of school employment services. The groups who used them

were not the same. The unemployed, blacks, those not enrolled in

school, and.those searching because of loSt jobs turned to the

state agencies. The school agencies were used by those just
returning to the labor force, part-time workers, some of those
Seeking-work because of hardship, those viho had Completed thir-
teen, fifteen or sixteen years of school, and those who were cur-
rently enrolled in school: Vbcational education graduates were
not confined -ft) any of these descriptions, and did not have a
significant deviation from the average of the population in a

consistent way for any strategy. There were, however, several
noteworthy exceptions.

Vocational Concentrators in two of the three years showed a
slight t6ndency toward above average use of the.state employment
services, in which they,were even less successful than the sample

as a whole, which generally received a low percentage of job of-
fers through this service. Also,,they were slightly less likely

to uSe the more.successful approach of contacting friends and
relatives thaa the remainder of the sample. Moreover, the Con-
centrators and,Concentrator/Explorers were only half as success-
ful in direct employer contacts as those with Incidental/Personal
or no vocational training. On the positive side, Concentrators
made.average or above average use of advertisements in two of the

three years. They reported substantially above average success
with this strategy, as did the Concentrator/ExplorerS.

It thus appears that assistance in lob search strategies is

an appropriate policy consideration, for vocatiOnal graduates.
Perhaps they need specific assistance.in presenting themselves in
intervieW situations, in securing interViews, and in selecting
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among the available job search strategie,s. These skills could be
taught as a part of the vocational education curriculum, as some
schools already do . /
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TABLE 2-1

THE USE OF JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES BY PATTERNS CF VOCATIONAL PARTICIPATION

III

(PERCENTAGE (F USE BY CLASS IF 1CAT ION)

,

I

i
I

-

Ft NateState
Ernpl oyrrent
Serv ice

Empl oyrrent
Serv ice

Di rect
Empl oyer
Contact

Fr I ends and
Relatives .

.
Advert I sement

7 School
Employrrent

Serv ice Other
,I

Conceniretor
79 16.4 8.2 68.4, 17.4 40.7 3.2 3.5'
80' 20.5 5.7 5 7.0 1 2.6 5 6.1* 8.4 , 11.4
81 9.1 5.5 60.9 17.8 35.1 6.2 10.8

- L 1ml ted Concentrator
79 1 3.1
8,0 1 4.7

4.1
6.3

53.6
58.6

19.0
15.8

47.2
44.6

2.4
1.6*

9.3
6.6

81 21.0 9.3 53.2 2 4.2 39.5 6.1 15.9

Concentrator/Explorer -

79 )4.4 15.5* 51:5 26.7 37.7 2.9 4.6
80 7.5 1 3.3* 52.6 19.1 3 5.1 5.3 7.1
81 22.0 5.7 57.2 15.1 50.9 4., 11.9

Explorer .

79t 11.9 .0 86.8 3.0 48.9 .0 2 3.5
80t 157 .0 80.7 20:7 43.9 .0 3.7
81 1 8.5 " 1.6 42.3 9.9 53.6 1 3.5 7.4

Inc1dental/PersDnal
79 14.4 k 2.5 '62.2 20.5 39.1 6.0 16.7*
80 1 2.5 * 3.8 64.3 15.5 3 4.2 1 0.7* 7 9.8
81 14.6 4.5 56.2 17.4 46.2 9. I ,( 15.5 -

NorwocatIonal
79 9.7 . 4.1 52.2 20.4 42.0 1 3:3* 11.7
80 7.0* 6.5 57.9 17.2 34.2 10.6 14.0*
81 11.0* 5.3 5 6.5 2 0.5 41.8 9.8 1 2.3

. ,
Inccmplete TranrIpt

79 15.5 4.5 64.7 17.7 41.1 3.9 9.3
80 1 9.4 .0* 60.2 1 3.8 42.6 7.0 7.7
81 17.4 7.0 59.4 19.7 44.6 4.9 . 11.7

Total
79 1 4.0 4.8 60.5 19.5 41.2 . 5.5 11.5
80 1 4.2 4.1 60.2 15.4 39.4 7.9 9.3
81 1 6.0 6.1 5 7.1 19.3 43.8 7.0 1 3.2

NOTE: Percentages do not add up to 100 because more than one strategy could be used. The ,sample
sizes for the 1979, 1980, and 19 81 survey years were 1,1,86, 1,40 0, and 1,738, respectively.

*Ftobabl ty < .05

tBased on less than 25 casas

*



TABLE 2-2

SUCCESS RATES OF JdSEARai STRATEGIES BY PATTERNS OF VOCATIONAL. PART ICIPATION
(PERCENTAGE CF SUCCESS BY CLASS! F ICAT ION)

State Pr ivate Direct
Employment Employment Employer Friends and

Serv ice Serv ice Contact Relatives

f , ......

Concentrator .
No Of fer 96.5 98.5 88.8 87.8 78.3 87.6
Of fer I . 3.5 1.5 1 1.2 1 2.2 21.7 1 2.4
n 28 19 65 88 45 14

L imi ted Concentrator
No Of fer 93.2 .91.0 82.2 ' 80.7 91.0 91.7
Of fer 6.8 9.0 17.8 19.3 9.0 8.3
n 65 43 123 153 95 28

I Concen trator/Explorer .

No Of fer 85.9 63.3 87.8 86.1 75.8 100.0
Of fer 1 4.1 36.7 1 2.2 , 1 3.9 2 4.2 .o
n 40 23 74 86 61 16

Expl orer
No Of far 10 0.0 3 5.9 97.0 86.2 6 6.0 10 0.Q
Of fer .0 64.1 3.0 13.8 34.0 .0
n 9 3 13 19 . 14 1

4

Incidental/Rersonal
No Of fer 94.0 87.0 77.6 ... 83.2 81.4 91.2
Of fer 6.0 1 3.0 22.4 16.8 18.6 8.8,
n . 112 66 244 280 183 . 71

- ,

Nonvocational ...

No Of fer 94.5 81.6 70.5 79.3
Of fer 5.5 18.4 29.5 20.7
n 67 32 140 157

Advert isement

85.0
15.0
96

School
Employment

Serv ice

86.2
13.8
41

Incanplete Transcr ipt
No pf fer ',. 90.7 78.6 82.1 83.8 85.3 . 88.6
Of fe'r 9.3 21.4 17.9 16.2 1 4.7 11.4
n 307 154 504 547 393 75

Total
No Of fer 92.3 82.6 80.1 83.0 83.8 8 9.9
Of fer 7.7 17.4 19.9 17.0 16.2 10.1

628 . 340 1163 1330 887 24 6

NOTE: Percentages do not add up to 10a.because more than one strategy cou I d be used .
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TABLE 2-3

THE USE CF JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES BY VOCATIONAL SPECIALTY
(PERCENTACE OF USE BY CLASSIFICATION)

State Pr 1 vate Direct
Empl oyment Employment Employer

Serv ice Serv ice Contact
Fr 1 ends and
Re lat 1 ves

.

Advert! serrent

SO= I
Emp I oyme

Serv ice Other

'No Speci al ty
79 1 2.3 3.5 56.3 19.0 39.4 10.1* 1 4.4

80 9.6* 5.2 61.6 16.1 31.6* 11.9 12.5*
81 1 2.8 4.0 57.8 18.4 41.4 10.7 13.6

Agr iculttre
79 4.8 .0 47.3 24.0 35.9 '.0 9.0
80 2 0.9 8.0 52.0 2 3.7 22.2 11.3 .0
81 17.4 .0 58.0 14.3 34.0 6.6 16.4

Office
79 14.7 6.2 60.4 22.0 4 3.2 4.6 1\3.4

80 11.5 7.3 60.7 13.5 43.5 6.9 8.6
81 14.6* 9.0* 53.6 18.1 47.2 7.5 11.9

,
Trade and Industry .

79 10.6 5.6 62.7 17.7 46.8 1-2 4.7

80 20.6 2.3 54.2 25.5* 44.5 3.0 16.0*

81 23.8 1.6* 55.4 25.4 - 35.4 4.2 21.3*

Distributive Education/Health/Home Economics .
79 17.1 4.3 55.7 18.1 29.1 5.9 7.5-
80 10.1 5.0 59.6 19.4 33.5 1.7 1.9
81 19.6 .0 66.5 22.1 47.5 2.4 17.2

Inccmp lete Transcr ipt
79 15.5 4.5 64.7 17.7 41.1 3.9 9.3

80 19.4* 6.0 60.2 1 3.8 . 4 2.6 7.0
81 17.4 7.0 59.4 19.7 44.6 4.9 11.7

Total
79 14.0 4.8 6 0.5 19.5 41.2 5.5 11.5

80 14.2 5.9 60.2 15.4 39.4 :7.9 9.3

81 16.0 6.1 57.1 19.3 43.8 i,
7.0 1 3.2

NOTE: Percentages do not add upr to 100 because more than one strategy could be used. The senple
sizes for the 1979, 1§80, and 19 81 survey years were 1,186, 1,400, and 1,738, respectively,.

*Probability < .05-
-----Ntiased on less than 25 cases ,..
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TABLE 2-4

TI-E USE CF JC(3' SEARCH STRATEGIES BY ENIQLLMENT STATUS

(PERCENTAGE CF LSE BY CLASS IF ICAT ION)

State R- Nate Dlrect SchDo I

Empl oyment Empl ocfment Emp I oyer Friends and Emp I oyment

Serv Ice Serv ice Contact Re lat Wes Advert 1 sement Serv ice Other

Enrol led . .

79 7.6* 2.1* 63.5 22.0 33.5* 12.0* 1 4.1

80 54* 3.1* 61.0 15.8 30.2* 19.0* 10.9

81 5.7* 3.1* 5 7.2 16.4 32.9* 2 0.5* 1 2.4
0 4.1

IN1Dt Enrol led

79 18.7* 6.7*. , 58.4 . 17.7 46.8* .8* 9.6

80 18.9* 7.5 5,9:8-' 15.2 44.4* 1.9* 8.4
81 20.1* 7.3 57.1 '2'0.6 48.2* 1.6* 13.5

Total ,

79 1,4.0

8'0 14.2

,r, 4.8
6.0

60.5
60.2

19.5
15.4

41.2
39.4

5.5
7.9

11.5
9.3

81 16.0 6.1 5 7.1 19.3 .% 4-3.8 , 7.0 1 3.,2

NOTE: Percentages do not add up to 1 00 because more than one yategy could be used. The sample

sizes for the 1979, 1980, and 1981 survey years were 1,186, t,4 0, and 1,738, resPectively.

*Probability < .05

3 2
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TABLE 2-5

TI-E USE CF JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES BY LEVEL CF EarATION

(PERCENTACE CF USE BY CLASSIFICATIONS

State Pr ivate Direct Schoo 1

Emp I oymsnt Emp I oyment, Empl oyer Fr lends and Employment.

Serv ice ,%. Serv ice . Contact Relatives Advertl senent Service , Other

1 2 Years Completed .,
79 1 6.2 5.7 61.8 1 8.- 1 42.4 3.0* 1 0.2...)

80 18.1* 6.1 60.6 16.0 45.8* 3.3* e 6.2*
81 18.4*, 5.2 5 8.8 . 21.0 4 6.8 1.9* 110

13 Years Canpleted -

79 11.6 3.3 55.5 21.8 40.3 . 95*
80 8.0* 4.2 53.6 1 5.5 3 0.8* 1 0.2 1 6.8*.

,81 15.8 7.8 56.0 18.5 40.1 7.2 17.5

.., 1.

1 4 Years Completed
7.9 7.9 3.2 5 7.6 2 4.2 38.5 6.5 . 1 3.8 .

80 9.3 5.4 62.0 11.1 33.0 9.7 11.3

81 5.8 4.1 53.8 T 1.0* 3 6.0 16.7* 1 3.8 ...

15 Year Canpleted
A.

,-,
79 5.2* .0 100.0* 20.7 32.8 .. 15.9* 1-4.6

eo 6.9* 4.1 62.1 1 7.7 .. 2 3.7* \29.9* 1 4.B I,

81 7.0* 5.3 51.9 17.7 33.8 349*- 13.6

1 6 or More Years Cdmpleted
79t 29.9 1 2.6 44.1 1 2.6 5 5.9 1 8.1* .'1 4.2

.. . .
80 8.2 1 4.7* 70.4 1 3.1 26.4 20.2*' 10.2

81 17.9 1 8.3* 53.1 18.6 43.4 1 4.7* 25.1* 3

Tota I

79, 14.0 4,8 61.7 19.5 41.2 5.5 11.5

80 .14.2 6.0 60.2 1 5.4 ',.;40 39.4 7.9 9.3

81 16.0 6.1 57.1 . 19.3 43.8' 7.0 't
t

NOTE: BercentaRes.do nah add up to 100 _because-none than one strategy could:be used. The sample

sizes for the 1979, 1980, d 1981 survey years ve re 1,186, 1,400, and 1,738, respectively.

*PrObabN 1 ty < .05
.14

tBased on less than 25 cases

/
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State
Ernpl oyment.

Se rv ice

Hispanic Male
79 -1 0,.5
80 18:1
81 19.1

BlaCk Male
7' 79 . 22.6*
'80 2.2.6*.

, . 81 25.3*-

Wh i te Male l'
79 1 0.8
80 14.1
81 17.6

.H1s pan ic Femal e
79 10.2
$0 11.5
81 '19..5'

Black Female
79 23.3*

22.4*
81 23.0*..

Wh I te -Femal e
' 7.9 14.0

801 1 0.1*
: 81 10.2*

Totii1
79 1 4.0 ,

.. 81 16.0
BO 14.2

TABLE 2-6
dt.

THE us JOB SEARCH S1RATEG1 S BY RACE AND SEX
(PER NTAGE OF° USE BY CLA SIFICATION)

Pr ivate
Emp oyment

Se rv ice

Direct
Emp I oyer
Contact

Fr 1 ends and
Relatives Advert i semant

7.8
8.1
3.9

4.6
3.9

11.4*

2.9
447
.7*

2.0
8.2
9.9

. ,

7.9..
10.4*
6.5

5:9
" 6.5

7.6

4.8
6.0
6.1

C.

'

59.5
67.1
54.0

61.4
59.5 .
56.6

5 8.0
61.8
5-7.8

62.1 ,

51.7
46.5

,

5 7.4
63.9
5 5.3

63.2
5 7.8
57.5

60.5
60.2

.5 7.1

,

27.5
18.6
22.6

15.8
11.7

N 22.7
...

23.1
18.1
20.4

17.0
17.5

. 21.4

11.6
8.8

1 4.2

. 18.2
1 4.1
18.1

19.5
15.4
19.3

34.6
100.0*
45.6

35.1
'33.9
42.3

i
34.6*
345*
37.6*,

46.6
4 6.2
51.4

4424;82

80

47.6

477*
.44.8
49.8*

41.2
40.1
43.8

Schoo I /
Emplpyment

Se ev ice Other

11.8 . 9.2
2.1 6.8
5.2 . 1 4.7 I*

6.3 .12.3
. 4.9 11.5

4.9 10.7 ,

5.6 1 2.6 A

7.0 11.0 ,

8.6 1 4.ti

12.1 11 :2
1201* , 9.9
8.0 11.0

4.2
9.9
5.0

9.7
7.1

10.8 .-

..-
5.0
8.6

1,0.9

, 6.2 12.4
,

. 5.5 ' .11.5
7.9 , 9.3

- 7.0 . ,0.2, . ..._.--.....

NOTE: Percentages do not add'up to 100 becauSe more than one strategy could be used. The sample' !
-.,

sizes for t'he 1979, 1980, and 19 81 survey years were 1,186, 1,400, and 1,738, respectively.
, .

*Probab i f I ty < .05
< . ItBased on less than 25 cases ./

..

4,4

/'

* 1
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TABLE 2-7

THE USE CF JOB SEARCH STRATEGIES BY REASONS FOR SEARCH

(PERCENTAGE OF USE BY CLASSIFICATION)

State Pr 1 vate Direct Schoo I

Employment Employment Employer Friends and Employment

Serv ice Serv rce Contact Re lat I ves Ad ver41 sement Serv ice -Other

I nv.o I untary Separat ion
79 22.9 8.0

,80 23.8* 8.6
81 32.9* 5.1

,

61.1 1 3.5 4 6.5. 6.0 1 2.3

68.2 16.3 41.3 2.3* 6.3

57.5 27.1* 56.8* 7.6 1 4.3

Other Financial HardshiP
79 18.0 2.8 64.4 14.1 42.5 6.0 9.3

BO 16.2 5.1 59.9 15.1 4 3.1 10.9 8.3

81 17.4 5.0 ...,40,440 53:0 17.8 47.2 ___ 8.8*d 11.5
, I

Vo I untary Sepa rat ion -=`-'
79 19.1 5.6 66.9 23.8 4 0.5 2.6 39*
80 16.8 65 62.4 18..3 44.5 7.2 8.5

81 24.5* 8.2 62.7 18.6 . 48.8 5.9 9.2

.0ther
79 7.9 49.8 10.5 33.2 411.1* 25.3*

80 18.3 4.4 52.9 8.3 29.0 1 3.9 24.7*

/IL 16.5 8.0 - 57.2 14.7 26.5* 13.1* 15.6
.

Wh i I e Emp I oyed

79 11.0 5.7 60.5 21.5 42.4 5.2 1 0.7

80 97* 6.1 60.1 15.7 37%1 6.6 9.2

81 8.9* 6.4 59.0 18.7 4 0.8 4.8* 1 4.7
AP

-

Tata! 4 0
79 13.6 4.8 61.4 19.2 41.7 5.5 10.6

80 14.3 6.0 60.7 15.5 39.7 7.9 -. 9.4

51 6.2 6. 57.4 , 19.4 44.1 7.0 ,13.3

NOTE: Percentages do not add up to 100 because more than one strategy could be used. The Sample

sizes for the 1979, 1980, and 1981 strvey years were 1,1'12, .1,390, and 1,727, respectively. g

,

*Probab I ty < ..05
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TABLE 2-8

TEE USE CF 303 SEARCH STRATEGIES BY TYPE CF JOB SOUGHT

(FERCENTA(E CF USE 81. CLASS IF ICAT ION)

State R- 1 vate Direct. Siboo I
Emp I oyment Empl oyment Emp I oyer Friends and Emp I oyment

Serv ice Serv Ice Contact Re la+ Ives Adverti sernenti, Serv ice Other

Part-time
1. /

79 6.4* 4.2 54.3 2 6.3* 43.V 7.9
80 5.3* . 3.1 54.7 14.2 42.7 18.7*
81. 4.6* 1.9* 5 6.7 1 4.4 4 7.5 1 3.5*

Ful l-tIme ---/
79 15.5 -5.0 62.7 18.0 40.9- 5.1
80 16.2 6.6 61.8 1 5.8 38.9 57*
81 18.8* 6.9 57.4 20.2 43.3 5.9

Not Specl f led
79 31.6* 2.4 42.7 20.6 3 5.7 .0
80 .0 .0 58.0 .0 80.0 .0
81 .0 .0 .0 1 4.7 2 4.3 .0

Tota I ,
79 14.1 4.8 60.8 19:6 41.4 5.5
80 14.3 6.0 60.5 ,15.5 39.6 7.9
81 16.0 6.1 57.2 19.3 43.9 7.0

I 0.3
8.6

1 0.8

11.8
9.5

13.6

1 3.5

20.0
75.7*

11

94,
13.2

NOTE: Rarcentages do not aid up to 100 because nore than one strategy could be used. The sampl e
s izes for the 1979, 1980, and 1981 stryey years were. 1,182, 1,394, and 1,736, respect ivel y.

*Probabi 1 1 ty < .05

1.4



TABLE 2-9

THE USE CF Jai SEARCH S1RATEGIES BY EMPLOYMENT STATUS

(PERCENTACE OF 'USE BY CLASSIFICATION)

r"Ttate Pr 1 vate Direct School
...

Employment Employment Employer Friends and Emp I oymant
,

Serv ice Serv ice Contact Relatives Adverti senBnt Serv ice Other

Empl oyed

79 11.5 5.6 59.8 22.2 42.0 5.2 10.3

80 10.1* 6.4 60.4 15.9 38.6 6.8 9.2

81 11.5* 5.6 58.0 19.2 42.1 5.4 1-4.8

Unemployed . .

79 23.6* 5.8 60.6 13.5* 46.4 3.2 12.5

80 24.8* 6.7 5962 15.5 48.9* 6.4 7.5

81 25.7* 7.6 53.4 18.1 51.6* 6.8 11.5

Out of the Labor Force** i
79 6.8* .2* 63.0 20.2 29.7* 10.4* 14.1

80 4.2* 2.2* 61.9 13.0 18.6* 15.9* 14.1*

81 7.0* 2.5 65.9 24.4 25.7* 16.9* 10.1

Tata I
79 14.0. 4.8 60.5 19.5 41.2 5.5 11,5

80 14.2 5.9 60.2 15.4 39.4 7.9 9.3

81 16.0 6.1 57.1 _ 19.3 43.8 7.0 13.2

NOTE: Percentages do not add up to 100 because more than one strategy could be used. The sample

sizes for the 1979, 1980, and 1981 survey years were 1,186, 1,400, and 1,738, respectively.

*Probab I 1 I ty < .05

**Status as of the interview .week; however, these respondents reported looking for work ,wi thin the
past four weeks.
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CHAPTER THREE

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL MEDIATING CONDITIONS

As described in chapter 1, this study was designed to exam-
ine the hypothesis that the effect of secondaty'vocational educa=
tion upon earnings is indirect, being mediated through a variety
of conditions that may 51s-may not be independent of the secondary

school curriculum. In this chapter, a set of preliminary exami-
nations of Several such conditions are reported. These were then
used to select variables that are included in the regression
models discussed in chapter 4.

The variables selected for the preliminary examinat,ion are
suggested by the relationship postulated in figure 1-1, chapter

1. These variables, listed next, can be divided into two basic
groups--Employment 'Stability sad Regularity, and Types of Jobs.

Employment Stability and Regularity Variables include the
following:

o Multiple job holding
o Total number.of jobs held
o Weeks in the labor force per year
o Weeks worked per year
o Weeks unemployed per year
o Job tenure
o Employment experience
o Job,sa,paration

Types of Jobs Variables are as follows:

o Occupation
o Industry
.0. Job content
o Job family
o Job class
o Full-time/part-time jobs
o Unionization
o Size of firm
o Shift employment
o Available fringe benefits

The first set of Variables was selected because it has an
obvious impact on annual earnings. These data, for the most
part, reflect the respondents' known work history up through the

1980 interview. The second group of variables is important
because it has a more immediate effect on hourly earnings. These
variables also provide indices of some of the possible trade-offs

for earnings. The types of jobs variables are based on the most
recent job the respondent held at- the 1980 interview. If the

39
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respondent held more than one job,at the time of the survey,
information from the principal job was used.

The analytid method us'ed to investigate the possible rela-
tionships between participation in vocational education and these
labor market indices was cross tabulations. For the majority of
the analyses, significance tests for the independence Of the
categorizations were used. Except where indicatedc the percent-
ages shown in the tables are based on the weighted distribution
of'cases. Separate analyses are preSented for men and women for
most variables.

Employment Stability and Regularity

Multiple Job Holding

o Concentrators are more likely than-Other pattern
groups to hold multiple jobs for four or more months;
Concentrator/Explorers, Explorers, and Incidental/
Rersonal graduates are slightly more likely to report
working in multiple jobs at least three months.

Multiple job holding is defined here as having two or more
jobs, for pay in any given month.* The relevance of holding more
than one job for vocational education lies in its inherent
relationship with earnings, especially annual income. Several _

researchers have examined annual income without accounting,for
the seasonality of jobs or multiple job holding (Conroy 1979; Li
1981). ,Multiple job holding was examined for the complete Sample
Of high school graduates and for those respondents.not enrolled
in school since 1977,. The discussion is based on an analysis of
the jobs held in 1978 alld 1979.

The d a show that apprOximately 1.5 to 2.5 percent of all
respondents worked in multiple jobs in any month (table not
shown). .This estimate is lower than the national average, 4.5 to
5 percent, reported in recent years (Grossman 1975; Michelotti
1975, 1977). The discrepancy may be attributed.to the age range
covered in the NLS Youth data. The overall statistic reported in
the literature is based on the full labor.force. Young adults
may not have the need or the opportunity to acquire more than one
job at'any one time: It should also be noted that in the
national data, men and women generally show differential rates of
multiple job holding. The small,sample size for this variable in
the NLS Youth, however, did not permit separate analysis by sex.

*Multiple job holding was not cbnsidered to occur'if the perSon
was starting one job and.leaving the other during the same month.

4.0



In terms of seasonality, for the full sample ihe multiple
job rate appears to peak in July (4.1 percent in 1978, 3.7 per-
cent in 1979). This finding possibly refleCts college students
engaging in summer work. Increasds in multiple job holding were
also found in October, November, and December; many respondents
probably assumed an additional work load for the holiday season.
The finding that only slight increases occurred durin g. these
months for the not-enrolled-since-1977 sample further'suggests
that seasonality in the full'sample results from student
behavior.

Determining the felationship between working in more than
one job and the amount of vocational experience is a somewhat
tenuous activity- Across the twenty-four-month period checked
(not_enrolled sample), Concentrators generally reported holding
two or more jobs simultaneously more often than other vocational
pattern groups. However, a higher percentage of Concentrators
than other graduates were working, as opposed to being unemployed
or out of the elabor force. When the multiple job rate is com-
puted as a percentage of those persons.who are working, the ten-
dency to be employed in two or more jobs is similar across the
pattern groups. It should be noted that for this sample, in some
months nonvocational yo th more frequently reported having multi-
ple jobs than other gra ates, but there was not a clear-cut
trend in that direction.

,Additional insight can be gained when the nUmber of months
in which respondents worked at more than one job is examined
(table 3-1). Among those not in school since 1977, Concentrator/
Explorers, Explorers, and Incidental/Personal youth more freL.
quently reported working at least three months in multiple jobs.
Concentrators were the most likely, and nonvocational graduates
the second most likely, to hold multiple jobs for four or more
months over the two-year survey period, 12 and 9 percent respec-
tively.

' Number of Jobs

o For men who concentrated in vocational education .

there.is a lesser tendency than other male graduates
to have.held four or more jobs. There is no clear

trend in the number of jobs held for women.

Using data from both the"1979 and 1980 surveys, the total
number of distinct jobs held was examined (tables 3-2 and 3-3).
These data provide one indication of labor market stability.
Although there is no established criteria for what constitutes a
stable employment expdriende, it is generally agreed that exces-,
sive job changing is disruptive fo employerg and workers alike.
For vocational education, the number of jobs held is an important
issue that reflects the level of adjustment experienced in the

A
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school to work transition. Annual earnings are also strongly
influenced by the number of jobs.

When the total number of jobs held by men.is examined, those
men'who concentrated in vocational education were more likely to
have held either two or three jobs than to have held only one or
more than three. Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers, rela-
tive to their proportion in the sample,,Idere as likely as other
respondents to have had only one job and were more likely to haves
been employed in two jobs. In the nonenrolled group, for exam-
ple, the overall estimate for two jobs was 30 percent. Over 37
percent of the Concedtrators and136 Orcent of the Concentrator/
Explorers were found in this category. Concentrators and Limited
Concentrators were more likely to report having held three jobs.
All three vocational concentrator patterns showed a lesser tend-
ency to have held four or more jobs. These trends were consist-
ent between the two samples.

In addition, the data show that men Who had minimal or no'
involvement in vocational education were changing jobs more fre-
quently than all graduates in general. For example, in the sam7
ple of those who were not enrolled, approximately 15 percent, of
the nonvocational males had held four or more jobs; the expected
frequency for all reppondents in this sample was approximately 10
percent.

These patterns Of job holding also applied when different
types of jobs were countede Specifically, the types of jobs
included: full-time jobs (working thirty-five or more hours per
week); jobs with at least four months tenure; full-time jobs of
at least four months duration4. and jobs held for less than four
months. The notable highlights ciere that Concentrators were much
more likely than other respondents to have held at least one
full-time position and that those in the cOncentrator groups were
less likely than other graduates to hold jobs for less than four
Aonths. Males without vocational training were significantly '
more likely than vocational Concentrators to have held four or .

more short-term jobs fless than four months tenure). However,
when limited to jobs of at least four months tenure, .nonvoca- (1
tional youth showed no tendency to hold four or more jobs more
often than other respondents. These Eindings suggest that com-'
pared to other graduates, nonvocational males Change jobs more'
frequently and therefore appear, at least in a preliminary sense,
to have less"stability in their early labor market experience.
These tendencies are exhibited for both the full sample and for
the sample of those not enrolled since 1977. Because these tend-
encies were consistent between the two samples it is unlikely
that ,the more frequent job changing by nonvocational males can be
attributed to short-term employment assOciated with postsecondary
schooling.
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Among women, fewer consistencies across the types of jobs
and between the vocational pattern groups were found. Looking.,

first at the total number of jobs held, Concentrators were more
likely than other female graduates to report holding at least one
job and were much less likely to have held two. These results
were significant for women who had been out of school since 1977.
Approximately 52 percent of the Concentrators had been employed
in one job compared to a 38 percent average for all graduates;
the ,estimates for having two jobs were 20 percent for Concentra-
tors and 35 percent for all others. Not afirolled Concentrators
did show a slightly higher percentage than average in the
three-job category.

Overall, there does not appear to be a tendency for Women
with vocational training to be either more or less mobile than
Other women. In the full sample, Concentrators, Limited Con-
centrators, and Concentrator/Explorers did show an increased
tendency to hold at least one job for four or more months, and
conversely, Incidental/Personal and nonvocational women were
significantly less likely to have maintained a full-time job for
this period of time. Again, this probably reflects the higher
postsecondary schooling rates of these latter women; the signifi-
cance levels drop substantially and more often become insignifi-
cant for the nonenrolled sample. Interestingly, for both samples
and both types of jobs, women with a ConcentratOr-type experience
were significantly more likely than others to report having four
or more jobs.

The tendency for nonvocational males to have held a number
of jobs for less than four months was not evidenced among non-
vocational women. Also, compared to men, women tended to change
full-time jobs less frequently, but for both sexes, persons not
enrolled in school since 1977 were more likely to halre held
several jobs.*

141.

Weeks in the Labor Force

o In general, persods with any'level of concentration
in secondary vocational education are more likely
than Incidental/Personal and nonvocational.youth to
be in the labor fprce for a full year. Differences
between the concentration groups are noted, however,
within the male and female samples.

To obtain a broad picture of the differing rates of labor
force partiCipation by persons of various educational back-
grounds, cross tabulations were performed using number of Weeks
in the labor force for calendar years 1978 and 1979. To count as
a week in the labor force the respondent must have been either
working or looking for work. The data are presented separately
by sex for two samples: graduates not enrolled in the survey
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year and those with exactly twelve years of education (see tables
3-4' through 3-7).

,For men in both samples and for both years examtned, Limited
Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers were substantially more
likely to be in the labor torce for a full year than nonvoca-
tional and Incidental/Personal graduates. To illustrate, using'
the sample of those with exactly twelve years of education, in
1978 approximately 78 percent of those in each group were par-
ticipants in the labor force'for fifty-two weeks; the comparable
percentages for nonvocational and,Incidental/Personal graduates
were'60 and 58. The following.year, about 70 percent of the
Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/Explor*rs were in this
category, compared to an estimate of 60 percent for nonvocational
and Incidental/Personal men. It should also be noted that
Limited Concentrators were significantly less likely to report
being in the labor force for less than twenty-five weeks in the
calendar year 1978.

/Concentrators, those with the highest level of vocational
trathing, were also more likely than nonvocational males to be in
the.labor 'force for a-full year. The difference between Concen-
trators and Incidental/Personal and nonvocational youth, however,
was negligible.

Unlike male Concentrators, women with a similar vocational
background reported more frequently being in the labor force fOr
fifty-two weeks than did other female graduates. The differences
were maintained for both samples and both calendar years and were
statistically significant in each example.

Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers also shoWed
marked differences in this category compared to Incidental/
Personal and nonvocational women. The percentages of participa-
tion for fifty-two weeks were very similar between the two voca-
tional concehtration groups, ranging from 45 to 52 percent, and
were c6nsistently higher than the estimates for women with mini-
mal or no vocational experience.

While the,data suggest that youth with increased vocational
education are more likely than nonvocational youth to remain in
the labor force for a full year, the number of weeks in the labor
force does not necessarily indicate more employment. Measures of
weeks worked and weeks unemployed provide additional inSight into'
this question.

Weeks Worked and Weeks Unemployed

o Overall, males with any substantial inveStment in
vocational education are more likely than othet men
to report working at least half of the year whereas
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among females the groups which exhibit similar tend-
encies are Concentrators and Limited Concentrators.

o Both males and females with a concentrator-type voca-
tional background.consistently report a higher like-
lihood of never being'unemplOyed than the overall
within-sex estimates.

Stability in the labor market indicates one's ability to
.
make a satisfactory adjustment to'the work' environMent and'has a
direct effect on annual earnings. Two measdres of stability are
the number of weeks worked per year and the numbee of weeks unem-
ployed. The same samples were used here as in the discussion of
weeks in the labor force.

Table 3-8 shows the percentage distribution of weeks worked
for the full sample of men. For both years, Concentrators, Lim-
ited Concentrators,. and Concentrator/Explorers, more often than
other respondents, reported working at least half of the year.
Across the two years, Concentrator/Explorers showed the largest
percentages for working at least twenty-seven weeks. When the
analysis was restricted to men with no more than twelve years of
schooling (table 3-9), similar patterns were found. The differ:

ences by vocational experience, however, were somewhat less
pronounced for 1979, particularly for Concentrators and Limited
Concentrators. Overall, significance was not achieved in the
weeks-worked tables.

When the number c eeks worked per year is examined for
womenstronger differences emerge for specific vocational pat-
tern groups (see tables 3-10 and 3-11). COncentratorli Limited,'
Concentrators, and Incidental/Personal participants sMow greater
tendencies than 'those with no :Vocational credits to work at least
twenty-seven weftks in 1978; only for the Concentrator group, how-
ever, was the ifference significant compared to the expected
frequency in a chi7square test. The tendency for Concentrators
and Incidental/Personal graduates to work more frequently for at
least twenty-seven weeks was maintained for 1979.

As with the full sample, female Concentrators and Limited
Concentrator6 who had not been enrolled since 1977 weFe more
likely to report working twenty-seven or more weeks in 1978. In

1979, all three levels of vocational concentration plus,the
Incidental/Personal group exhibited higher percentages than the
total estimate for this category. Other findings for this sub-
sample remained consistent with those found for the full sample.

All three groups of male vocational concentrators showed a
higher likelihood of never being unemployed in both 1978 and

1979; this result was upheld.for both_the,full sample (table.
3-12) and for the sample of those who completed exactly twelve
years of education (table 3-13). Only Concentrators in the
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latter sample, however, were significantly more likely than all
gradUates to report no unemployment.

For Women in 1978 and 1979 and for both the full sample
(table 3-14) and no postsecondary education sample (table 3-15),'
conclusions similar to those for the male graduates are derived.
Concentrators, Limited Concentrators, and Concentrator/Explorers
were usually more likely than Incidental/Personal participants
and honvocational graduates to report no unemployment. -While the
results are generally consistent, the Chi-square tests do not
show significant differences between vocationally-educated and
other respondents. In 1978, for both samples, Incidental/
Personal women also showed a greater likelihood of Shaving no
unemployment experiences, lout in 1979, they were less likely to
fall into this category than was expected. Nonvocational.female
graduates were consistently less likely than all other graduates
combined.to show zero weeks unemployment. Interestingly, less
than 1 percent of those in the three concentrator pattern groups
were found in the high unemployment range (more than half a year)
in 1979. The results were maintained for both samples and were
significant for Concentrators and Limited Concentrators.

Tenure

o For males and white females who have not been
students for 'at least two years, higher vocational
concentration is associated with one to,two months
longer job tenure,

Tenure on the job is an indirect reflection of the number of
jobs that people have and is a direct indicator of stability arid
employment. But longer tenure or greater stability is not neces-
sarily to be preferred. Longer tenure can be advantageous if a
person is in a preferred job that has a clear promotion ladder.
It is not necessarily beneficial if a person is in an undesirable
job with low pay and poor working conditions. In most studies,
however, longer tenure has been associated with higher earnings.
This result suggests that, on the average, the former effect
tends to outweigh the latter.

A word of cautiod is required here. The measure of tenure
that is used here is in several respects incomplete. It reflects
tenure on the TO-b as of the interview date? it does not-reflect
differences in the average length of completed job experiences.
Also, the tenure measure reflects tenure with an employer, not r

tenure on a specific job. In'that sense it does not conform pre-
cisely to the defini.b.ions of tenure in othex studies of labor
market effects. Nevertheless, the interptetation of long tenure
as an advaneage actually better fits the concept of tenure with a
specific employer than it does tenure on a specific, narrowly
defined job.

oi?
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The most important subsample to consider here is those re-
spondents who had not beerl enrolled since 1977. In that sample,
tenure reflects more theill labor market behavior than their
entrance or exit from the labor force as students. ipowever, the
effects of entering or leaving the labor force for reasons other
than education are still factors for this sample. This problem
may be especially important for women, but it is difficullt to
estimate from the data that are available. Differences between
the full sample and the sample of those not enrolled since 1977
tay be attributable to respondents who enter and leave the labor
orce to further their educational opportunities. What cannot be

distinguished here is the effect of entering or leaving the labor
force as a discouraged worker. To.the extent that there are
differences attributable to the discouraged worker phenomenon,
those groups that are more responsive (that is, that leave the
labor force more rapidly when the job market deteriorates) would
be expected to have shorter tenure. The differences in tenUre
between racial'groups tend to support tleis conjecture. Minority
men and women seem to have had shorter average tenurof than their
respective yhite counterparts (tables 3-16 and 3-17). Also, with
the exception of minority women who have not been enrolled since
1977, men exhibit longer average tenure than women. This findie4
most likely reflects the tendency of men to participate more
fully in the labor force.

The results for tenure show that for men, Concentrators,
Limited Concentrators, and Concentrator/Explorers had somewhat
longer tenure on the current job (1980 survey) than did
Incidental/Personal participants or respondents with no voca-
tionaL credits. The difference is between three and five months
in the full sample, bat that differenge narrows for students with
no vocational credits when the sample of people who were not
enrolled since,1977 is considered.

Thus, for men who have not been enrolled in school for at
least two years, higher concentration in vocational education is
associated with longer tenure on the job. In part this contrast
between vocational and nonvocational or Incidental/Personal
s....tpdents is attributable to the skewneSs of the distribution-of-
Concentrators. Median tenure tendseto be much closer than mean
tenure among people with different patterns of paeticipation.
Longer mean tenure for Concentrators, therefore, is attributable
primarily to a fairly small number of people in the tail of the
distribution of Concentrators who have very long tenure.

Sharp differences can be seen between white female and
minority female vocational education graduates in terms of the"-

amount of tenure accumulated. Among white females, Concentrators
have the highest average tenure of any pattern group by about
four to five months. That difference is more pronounced when the
sample is restricted to those respondents who had not been
enrolled since 1977. Limited Concentrators, Concentrator/
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Explorers, Incidental/Personal participants and those with no

1

vocational credits are fairly close together.

For minority females in all samples, Concentrators have
longer average tenure than Concentrator/Explorers, who in turn
have longer tenure than Limited Concentrators. But Incidental/
'Personal partiipants and those with no.vocational credits have
greater tenure than Concentrators in all samples. Sometimes the
difIerence is as much as,five months.

.p

Thus, for males and white female's, concentration in voca-
tional education tends to be associated with longer tenure and
hence with greater stability. For minority females, however,
concentration is associated with shorter tenure on 4he job. a 1
Whether this stability should be interpreted as reflecting advan-
tages or disadvantages for vocational gradliptes requires the more
detailed consideration of job dharatteristics that follows later

1in this chapter.

Employment Experience

Experience in employment is a counterpart of tenure. In
order to acquire tenure, it is necessaryi to acquire employment
experience. Experience reflects the opgortunities an individual
has had to accumulate general human capital, whereas tenure usU-
ally reflects opportunities to acquire specific human capital.

?IIn that sense, employment experience and tenure reflect comple- .

mentary aspects of the accumulation of human capital outside of
formal education. 'Employment experience is measured here as the
reported number of months worked since 1975, as of the 1980
interview (tables 3-18 and 3-19).

Among white men and women, there are no,observable trends
.for experience across the pattern groups. There is no clear
tendency for respondents with more vocational education to have
accumulated more or less employment experience than people
without vocational education.

For minority men and women however, some patterns do emerge.
Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers seem always to have
accumulated less labor market experience than Incidehtal/Tersonal
participants or graduates with no vocational credits. The onlli
difference in this pattern is that among minority men, Limited
Concentrators tend to accumulate more, work experience than
Incidental/Personal participants or those without vocational
education. Minority women who followed a Limited Concentrator
pattern, however, have less emplOyment experience than
Incidental/Personal graddates and than those with no vocational'
education. These results suggest that minority respondents with
vocational education tend to have accumulated somewhat less
employment experience than persons with minimal or no vocational
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education. Whether thieindicates a greater preference for work '
amon .nonvocational students or whether it indicates a greater
emphasis among vocatibnal education students ,on acquiring theit
skills through 'formal education is a question that remai to be
answered.

Job Separations

o No clear relationship emerges for men or women t
between concentration in vocational eudcation and the
frequency of either vo41ntary or involuntary job
separations.

AtA.east four principa1_,hypotheses have been offered to
explain the high unemployment rates experienc'ed by young people.
First, it is argued that the youth themselves are unstable, that
they simply jump from job to job with no serious commitment to
either the labor market or to any of -tile jobs that they obtain.
In this hypothesis, the fault lies with the individual young peo-
ple and the4F unstable behavior. Moreover, the unstable behavior
is viewed as having no serious rational purpose. The second
hypothesis:also attributes the large unemployment to rapid turn-
over at the initiative of yout.h. By this hypothesis ,hcmever, the
rapid turnover is purpOsbful. It constitutes..an intentional
effort to learn about the jot market and about different jobs,and
is characterized as an experience search by_Leighton and Mincer
(1979). The third hypothesis fits well with Weringer and
Piore's (19R) theory pf the dual labor market. This theory
maintains that youth usually can obtain only undesirable jobs.
These jobs are of uncertain duration, offer few incentives for
youth to attach themselves to ths,job and few fringe benefits,
and provide littLe opportunity.fOr growth and development. In

this view, youth voluntarily turn over rapidly, but the fault
lies with the jobs mere than with the youth themselves. The
fourt'h hypothesis is that -young people as .a group are among.those_
with the least to offer the labor market. MoreoVer, youth, in
much the same way as women and minorities, are discriminated
against and are among the last hired and the first fired. Hence,
.variations in the strength of labor market demand are the ,princi-

pal reason more,young people experience frequent separations. In

this.view, the fault lies primarily with the instability of the
economy and with'the way that hiring decisions areopade.

,The first thcee hypotheses are all consistent with a large
rate of voluntary turnover. The fourth hypotheis is consistent
with a high rate of involuntary turnover among youth. The issue
for this report is whether young people who participate in voca-
tional education are more likely to fit one mold more than any
other, The answer to this question rnt.st draw on more information
than simply the pattern of job separ ions. But any patterns
that-emerge showing clear differences in the s'eparation behavior
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of former vocational students compared to former nonvocational
students could-throw some light on the question at hand.

4415,

No clear patterns of job separation seem to emerge far men
( table 3-20). In any one year, there were statiftically sig-
nificant' differences in the distribution of separattions by the
patterns of vocational participation. But frequently those dif-,
fereates were reversed'in the 1979 and 1980 surveys. For exam-
ple; male Concentrator/Explorers ,show a significantly greater
likelihood of involuntary separation and significantly smaller
likelihocieof hardship or voluntary separation in 1980. In 1979,
however, Concentrator/Explorers show A greater likelihood of
voluntary, separation than do respondents-WhO fall fhto the other
patterns.. A second example concerns male Conbentrators; they
were less likely in the 1980 survey to report.involuntary separa-.
tions. But if the sample is restricted to respondents who were
not enrolled since 1977, Concentrators in 1979 were significantly
more likely to be involuntarily separated.

For wOmen there is a slightly clear.er pattern for the full
sample in both 1979 and 1980 (table 3-21). Concentrators and
Limited Concentrators are more likely to be voluntarily separated
than ate Incidental/Personal Participants or those with no voca-
tional credits. However,osome of the same ambiguity character-
izes the women's data as characterizes the men's. Concentrator/
,Explorers, for examgJe, are more'likely to be voluntarily sepa-
rate& in 1980 and significantly less likely to be voluntarily
separated in 1979.

-

Overall, there is no clear tendency far resg.o.ndents th
concentration in vocational education either to get into undesir-
able jobs or to be unstable,in the labor market. If vocational
respondents were more likely to fit those descriptions they ought
to experience greater-voluntary separation than other students.
But they do not, according ty these data from the NLS Youth. The
results show that there is no apparent tendency for vocational
students to be more d't less likely to seek rapid .advancement. If
they did, they should show either or both'of the following
tendencies: a higher likelihood of voluntary separation and a
greater likelihood of searching while employed.* The data reveal
neither of tilese patterns. e

One reason that is often suggted far the first hypothesis
( Le., unstable behavior by youth) is that young people are fre-
uently entering and leaving the labor force as they ret'urn to
uca on or as their educational year comes to an end. That is,

the e are seasonal variations in youth labor farce participation

*See chapter 2.



attributable to their educational commitments. jf this hypothe-
sis were cOrrect, we ought to see substantial differencee between
the job separation behavior of the full sample and the behavior
of those who had not been enrolled since 1971'. These data do not
exhibit such substantial differences. There is not even a tend- a

ency for those.who had not been,enrolled since 1977 to exhibit
fewer separations of any kind than for the sample as &whole.*
Finally, there seems to be no evidencetto suggest that former
vocational students are more or less likely than anyone elee to
get into jobs that are more prone to layoffs. If they were, they
would be likely to experience higher involuntary rates of separa-
tion; the NLS Youth data suggest that this is not the case. %

Types of Jobs

fn addition to the variation associated with differing pat-
.

terns of vocational education in terms of job stability.and regu-
larity,'there is some variation, similarily associated, in the
typee of jobs held. These types represent differences in occupa-
tion, industry, job content, job family, and job class. As used
in this' discussion, occubation refers to categories such as pro-
fessional, crafts, operatives, service worker, or laborers.
industry refers to categories such as construction, transporta-
tion, entertainment, and public administration. Job content is
expressed on a five-point scale developed by Scoville (1969),
wliich relates factOrs such as general education,and spatial
ability to the median income of groups of jobs. Job family
refers to categories such as tools (specialized), inspection,
education, or administration. Job class distinguishes types of
employers: private, public, or self-employment. Other job Char-
acteristics included in this section are houts worked per week,
unionization, size of firm, shift employment, and availability of
fringe benefits.,

The princi_pal concern of this study, to reiterate, is the
effects of secondary vocational education on subsequent labor.
market experience. As pointed ou ,,t. in the opening remark5...a -Chis
chapter, those effects are expecfea to function through.interven-
ing variables rather than directly. When stability of employment
or wage rates are the labor market outcomes of interest, the
characteristics of jobs discussed in this section can have pro-
found effects. Therefore, an understanding of the possible tend-
ency for secondary vocational education to channel people toward
jobs with-certa.in characteristics is a first step in explaining
the effects of interest..

4

*191A1 dbes exhibit such a tendency, 1979 does not.
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Occupation

o, Males with secondary vocational training are more
likely than average to be in craft occupations.

o Females with secondary vocational training are more
likely'than average to be in clerical occupations.

-

Table 3-22 shows the distribution of the vocational patterns
by occupation. Both men and-women who show some level of concen-
tration in vocational education are less likely to be in the pro-
fessional and technical ocaupations. The effect is significant
for female Concentrators and for male Concentrator/Explorers.
Although not significantly different at the generally accepted
level's in chi7square tests, the percentages for Limited Concen-
trators and the other patterns showing a degree of concentration
for the two sexes are all less than the average/for the sample.

A-Sdmewhat similar pattern emerges for the crafts
occupations. Male Concentrators, Limited Concentrators, and
Concentrator/Explorers are all more likely to be in crafts occu-
pations; significance was achieved for the first two patterns.
The women Who are in crafts occupations are more.likely either to
be Concentrator/Explorers or to have incomplete transcripts. No
interpretation of the finding related to incomplete transcripts
is feasible, although speculation would suggest that missing or
incomplete transcripts are associated with a high degree df
transience, Which,may in turn be associated with the type of job
chosen. -Both operative oCcupatioris and household service ocCupa-
tions are significantly more liAly to be held by respondents
with incomplete or missing tranScript records.'

Men and women without vocational training are likely to be
in sales 15ositions. In contrast, members of both,sexes whp are
vocationally trained a5e significantly less likely to be engaged
in service occupations. The major occupational difference
between men and women occurs in the clerical occupations. About
44 percent of all women in the sample reported such occupations,
while only 11 percent of the men reported jobs of this type.
Female Concentrators and 1,imited Concentrators are substantially

k and significantly more-likely to be in clerical occupations but,
in the case of.the men, vocational education appears to have had
no effect on this occupational choice.

One additional vocational effect was confined to men. 'No
wpmen reported themselves to be farmerst but of the men who so
designated themselves, the majority were either Concentrators or
Limited Concentrators. Although this finding is consistent with
other data on vocational concentration (Campbell, Orth, and Seitz
1981), the number of cases is too small to warrant any firm
conclusion.
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Industry

d Male Concentrators/ Who are heavily represented in

the agriculture 4ecialty, are more likely to be
employed in that_industry.

o Male and female Limited Concentrators have above
average representation in the construction industry.

The associations of secondary vocational education patterns
with the industries in Which the respondents reported having
worked are presented in table 3-,23. Few effects for the voca-
tional patterns.are observed in this table. As expected, the
number ofJciale Concentrators who specialized in agrioplture and
later work in agricultural jobs is sufficient for the group of

all Concentrators to be significantly more likely to be employed
in this industry. Also, both male and female,Limited Concen-
trators were significantly more likely to be employed in the
construction industry than the average percentage of any other

secondary education pattern. Men who had no vocational education
were significantly less likely to be in construction, but the
effect of this pattern was neutral for women. Incidental/
Personal females were quite likely to be in trade and in enter-
tainment, and Incidental/Personal males showed a significant
tendency to be in public administration. These are relatively
isolated findings that do not appear to constitute a theoreti-
cally meaningful pattern of association. The consistent finding
for agriculturutzl the interesting finding for both sexes in

construction wk -appear from simple cross tabulations to be the

most meaningful effect of vocational.education,on choice of

industry. A stronger pattern of association is evident in the
multivariate analysis of industry presented in dhapter 4.

Job Content

o Secondary_vocatibnal education is associated quite
--strdftgly with middle level job content.

A broad, general estimate of the value of the 'abilities
required to pertorm,a,job successfully is expressed by a scal of

job content. The imOraction of this scale and the patterns of

vocational participation at the secondary level are presented in

table 3-24. riThe higher'numbers on the scale are associated with
low market values (preclicted ty Scoville's#model (1969) of job
content) for the level of ability and educational development
required for an occupation. Simply Rut, a five on the scale
indicates the lowest level of content, and a one indicates the
highest level of content.

The strongest patterns of association occur for women on
this variable. Female Concentrators are more likely to be 40' the,

4
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middle category of job content, significantly less lik9ly to be
on either side of this category, and also less likely, although
not strongly so, to be in' either extrfme category., Female Lim-
ited Concentrators present theisalre attern exactly; although not
as definitively. Incidental/Persona women are signlficantly
less likely to be in the middle cate ory and more likely to be in
the low category. On the other han , women with no vocational
training in high school are signi i antly more likely to be in
rtthe highest two levels of job co tent.

!

Men follow the same pattern of association, although the
differences Are not as pronounced. Male Concentrators spread
across the three middle leyels of job,content. Male Limited Con-
centrators are strongly represented in the middledrevel 'and have
less likelihood of being.in the two adjacent levels, both higher
and lower, just'as th4 women do. The Incidental/Personal males
are also less likely to be in the,middle content category, but
not significantly so, and are otherwise very similarly distrib-
uted ih comparison to the total group of males. Whereas females
with no vdcational training are more likely than average to be in
the higher job content levels, males with similar training pat-
terns show negligible differences from the average distribution.
One interesting observation in this table is the significant
likelihood af both male and female Explorers being in the fourth
lowest job content level. The number of cases is small, but the
presence of this tendency in separate male and female samples
suggests something other than an artifact of analysis.

Ito
,

In general, vocational education appears to be associated
quite strongly with middle-level job content. Also, very few
graduates with vocational.training fall in the highest level, and
although substantial numbers are found in the lowest levels,
those with substantial attainment in vocational education tend to
be less likely than the average to be in that job content classl-
fication. The age range of the NLS Youth Cohort, seventeen to ,

twenty-six, may be a factor in the small number af observations
at the highest content level.

Job Family

o Female Concentrators and/Limited Concentrators move
into the clerical joicl familTies in relatively higher
proportions than other female graduates.'
There is a trend for males witivsubstantial
vocationat concentration to be employed ih the
nonspecialized tool job family.

Secondary vocational educat ion appears to have some influ-
ence on the job families in which young workers are classified.
Like jOb content, the job, family eategories correspond to those
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used by Scoville. They were derived to complement the job con-
tent,scale and to categorize workers more homogeneously than do
the standard census occupational categories. -Table 3725 presents
the associated distribution of the respondents by job family and
pattern of vocational participation.

FemaleConcentrators4re much more likely than the group
average to be in the clerical work category. This finding also
holds true for Limited Concentratorg, but not for any other
pattern of secondary school curriculum. On the other hand, the
number of female Concentrators in health occupations is 'signifi-

cantly less than other pattern groups, whereas those with no
vocational training are significantly more likely to be in this
job family. This finding may be attributed in part to the
requirement of postsecondary education for many health occupa-
tions,and to the higher rates of postsecondary attendance for
nonvocational youth (Campbell, Gardner, and Seitz 1982). The
other patterns show only trivial deviations from the average.
Female Concentrator/Explorers show a somewhat greater tendency to
be in sales positions requiring peoduct knowledge and in non-
specialized m nufacturing jobs. This latter field appears to be
significantlj avoided by the Limited Concentrators, but such
avoidance d s not show an apparent trend if one examines the
frequency for Concentrators., Personal service along with health,
on the other hand, appear to be an unlikely place for vocational
graduates to be found.

For men, the trends are even more sparse. The Concentrator'
pattern is strongly positive among farmers. Limited Concentra-
tors and Concentrator/Explorers show a slight, similar tendency.
All three of the vocational patterns with substantial, concentra-
tion show greater than average percentages in the nonspecialized
tool family. Although these. percentages do not achieve indi-
vidual significance, it is unlikely that'the consistency could be

due to chance. The opposite trend is significantly present for
those men with no vocational training. The remaining significant
frequencies are scattered, with no supporting trends.

Overall, job families with higher or lower,content, repre-
sented by research on the one liana and personal'service on the
other, do not appear to be the job.families in which vocational v)
graduates are found.

Job Class

o Male Concentrators are above average in.
self-employment.

.
sedtion presents the associated frequencies' for 'job

class and vocational participation. -The four job classes shown
in table 3-26 are private, government, self-employment, and
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family employment. There are no trends in common between men and-
women in these data. The more concentrated in vocational educa-
tion the men are, the less likely they are to be in government
employment. A slight, opposite trend appears for women, although
no frequency deviates significantly from the' average in their
case.

There is one unusual and significant contrast, although the
number of cases is small; male Concentrators are significantly
more likely than the average to be self-employed. This finding
was even more pronounced in a separate analysis done for those

,respondents who-had not been enrolled since 1977. For women, it
is those who are without vocational training.who are more likely
to be self-employed. Thib suggests possible differences in the
types of vocational training followed by the sexes, and in the
types of self-employment in which they may engage.

Full-time/Part-time Jobs

Male vocational Concentrators are dignificantly more
likely than other graduates to work either thirty-
five to sixty- or more than sixty hours per week;
females with a similar yocational experience are also
more likely to hold full-time jobs and less likely to
wOrk part-time.

The distinction between full-time and part-time jobs (as
measured by hours worked per week), not only conveys information
about the time spent on the job, but gains importance because it
is intrinsically related to weekly and annual earnings. For the
full sample, vocationally educated graduates showed a greater
tendency to be steadily involved in full time-work. Over' four-
fifths of the male Concentrators reported in the 1980..survey that
they usually worked at least thirty-five hours per week (see
table 3-27). Concentrators were significantly more likely than
all graduates to work either thirty-five to sixty or more than .

sixty hours per week. Conversely, males with,a s4Ls9ntial in-
volvement in,vocational education were significantly less likely
to be in part-time employment. The pattern for nonvocational
youth was opposite that found for Concentrators and was espe-.
cially evident in the lower (zero to twenty) and upper (sixty
plus) hour ranges.

Notable differences in these patterns were discovered when
the sample was reduced to those not enrolled since 1977. Nearly
all (92 percent) of the male Concentrators were employed in
full-time (thirty-five or more hours per week) positions. A sub-
stantially higher percentage of male Concentrators than of other
respondents were found in the sixty plus hours category. Because .11'
of the large percentage who worked very long weeks, Concentrators
were actually less likely to work thirty-five to sixty hours



compared to all littler pattern groups, excluding Incidental/
Personal youth. Also, Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/
Explorers worked thirty-five to sixty hours per week more often
than aid Incidental/Personal participants or those with no voca-
tional credits. In terms of part-time work, Concentrators also
showed a stronyer tendency to work fewer hours (less than twenty)
than the overall estimate (7 percent compared to 3 percent).

The hours per week data for women are presented in table
3-28. For the full sample, female Concentrators demonstrate pat-
terns similar to those found among male Concentrators. Although
not strictly significant, woMen with increased vocational experi-
ence were most likely to hold full-time jobs and were less likely
to worls,part time. Limited Concentrators were significantly less
likely to work zero to twenty hours.than all graduates combined.
While a large percentage of Incidental/Personal and nonvocational
women were working full time (approximately 50 percent), they
were significantly less likely to do so than Concentrators.
These women shOwed strong tendencies to work less than twenty
hoqrs and, for the former group, a significantly higher per-
centageworked less than thirty-five hours. As for men, these
findings areTrobably linked to participation in postsecondary
education. When the sample of those not en4olled since 1977 is
examined, the most notable observation is that the percentages of
women who Worked zero to twenty hours dramatically drops and the
frequency of those working full time substantially increases.
Patterns similar to those found with the full sample are main-
tained for Concentrator and nonvocational womed when the sample
of those not enrolled is examined. In particular, women with a
Concentration-type vocational background were much less likely to
have wocked between twenty and thirty-five hours per week.

Unionization

o Male Concentrators are much less likely than other
men to be in unionized jobs; female Concentrators are
neither more nor less likely than other women to be
unionized.

There are interesting rgYarfioriships involving unionization*
among the vocational pattern groups both within and between sexes
(table 3-29). Among men, Concentrators were much less likely to
be in unionized jobs. 'Overall, 26 percent of white males were in
unionized jobs, but only 16 percent of white male Concentrators
had such jobs. For Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/
Explorers, the percentages are closer to the average,. about 26

*Jobs_were considered unionized if respondents rworted that
their wages were determined through collective b4rgaining.
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percent and 21 percent respectively. Incidental/Personal gradu-
ates and those wtth no vocational credits have percentages of

about 34 percent and 30 percent respectively, ot over twice the
percentage of Concentrators. The relationship is repeated among
the vocational patterns when the sample'is restricted to equal
amounts of education (those with exactly twelve years of educa-
tion) or to males who had been out of school for at least two
years (those not erirolled since l77). Overall, for white males,
Concentrators shoW a lower percentage of unionized jobs, Limited
Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers have somewhat higher
perceatages, and Incidental/Personal males and those with no
vocational credits the highest percentages.

Among minority men, the elati ship between Concentrators
and other patterns is similar to that for white men, although the
overall level of unionization is about six to ten points higher
for minority men, depending on which sample one examines. The
difference between minority men and White men is that, for
minority men in either the full sample or,the sample with exaatly
twelve years education, there is no significant difference
between Limited Concentrator, Concentrator/Explorer, and
Incidental/Personal participants and those with no vocational
credits. In fact, when the sample is restricted to those with
exactly twelve years of education, Concentrator/Explorers show
the highest percentage of unionization among any of the

participation patterns.

.The unionization pattern for men can be summarized by saying
that vocational Concentrators were much.less likely to be in

unionized jobs. AnothAttable (not shown) indicates that these
differences are primarily attributable to the tendency for Con-
centrators who are crafts members and crafts workers in manufac-
turing to be in nonunionized jobs. This finding has important
implications for the later discussion of the eterminants of
earnings and income.

The incidence of unionization for women shows a pattern for
Concentrators that is just the reverse of the pattern displayed

by men. Women Concentrators were more likely to be in unionized
jobs than were women with other patterns of participation in
.vocational education. The differential Is small for white women
but is very large for minority women.

Other relationships among the patternS are less important
and less pronounced. For White women, Concentrator/Exp1orers and
Concentrators show about the same frequency of unionization.
Limited Concentrators show far less unionization. Among minotity

women, Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers are very
much like women with very little-or no vocational experience, at
least in the sample that is,restricted by education. Minority

female Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers Who had
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,not been enrolled since 1977 were much less likely to be union-
ized than were similiar Incidental/Personal participants and
women with no vocational credits. Thus, with respect to unioni-
zation, white women show much less variation by'pattern group
then do minority women. ,Limited Concentrators and Concentiator/
Explorers show a very different pattern for white women than
minority women.

These differences between men and women'in the tendency to
be in unionized jobs are shown subsequently to explain a signifi-.
cant part of the differences in earnings among respondents'who
take vocational education and those who do not. They also tends
to help explain why women, especially minority women, are found
more pften than men to have earnings advantages when they ta19:
vocational education.

Size of Firm

o Though neither tendency is very strong, among men,
vocational concentration is assOciated with less
frequent employment in large firms, and among women
the relationship is reversed.

The size Of`the firms in which people are employed ie fmpor-
tant to this study for two reasons. First, there is a tendency
for the best jobs .to be found in large firms (Doeringer and Piore
1971). Jobs in large firms tend to be those with more regular
hours, with greater job security, with more fringe benefits, and
with higher earnings. They also tend to be jobs in which work
rules are more explicit, and in which job ladders for advancement
are cl4arer and more,highly formalized. Second, there may be
nonpecuniary advantages to working in smaller firms (or disadvan-
tages to working in larger firms). One is more likely to get to
know fellow workers in a smaller firm. Contact between manage-
ment and line employees is,likely to be closex in a smaller firm,
morale may be better, and hours may be more flexible. All in
all, working. in a small firm may be more desirable in several re-
spects. One would expect, therefore, that earnings difTerentials
would have to be paid to compensate people for working in larger
firms.* Thus, any differences in the pattern of distribution of
vocational participants and nonvocational participants mong jobs
in large and small firms could contribute to explatning differ-
ences that are observed in income and earnings.

*This issue is considered in the context of differences between
unionized and nonunionized firms in Duncan and Stafford (1980).
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Significaht"differencet in the distribution among vocational
patterns do arise for men, but the pattern of differences is not

very clear (Table 3-30). Overall, 54 percent of men work in jobs
with firms of over 1,000 employees, and 46 percent work in firms

that are smaller. Concentrator/Explorers and respondents with no
vocational credits are more likely to be in firms Avith less than

1,000 employees. Incidental/Personal participants and Limited
Concentrators are'more likely to be in large firms.

Concentrators and Limited Concentrators also more frequently
(about 50 percent of the concentrator patterns compared to 40

percent overall) work in single establishment firms. But
Incidental/Personal participants, Concentrator/Explorers, and
respondents with no vocational education are more likely to be in

multiestablishment firms. Thus, among men, although there are
clear differences among respondents with different forms of par--
ticipation in vocational education, there is,no overall pattern
that indicates respondents with more vocational education ate
more Or less likely to be in either large or small firms, or sia-
gle or multiestablishment firms. It is unlikely, therefore, that-
patterns of distribution by size of firm will offer many clues to
the distributien of the best jobs, or those with more fringe
benefits,, greater.security, or higher earnings.

*

Women show a much clearer.pattern for size of firm. Greater

concentration in vocational education is associated with a higher
likelihood of being in a multiestablishment firm. However, only
Concentrators show a higher likelihood than the average for all

respondents of being in multiestablishment firms. Limited Con-

centrators and Concentrator/Explorers are less likely than women
with Incidental/Personal participation in vocational education fo

be in jobs in multiestablishment firms.. It is clear however,
that women 'withono vocational credits are statistically signifi-
cantly less likely than women with any other pattern to be work-

ing in multiestablishment firms. They are also less likely to be
in jobs in firms with more than 1,000 eMployees. Thus, although

there is some tendency for greater vocational concentnation to be
associated with a higher likelihood of working in multiestablish-
ment firms, the principal difference is between women with no
wicational credits and all ther women. This tendency is proba-
bly attributable to the requirement for large numbers of clerical
'workers within large firms. Overall, about 60 percent of women
are in multiestablishment firms and 60 percent a1so are in firms
with more than 1,000 employees.

One might expect from this distribution a clearer pattern to
emerge for nonvocational women.as being less likely to held jobs
with the most job security, the best fringe benefits, the highest

earnings the clearest promotion possibilities, and the best

career.oPpprtunities. The conjecture's about fringe benefits and
other nonpecuniary advantages are examined more closely next.
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Shift EMployment

o For both men and women, higher cgncentration in vOca-
tional education is associat;ed with more frequently
working regular day (or evening) shifts rather than
night, split, or varying shifts.

It is well known that for most workers, some shifts are moie
desirable than others, and that.wage differentials exist to com-
pensate for the disadvantages associated with working night or
split shifts. Hence, differences in the patterns of shift work
may help to explain some of the differences that are reported in
hourly earnings.

In general, about 57 percent of all men and 61 percent of
all women are shown in the data to have worked a regular day
shift (see table 3-31). About 10 percent of both sexes worked a
regular evening shift, about 5 percent worked in night shifts,
and about 2 percent worked split shifts. The remainder, about 22
percent, are classified in the NLS Youth data as having worked
varying shifts.* Although differences among vocational patterns
in the distribution among the various shifts are not strictly
significant, both men and women with greater participation in
vocational education (Concentrators, Limited Concentrators, and
Concentrator/Explorers) are mare likely to have worked fegular
day shifts 4nd less likely to have worked night, split, or vary-
ing shifts. Those respondents with no vocational credits ard
more likely to have worked varying shifts.

The differences between men and women show up in regular
evening shifts. For that shift, male Concentrators, Limited
Concentrators, and Concentrator/Explorers are slightly more
likely than other vocational patterns to have worked the regular
evening shifts. Women Concdhtrators, Limited Concentrators, and
Concentrator/Explorers are less likely to have worked regular

,

evening shifts. Among women,

l
Incidental/Personal participants

are more likely to have work q d regular evening shifts: Night
shifts,.split shifts and varying shifts were more frequently
reported by nonvocational resPondents--either Incidental/Personal
participants or those with no vocationallcredits. These results
suggest that in at least one respect, more nonpecuniary benefits
accrue to students with more vocational education. Thebenefits
are attributed to working more "regular" shifts. One would ex-
pect, therefore, that the other pattern groups would receive some
compensating wage differentials. Because the differences in dis-
tribution are not very pronounced, however, these differentials
are likely to be small:

*The term "varying" is not explicitly defined in the
questionnaire, and the category is apparently a'residual.
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Friqge Benefits

o There is a weak tendency for respondents with some
vocational concentration to be more likely to have
paid health or life insurance or paid vacation.

Fringe benefits reflect ieturns from-work that are not
included in what is reported by respondents as earnings or pay
from work; they are the tesidual of total compensat4.on. In com-
paring the total return to-employment for various workers, the
comparison should be based on total compensation, not simply on
earnings. Nevertheless, most of the data that are available da
not report total compensation adjusted for fringe benefits. This
is one of the major shortcomings of the data sets that are used
to analyze labor market behavior on an individual basis.

The NLS. Youth data contain some information on three cate-
gories of fringe benefits: health insurance, life insurance, and
paid vacation. Little information is elicited from respondents;
no computations can be made of the value of these various fringe
benefits. The only inforTation is the fact that there are dif-
ferences in availability of benefits. Nevertheless, it was con-
sidered important to examine at least the differences that can be
found in the data.

The differences in the availability of fringe benefits are
not dramatic and are usually not significant (table 3-32). For
instance, there is a slight but not significant tendenCy for
Concentrators, Limited Cohcentrators, and COncentrat.401./Explorers
(when these three categories ae_considered as a large group) to
be more likely to have employer-paih health ot life insurance.
There is also a slight tendency for all vocational Concentrators
to have paid vacations. The,only difference-that is statisically
significant is that wolfien in these groups are mote likely to have
paid vacations. (The distribution of fringe benefits suggests
that alongiall eeeategories, for both men and women, Concen-
trators are mo likely to be in regular jobs.) This slight
tendency for vo tional participants to have more fringe benefits
means that repor ed differentials in earninga will overstate two
differences in total comilersatoion between respondents with and
without vocational education. The data from the NLS Youth cannot
be used to estimate how important these differences might be.

Sdmmary

The results of theae preliminary analyses give-tentative
support to the hypothesis that the effects of secondary voca-
tional education operate in indirect ways. The analyses do not,

. however, control fpek the multiple influences.upon the outcomes in
the labor market that may be mediated by the conditions examined
in this chapter. Moreover, depending upon the purpose of any



1

specific andLysissolde of thy mediating outcomes may be outcoMe't
.of primary irlerest in themselves. The preliminary analyses were
not, however, subjected to the necessary multiple controls to
allow adequately supported conclusions to be reached on matters
of primary interest. Therefore, mare comprehensive analyses were
developed from these preliminary efforts and applied to the NLS
Youth data. These analyses are discussed in the next Chapter.
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TABLE 3-1

NUMBEIR OF MONTHS OF MULTIPLE JOB HOLDING BY

. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS
(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

.t

Patterns
Number of Months

0 1-3 4+

Concentrator
Full,Samplel
Not.Enrolled2

81.6 .7.8 10,4
82.7 5.4 11.9

a
Limited Concentrator. ,

Full Sample 86.2 7.5 6.4 0

Not Enrolled 88.2 5.3 6.5 263

348
168.

Concentrator/Explorer
Full Sample
Not Enrolled

Explorer
iv

Full Sample 83.3 13.0 3.7

Not Enrolled 87.5 . 8.3 4.2

Incidental/Personal .....

Full Sample 84.4 - 8.2 7.4 1129
Not Enrolled 85.6 8.2 6.2 355

/

85.3 9.2 5.5 361
87.0 8.0 4.9 - 162

54

24

Nonvoc tional
Full Sample
Not nrolled

ncomplete Transcript .

Full Sample , 89.9 5..8 4.3 1968 .

Not Enrolled '91.1 5.8 , 4.1 926

.A.
)

Yotal. e,
. Full Sample. .*> 86.4 7.5 6.1 '5086
Not Enrolled 4' 88.3 5.8 5.9 2b89

83.2

85.3

9.67
5.8

7.2

8.9

63,6

191

NOTE: Data shown in the table are unweighted. -Percentages may not add up to
100 due to rounding.

1Compl4te sample of high school graduates.

2High school graduates, not enrolled sfrice 1977:

e
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TABLE 3-2
4

TOTAL NUMBER OF JOBS HELD BY

. VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERN5

MEN
( PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Patterns

Concentrator
Foil Sample 1
Not Enrolled 2

Limited Concentrator

Full Sample
Not Enrolled

Concentrator/Explorer
Full Sample

Not Enrolled

Explorer

Full Sample
Not Enrolled

Incidental/Personal.
FL!1.1 Sample

Not Enrolled

Nonvocational
Full Sample

Not Enrolled

Incomplet ranscript

Full Sample

Not Enrolled

Total

Full Sample
Not En'rolled

Number of Jobs

1.9 43.6 28.0 19.9 6.6 224

0.0 46:5 29.1 17.8 6.6 107

0 1 2 3. 4+

0.6 34.2 40.2 21.6 3.5 124

38.4 37.2 20.9 3.6 67

3.1 36.4 37.6 16.9 6.0 109

0.0 38.6 ' 36.4 17.3 7.8 47
.

0.0 31.9 .40.4.- 19,3 . 8.5 21

0.0 32.5 49.5 18.0 0.0 . 12

2.4 34.4 34.7 20.0. 8.5 582

1.6 41.4 29.7 16.5 10.8 205

4.7 41.7 28.1 16.1 9.4 439

0.6 45.2 22.9 16.4 14:9* 144

V

3.6 34.9 34.4 ) 19.4 7.8 693

0.4 40.3 31.8 18.3 9.3 284

3.1 33.1 33.1 18.9 7.9 2193

0.6 41.8 30.4 17.6 9.6 866

NOTE: Percentages show.0, in the table may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

1 CoM lete sample /of high school graduates.

2High school graduates, not enrolled since 1977.

*Prob'ability < .05
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TABLE 3-3
sp.

TOTAL NdmBER OF JOBS HELD BY
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

WOMEN
(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Patterns 0 1

Number of Jobs
4+2

Concentrator
Full Sample I 3.8 46.7 28.4 15.5 5.9 229

Not Enrolled 2

i

2.6 52,.0* 20.3* 20.3 4.8 114

Limited Concentrator
Full'Sample

.
3.1* 40.2 33.1 16.6 7.1, 360

Not Enrolled 3.1 37.5 37.5 13.1 8.9 165

ConcentrTtor/Explorer
Full Sample 4.4 40.2 35.6, 15'.0 , 4,8 231

Not Enrolled 4.4 .36.9 34.6 7 18.6 5.6 107

Explorer
Full Sample 0.0 56.1 L9.0 11.1 13.8 '27

Not Enrolled 0.0 48.7 16.6 12.7 22.0 8

Incident,al/Personal

Full Sample 6.3 37.1 35.5 16.2 4.8 633

Not Enrolled" 2.8 34.4 42.7 17.0 3.2* 194

Nonvocational

Full Sample 94*- 39.4 33.7 12.3 5.2 268

Not Enrolled 6.5 37.7 33.7 12.8 9.4 72

Incomplete Transcript
Full Sample 6.0 36.9 33.5 15.9 7.8 833

Not Enrolled i 5.3 37.0 34.5 14.9 8.3 415

Total
Full Sample 5.6 39.0 33.5 15.5 6.3 258

Not Enrolled 4.2 38.3 34.8 15.8 7.0 1076

NOV.: Percentages shown in the table may not add up to 100 due to rounding*

1Complete sample of high schoolsraduates.

2High school graduates, not enrolled siRce 1977.

. karabah11ity_X:.05.
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TABLE 3-4

WEEKS IN THE LABOR FORCE'PER YEAR BY

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS
FULL SAMPLE: KEN

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Weeks in the Labor'Force

Patterns 52. 51-48 47-39 38-26 25-0

Concentrator
19781 61.2 4.5 12.6 17.8 3.9

1979'2 63.4 9.6 14.5 6.7 5.8
4.

T
Limited Concentrator

1978 ,- 76.0 4.6 6.8 10.9 1.8*

19,79 70.1 7.7 10.1 4.9 7.2 ;

,

,ExplorerConcentrator/1978

1979

68.0

67.2

8.0

17.5*

9.5

8.3

12.6

5.7

1.9

1.3*

'Explorer

1978 31.4 20.3 33.3* 9.7 5.4

1979 73.3 10.6 2.7 11.6 1:9

Incidental/Personal
1978 58.3 9.4 11.0 13.7 7.5

1979 .62.0 10.6 10.9 10.2 6.2

Nonvocational
1978 62.1 8.8 5.8 17.0 6.4

1979 58.7 11.9 11.9 9.1 8.4

.

Incomplete Transcript
1978 - 61.7 9.4 9.5 8.5 10.9*

1979 .58.1 8.2 13.2 9.4 '11.1*

Total .04
1978 62.7 8:4 9.4 12.4 7.1

1979 61.5 10.0 11.8 8.6 8.1

59

.197

96

157

414
72

9

18

184

313

132

228

252
484

772

1380

NOTE: Percentages *in the tab ,e may not add.up,to 100 due.to roundin.

1Calendar year 1979.

2Calendar year 1980.

*Probability < .05

,
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TABLE 3-5

WEEKS IN THE LABOR FORCE PER YEAR BY
VOCATIONALEDUCATION PATTERNS

EXACTLY 12 YEARS EDUCATION: MEN
(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Patterns 52 51-48

Weeks in the Labor Force

47-39 38-26 25-0

Congentrator
.\5619781 64.2 4.9 10.1 16.7 4.1

19792 61.8 9.6 15.3 7.2 6.2 102

Limited Concentrator
1978 78.4 5.3 8.0 7.7 0.6*' 83

1979 -71.9 8.6 8.7 4.1 6.7 139

Concentrator/Explorer
1978 77.6 5.1 11.0 4.1 2.2 36

1979 71.0 12.2 9.1 6.2 n1.5 62

Explorer
1978 36.1 23.3 23.4 11.1 6.2 8

' 1979 68.4 12.5 3.2 13.7 2.2 16

Incidental/Personal
1978. 59.3 9.7 r2.9 13.2 5.0 159

1979 59.5 10.9 13.7 7.7 8.2 17.0
,

Nonvocational
1978 59.6 9.8 5.4 18.5* 6.7 120

1979 59.5 10.9 13.7 7.7 8.2 170
,

Incomplete Transcript
1978 62.9 8.9 9.2 8.7 10.4* 222

1979 62.1 8.7 10.0 8.5 10.7* 399

Total
1978 63.9. 8.5 9.6 11.8 6.3 683

1979 64.5 10.0 10.4 7.4 7.7 1127

NOTE: Perceritages in the table may not add up

1Calendar year 1979.

2 Calendar year 1980.

*Probability < .05

04

tbN,00 due to rounding..
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TABLE 3-6,

WEEKS IN THE LABOR FORCE PER YEAR BY .

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS
FULL SAMPLE: WOMEN

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Patterns 52

Weeks in the Labor Force
51-48 47-39 38-26 25-0

Concentrator
19781 60.4 7.0 12.6 9.9 10.5* 120

19792 59.0* 6.3 9.1 7.8 17.7 171

Limited Concentrator

`.
1978 48.8 11.6 8.8 13.6 17.2 172

1979

Concentrator/Explorer

44.9 13.3 8.7 , 7.9 25.2 280

1978 50.8 8.1 5.3 17.0 18.9 108

1979 48.1 5.o 13.3 10.0 19.6 166

Explorer
1978 41.6 2.7 14.4, 13.5 27.8 10

1979 A5.1 17.1 16.5 5.5 15.7 21

Incidental/Personal
1978 50.0 8.5 7.9 7.9* 25.8 193

1979 41.6 13.0 14.2 15.8* 15.5* 326

Nonvocational
1978 , 26.8* 16.9* 11.5 23.8* 21.0 77

1979%1

incomplete Transcript

39.3 11.5 11.1 19.8* 18.3 ,121

198 41.7 7.6 10.3 14.8 25.7 417

1979 40.0 10.7 1.2.9 11.9 24.6 631

Total
1978 46.2 9.0 9.5 13.7 21.7 1098

1979 43.8 11.1 12.0 11.9 21.3 1716

NOTE: Percentages in the table may not add up'to 100 due to rounding.

'Calendar year
et

979.

,

'-Calend'ar year 1980.

*Pr.obability < .05

69



TABLE 3-7

WEEKS IN THE LABOR FORCE PER YEAR BY
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

EXACTLY 12 YEARS EDUCATION: WOMEN

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Patterns

Concentrator
19781

1974?

Limited Concentrator
1978
1979

Concehtrator/Explorer
1978

1979

Explorer
1978

1979

Incidental/Personal
1978

1979

Nonvocational
1978
1979

Incomplete Transcript
1978

1979

Total
1978
1979

Weeks in the Labor Force

52 51-48 47-39 38-26 25-0

63.3* 7.7 10.9 8.5 97* 109

60.9* 6.1* 10.2 6.3 16.6 148

510 10.7 9.3 12.6 16.0 150

45.5 15.2 6.8* 6.2* 26.3 239

53.0 6.5 4.8 15.1 20.6 84

45.4 10.2 13.0 9.7 21.7 128

40.9 3.0 16.0 9.2 30.9 9

'33.1 27.2 10.1 8.7 20,9 r3

44.4 10.4 8.5 7.2 29.5 149

39.1 12.2 13,7 18.7* 16.3* 222

36.3 7.8 '8.1 . 17.7 30.2 49

39.7 14.9 6.1 15.2 24.1 72

.

.

42.1 7.6 9.7 13.4 27.3 337'

37.6 10.6 12.9 10.4 28.5* 476

(-

'47.4 . 8.4 9.1 12.0 23.2 - 887

42.8 11.6 11.2 10.8 23.7 1297

NOTE: Percentages in the table may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

'Calendar year 1979.

2Calendar year 1980.

.*Probability < .05

7 0



TABLE 3-8

WEEKS WORKED PER YEAR BY

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

FVLL SAMPLE: MEN

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Pa.iterns

Conceintrator

19781

19792 14

Limited Concentrator
78

979

Conceptrator/Explorer
1978

1979

Explorer
1978
1979

Incidental/Personal
1978

1979

Nonvocational
1978

1979 I

Incomplete Transcript

1978
1979

Total
1978
1979 .

0 1-4

Weeks Worked
27-525-13 14-26

0.5 0.7 0.4 8.0 90.5 64

0.2 6.8 1.6 9.1 88.3 110

1.6 1.5 1.6 4.8 90.5 104

1.0 0.0 5.0 9.0 85.0 160

0.0 0.0 0.7 2.7 96.7 42

4.2 0.0 2.4 1.4* 92.0 78

4.3 0.0 2.1 19.9 73.7 11

0.0 0.0 3.1 5.8 91.1 18

1.3, 1.3 1.2 8.9 87.3 206

2.9 0.9 2.6 6.6 87.1 334

....

1.5 0.0 3.8 11.4 83.3 01
1.6 0.3 12.1 9.2 86.8 232

4

/

4.0* 2.2 4.1 11.0 78.7 282

4.2* 1.4 4.2 10.7 79.5 508

.

2.2 1.3 2.6 9.3 84.7 860

2.8 0.8 3.3 8.6 84.5 '1440
1 of

.NOTE:. Percentages in the table may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

,
'Calendar year 1979,

'2Calendat Year 1980.

*Probability < .05

7 1

4.

to
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TABLE 3-9

WEEKS WORKED PER YEAR BY
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

EXACTLY 12 YEARS EDUCATION:
(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

MEN

Patterns 1-4

Weeks Worked
27-525-13 14-26

Concentrator
19781 0.5 0.7 0.4 8.5 89.9 61

19792 0.3 0.8 1.0 9.7 *75 102

Limited Concentrator
1978 1.1 1.8 0.6 4.4 92.1 90

1979 1.1 0.0 5.5 8.3 85.0 138

Concentrator/Explorer
1978 0.0 0.0 0.8 3.1 96.1 37

1979 1.3 0.0 2.9 1.7 94.2 65

Explorer
1978 5.9 0.0 2.9 2.9 88.3 8

1979 0.0 0.0 3.6 6168 89.5 15

Incidental/Personal
1978

1979

1.4

3.0

1.4

1,2

1.3 ,

3.1

7.0

5.0

88.9

87.7

_175

252
,

Nonvocational
1978 1.1 0.0 4.1 12.3 82.5 136

1979 2.2 0.4 2.8 6.9 87.7 170

Incomplete TranscriOt
1978 3.3 2.5 4.5 11.0 78.8 252

1979 5.0* 1.3 5.2 9.5 79.1 405

Total
1978 1.9 1.4 2.7 8.8 85.2 760

1979 3.0 0.8 4.0 \, 7.5 84.7 1148

,

NOTE: Percentages in.. the.table may not' add up to 100 due to rounding.
a

iCalendar year 1979.

2Calendar year 1980.

*Probability < .05 .

9
7 2

J



TABLE 1-10

WEEKS WORKED PER YEAR BY

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS
FULL SAMPLE: WOMEN

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

C
.

/

..

Patterns 0 1-4

Weeks Worked
14-26 27-52 n. 5-13

Concentrator
19781 7.0 0.0 4.6 2..9* 85.6 128

19792 5.2* 1.5 2.2 15.1 76.0 179

Limited Concentrator
1978 9.7 1.1 6.7 9.1 73.3 192

1979 --- 12.2 2.1 5.7 9.7 70.3 289

Concentra tor/Explorer .

1978 13.1 0.0 6.6 12.7 67.6 123

1979
...

10.9 2.1 4.9 7.5 74.7 174

a ,
Explorer

1978. 8.3 0.0 10.5 22.6 58.6 11

1979 6.0 0.0 14.3 6.5 73.3 21
'

Incidental/Personal
4

1978 13.1 1.0 2.5* 12.9 70.6 215

1979 7.4* 0.9 33* 13.6* 74.8 350

Nonvocational
1978 10.1 0.4 11.9 13.4 64.1 . 92

1979 . 8.1 0.3 12.5* 9.4 69.7 128

Incomplet e Transcript .

1978 13.8 2.7* , 9.2 11.5 62.7 477

.1979 14.3* 1.2
,

7.4 11.1 66.0 670

Total
1978 12.0 1.4 7.2 10.9 68.6 1238

1979 a 10.9 1.3 6.0 11.2 70.6 1810

NOTE: Percentages in the table may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

1Calendar year 1979.

2Calendar year 1980.

*Probability < .05

7

I

I



TABLE 1-11

WEEKS WORKED PER YEAR BY

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS
EXACTLY 12 YEARS EDUCATION: WOMEN

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Patt'erns .0 1-4

Weeks Worked
14-26 27-525-13

Concer4rator
19781. 6.2* 0.0 5.1 3.1* 85.7* 115

19792 4.0 0.6 2.5* 14.8 77.3 156

Limited Concentrator
1978 9.3 0.4 6.2 8.8 75.3 167

1979 12.0 2.5 2.7 8.7 70.2* 246

Concentrator/Explorer
,,,..,

1978
0

13.7 0.0 8.2 11.9 66.2 96

1979, 11.1 2.5 5.8 6.9 73.8 135

Explorer
) 1978 4.5 0.0 12.2 26.2 57.0' 10

1979 . 9.5 '0.0 18.5 10.3 61.7 13c

Incidental/Personal ,

1978

1979

N6nvocational

15.9

9.3

1.1

0.4,

2.8* . ,

3.1* .

13.8

15.1

66.4

72.0

167

237

e'

1978 12.5 0.7 16.2* 13.9 56.8 60

1979 - 13.1 0.5 15.1* 11.0 60.3 79

Incomplete Transcript .
,

1978 16.1 33* 8.7 11.0 60.9 .386

1979 170* 1.0 7.8 13.1 61.1
..

510

Total ./
1978, 13.2 1.4 7.3 10.6 67:3 1001

1979 102.5 1.* 6.5 12.1 67.7 t.376 .

, NOTE: PeTcentages in the table may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

1 Calendar year 1979.

2Calendar year )080.

*Probability < .05 ,

i

(4

74 ti
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TABLE 3-12

WEEKS UNEMPLOYED PER YEAR BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

FULL SAMPL 1{EN

(PERCENTAGE DIM'RIBUTION)

Patterns o 1-4

Weeks Unemployed
5-13 14-26

Concentrator , ---/

19781 66.1 13.1 15.4 5.4

19792 78.7 43* 7.4 9.3

-..

Limi ted Concentrator

1978 73.3 5.4 14.4 4.6

1979 67.8 6.6
,
15.4 5.2

Concentrator/Explorer
1978 80.1 12.9 6.5 0.5

1979 70.6 7.9 9.9 4.9

t*
Explorer

1978 60.8 25.2 14.1 0.0

1979 57..5 . 9.0 15.1 16.9

Incidental/Personal
1978 63.5 15.0 14.6 5.4

1979 66.8 9.1 14.7 6.8

IMO Nonvocational
1978 59.4 12.1 20.2 6.3

) 1979 66.5 14.-5 12.1 5.2

Incomplete Tran§cript
1978 66.2 11.9 11.4 6.7

1979 58.4 12.9 . 161 9.0

Total-

1978 66.0 12.1 14.1 5.6

1979 64.9 10.6 14.2 7.4

0'

27-52 n

0.0 59

0.3 107

2.3 96
5.0 157

C

0.0 41

6.7 72

.
0.0 9.

1.5 18

1.6 184

2.5 313

2.1 132

1.8 228

3.8 252
3.0 484

2.3 772

2.9 1380

I

NOTE: Percentages in the table may not add up to 100 due to rounding.
c

'Calendar year 1979.

2Calendar year\1980.

t

r

'se*

t.

,

*Probability < .05 ,...
* 1,..

. 75
(



TABLE 3-1

gWEEKS UNEMPLOYED PER YEAR BY ViCAT L EDUCATION PATTERNS
EXACTLY 12 YEARS DU TION: MEN

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Patterns 0 1-4

'Concentrator

19781 65.4 12.4

19792 81.5* 3.7

Limited Concentrator
1978 70.3 5.7

1979 66.6 4.9

Concentrator/Explorer
1978 81.5. 10.4

1979 74.3 5.4

Explorer
1978 54.9 28.9

1979 . 49.9 10.6

Incidental/Personal
1978 64.0 13.2

1979 69.6 8.2

Nonvocatinnal
1978 61.1 13.4

1979 , 69.3 12.6

Incomplete'Transcript
1978 65.5 12.4

1979
.

57.2* 12.2

Total
1978 65.6 12-.0

1979 65.8 9.4

Weeks Unemployed
5-13 ,14-26 27-52.

16.5 5.8 56

7.2 7.4 , 0.3 102

15.9 5.4 2.7 83

17.6 i 6.0, 5.0 139

7.5 0.6 0.0 36

10.5 5.8 3.9 . 62

1

16.1 0.0 0.0 8

17.8 19.9 1.7 16

I

'14.9 6.1 1.9 159.

11.3 7.8 3.2 -239
I

'18.9 , 5.3 ,1.2 120
I11.0 60 1.1 170

.

1
,

4' 12.1 5.9 4.1 222, -

'16.6 1 10.5 .-.:'; 3.6 399

114.5 5.5 2.3 683

13.6 8.3 3.0 1127

1
NOTE: Percentages in the table may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

'Calendar year 1979.

2Ca/endar year 140.

*Probability < .05

76
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TABLE .3L-14

.---

WEEKS UNEMPLOYED PER YEAR BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS
. .

FULL SAMPLE: WOMEN

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)
- er

,

Patterns

-Weeks Unergployed

0 1-4

-

°Concentrator

19781 68.4 11..3

19792 69.0 1145

Limi ted Concentrator
1978 63.9, 13.2

'

1979 69.9 10.5

Concentrator/Explorer
1978 61.2 19.7

1979 64.8 11.2

Explorei r-- 4

1978 77.7 2.2

1979 62.7 10.4

' Incidental/Personil.
.

1978 65.8 14.1
,

1979 ' 62.0 15.3

..

NOnvocational
1978 . 48:3 22.7

1979 58.2 14.2

Incomplete Transcript
1978 ..

56.8 19.8

1979 63.3 14.3
.. t

Total
1978 60.8 16.9

. 1979 64.5 .13.2

c e ,

, 5-13 14-26 27-52. 'n

14.8

'16.5

,-.
'. \1.7.0 ,

t

3.3

2.8

3.2

2.37

0.2*

.
_ ,

2.7

120
171

172

15'.2 3.7 0.6* 280

, .
1 2.4 4,.3 25 108

. 17.2 .57 1.0 166

7.0 8.3 4.9 10

15.9 2.4 8.6 - 21

13.7 . 5.6 0.8. 193

13.0 7.7 2.1 326

15.11 0.4 3.6 77

18.1 5.8 . 3.8 121 :

14.1 6.4 z 2.9 . -417

13.0 5.0 4.6* 631
.

14.4 5.5 2.5 1098

14.5? 5.2 2.7 1716

NOTE: Pe'rcentages in the,table may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

'Calendar year 1979.

2Calendar year 1980:

*Prorbability < .05

,

..f

77

r

,

() 0
- 0 .,

,

. .

r

0

g.

/
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TABLE 3-15

WEEKS UNEMPLOYED PER YE-AR BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

EXACTLY 12 -YEARS EDUC'ATiON: WOMEN

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Patterns 0

Weeks Unemployed
27-525-13 14-26

Concentrator
19781

.

19792
\

Limited Concentrator

1978 .

1979

70.0
694:

66.5
69.0

12.1
12.3

12.6

11.2

11:6
14.-8

17.8

15.4

3.6

3.3

1.9*

3.7

2,6
0.2

'
1.3

0.8*

I 1...

10.-
148

150
239

Concentrat'or/Explorer s

1978 59.8 18.0 13.5 5.5 3.2 84

. 1979

Explorer
1978

65.2

80.6
I,

13.5

2.5

14.6

7,8

6.0

9..2

0.8

0.0

128.,

9

1979,

,

49.5 12.3 20.7 3.8 13.7* 13

Incidental/Personal.

1978 - 64.5 11.5 16.0 6.9 1.1 149

1979 57.9 , 15.7 16.5 C 9.0*
..

0.9 222

Notwocational

. 1978 53.4 16.4 10.5 16.5* 3.2 49

1979

incomplete TransCript
1978

54:1
..

59.1

16.9

18.-4

13.6

13.4

9.,1
.

6.8

6.4

2.3

72

337

.1979 61.7 . 15,1 12.7 5.0 55* 476

Total
1978 62.6 15.2 14.1 6.1 2 1 887

1979 '63.1 14.1 14.4 5 5 2.9_ 1297

NOTE: Percentages in the table mai not add up to 100 due to rounding.

.1Calendar year 1979.

2Calendar year 1980..

*Proba.bility < .05
a),

"/ 8

j
(I
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- TABLE 3-16
t .

MONTHS OF TENURE OW.MOST RECENT JOB BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATT'ERNS

-

MEN
,,

- ) 1

White Males

Full Sample
Mean 18.2

Median 13

n 69

12 Years Education
, ,..

Mean 17.2

Medidn 13

n 66

Not Enrolled Since 1977
Mean 2324"

Median
n

lk,

43

Minority Males

. ..

.4

Patterns

2 3 4 5 6 7

.

17.3 2O.2 37.6 15.5

11 14 14 9

89 43 15 181

17.5 ) 21.1 41.5 17..6

'11 15 14 13

79 35 13 139

20.6 22.0 31:4 19.4

26 20 15.5 16

64 27 8 115 1

Fu.1 I Sample

Mean 15.6 15.7 14.7 18.4 11.8.

e

14.9

10

113

11.3
5

319

....

15.7 11.1

10 6

,85 264

16.8 13.4

12 7

76 203 v

12.2 11.8

Median 8.5 12 8. 9 7 7 6

n 34- 43 29. 5 72 56 196.

1 2 tears Education
Medn 15.2 15.3 13.4 18.4 12.5 12.4 11.9

Median 8 11 8 9 . 7 6 6

n 27 38 26 5 49 45 163 ,

Not Enrolled' Since 197 7
J

Mean 2013 17.2 16.0 55 15.7 15.7 14.3

Median 13.5 12 10.5 5.5 10 9. 9

n , 20 33 14 4 39
/

33 107

/

-
. ..-

1 = Concentrator 5 = Incidental/Personal

2 =4Limited Concentrator 6 = Nonvocational

3.= Concentraeor/gxplorer 7 = Incomplete Transcript

4 = Explorer
,

,

7 9
41:i
..... s..)

,

1+

.....-,...
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TABLE 3-17 .

MONTHS OF TENURE ON MOST RECENT JOB &Y VOCAtIONAL 'EDUCATION PATTERNS

4
. WOMEN .

1 2 - 3

,

Patterns
'74 5-

4

White Females
*a.

Full Sample
Mean 16.2 12.6 11.9 12.3 12.3' 10.7

Median , 9 9 9 7 8 7 7

92 131 80 9 162 61 311

12 Years Education
Mean
trian

17.0

9

79

13.2

9

111

11.7

9

61 ,

12.3

4

7

* 11.9

8

104

1

11.7

9.5

26

10.8

6.5

234

Not Enrolled Since 1977.

Mean 19.9 14.7 14.0 15 14.5 12.6 1118

Median 15 11 It 11 11 12 8

62 87 56 5 102 31 224

Minority Females

Full Sample
Mean 12.3- 9.4 11.2 8.4 14.2 14.9 10.3

Median 5.5 5 6.5 4 8 11 7

26 64 50 8 . 64: 29 : 196

12 Years Education
Mean- 133 '9.9 12.0 8.8 16.1 14.5 11.0

Median 6 6. s 4 8 11
7

23 47 38 5 46 21 144

Not Enrolled Since 1977

." Mean 15.9 13.3 14.0 5.8 21.0 17.3 12.3.

Median 12.5 10 10 4 13 11.5 8

tn 18 33 29 5 31 18 '133

1 = Cqncentrator
2 = Limited oncentrator,
3 = Conceherator/ExplOrer
4 = Explorer .

5 = Incidental7Persona1
6 = Nor*ocational
7 = Incomplete Transcript;

8 0

1, 4



TABLE 3-18

MONTHS OF LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCE BY VOCATIONAL EOUCATION PAIfrERNS

MEN

1 2 3

Patterns

6 74 5

White Males

Full Sample
Mean 16.6 20.2 17.5 16.4 12.1 18.0 17.4

Median 11.8.---1*.-5----12.2 12.2 13.0 13.6 13.2

71 89 43 15 182 113 321

12 Years EducaLon
Mean 16.7 19.4 16.1 16.4 18.5 16.8 16.2

Median 11.7 12.5 11.5 ).2 12.3 12 12.2

n 68 '79 35 13 140 85 266

Not Enrolled Since^1977
Mean 20.4 23.0 19.2 20.1 21.5 19.5 19.0

Median 13.8 18.8 15 18.1 17.5 15.9 14.3

n- , 64" 28 8 11.6 76 205

Minority Males

Full Sample rve a
'- Mean 13.2 19.0 14.0 5.7 16.3 15.9. 16.5

Median 10.8 15.7 11.1 3.2 12.7. 12.7 12:5'

34 43 29 5 71 56 193

12 Years Education
Mean 11.5 18,5 13,6 5.7 15.9 15.0 16.2

Median' 10.4 14.4 10.6 3.2 11,1 12 12.2

27_ 38 26 5 49 45 161

Not Enrolled' Since 1977
,-/

Mean 17.0 21.5 16.9 4.2 ,19..7 17.7 19.6

Median 12.5' 21.9 12 2.9 '14.3 14.1 17.3

n 20 33 14 4 39 33 105

1 = Concentrator
2 = Limited Concentrator
3 = Concentritor/Explorer
4 = Explorer

81

5 = Incidental/Personal
6 = Nonvocational
7 = Incomplete Transcript'

-*,0

.,..,
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TABLE 3-19

MONTHS OF LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCE BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS'

WOMEN

1 3

Patterns
- 6 7-4

White Females

Full Sample
Mean 17.2 17.2 17.1 18.7 17.2 17.4 16.8
Median 12.5 11.8 12.6 11.1 12.5 16.2 12.2

n, 92 130 80 . 9 161 62 311

12 Years Education
Mean / 16.9 .16.3 15.1 13.5 14.4 .14.7 16.1

Median 11.8 11.5 12 9 11.8 11.8 11.8
79 110 61 7 103 .27 234

.4

Not Enrolled Slnce 1977
Mean 19.8 19.8 17.5 20.8 18.9 17.8 18.2

Median 15.9 14.3 13.2 18.2 14.3 16.2 14.0

n 62 86 56 5 101 - 32 224

Minority Females

Full Sample
"Mean 13.8 14.2.' 13.7, 15.1 15.4 16.4 15.3

Median 11.4 11.0 11.3 14.5 12.5 12.9 11.8

26 64 49 8 64 29 195

12 Years Education
Meap 13.7 13.2 12.7 13.8 15,7 14.9 14.3

Median 11.5 9.9 11.4 13.6 12.5 11.3 11.1

23 "47 38 5 46 21 145

- Not Enrolled Since 1977
Mean 15.7 17.6- 14.6 15.7 19.5 18.4 17.7 ,

Median 12 12 12 15.5 16.4 14.3 12.7

18 33 29 5 51 18 133 ,

1 = Concentrator
2 = Limited Concentrator
3 = Concentrator/Explorer
4 = Explorer

5 = Incidental/Personal,
6 = Nonvocational
7 ='Incomplete Transcript

82 10_

-



TABLE 3-20

REASON FOR JOB S'EPARATION BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS
MEN

(PERCENTAGE.:DISTRIBUTION)

Reason for.

Separation 1 2 3

Patterns
6 7 Total4 5

Full Sample

1979 Interview

Involuntary 31.3 27.2 24.4 35.7, 22.0 18.4 23.6 22.9

Hardship 5.0 3.7 3.9 0.0 2.7 4.8 4.4 3.9

Voluntary 48.8 39.0 577* 14.3 31.7 31.4 37.8 36.0

Other 15.0* 30.2 14.1* 50.0 43.6* 45.3* ' '34.2 37.3

n 80 136 . 78 14 486 331 453 1578

1980 Interview .

Involuntary 24.4 30.5 66.9* 26.1 31.7 27.9 27.9* 32.1

Hardship 5.6 3.5 1.1* 0.0 3.0 4.7 5.2 4.0

.VoluntarN 70.0 66.0 32.0* 73.9 65.3 67.4 66.9 63.9

n , 90 200 181 23 530 491 695 2210

Not Enrolled
Since 1977.

1979 Interview
Involuntary 34.2* 23.9 19.2 30.8 23.8 19.4 20.9 22.5

Hardship 5.1 4.2 4.1 0.0 3.4 5.1 4.4, 4.2

Voluntary 51.9 41.6 --.63.0,* 15.4 30.2* 36.2 41.9 38.4

Other 8.9* 30.3 13.7* 53.9 42.6* 39.4 32.8 34.9

n 79 142 73 13 470 315 454 1546
.00

1980 Interview
Involuntary 34.2 23.4 47.8 33.3 28.4 28.5 . 30.0, 29.5 '

Ha,rdship 5.3 5.2 0.0 0.0 8.2 13.8* 6.7 7.7

Voluntarx 60,5 71.4 52.2 66.7 63.4 '57.7 63.3 62.8

n 38 77 23 12 134 123 240 647

NOTE: The n's in.the table tepresent the incidences of job separatioh rather
than the number of respondents.'

1 = Concentrator
2 = Limited Concentrator .

3 = Concentrator/Explorer
4 = Explorer

*Probability < .05

5 = Incidental/Personal
6 = Nonvocational
7 = Incomplete Transcript
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TABLE 3-21
REASON FOR JOB SEPARATION BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

WOMEtr

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Reason for
Separation 1 2 3

Patterna
6 7 Total4

Full Sample

1979 Interview
Involuntary 21.5 19.8 25.8 27.3 19.7 30.1* 23.4 ' 23.0
Hardship 3.2 2.0 2.7 0.0 3.9 1.2 4.6 3.4
Voluntary 45.6* 447* 25.3* 45.5 32.6 21.3* 34.2 33.8
Other 29.8* '33.6 46.2 27.3 43.8 47.4 37.8 39.8'
n. 158 253 186 22 482 249 736 2086

1980 Interview
Involuntary 26.8 21.2 247 42.1 26.3 31.3 24.6 - 25.7
Hardship 1.0* 4.2 2.1 5.3 4.4 1.5* 5.6 4.0 .

Voluntary 72.2 74.7 73.2 52.6 69.2 67.2 69.9 70.3
194 288 194 19 653 268 774 2390

Not Enrolled
Since 1977

1979 Interview
Involuntary 22.8 20.0 24.7 33.3 18..14.0- 31.0* 22.9 22:7 '`

Hardship 3.7 2.4 3.3 0.0 3.2 1.4 4.8 3.5
Voluntary 47:1* 44.8* 28.7 33.3 32.3 22.4* 35.5 34.6 .

Other 26.5* 32.9 43.3 33.3 46.4* 45.2 36.8 39.3
136 210 150 18 .403 210 625 17;2

1980 Interview
Involuntary 21.1 16.0 1 8.1 0.0 14.0 24.5 18.4 17.8

Hardship 0.0* 8.5 0.0*. 33.3 10.5 ,7.6 -7.0 6.8

Voluntary. 79.0 75.5 81.9 66.7 75.5 67.9 74.6 75.4
57 106 72 3 143 53 331 ' 765

NOTE: The n's in the table represent the incidences of job separation rathei
than the number of.respondents.

- 1 = Concentrator 5 = Incidental/Personal
2 = Limfted Concentrator 0 = Nonvocational
3 = Concentrator/Explorer 7 =_Incomplete Tiranscript
4 = Explorer

*Probability < .05
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TABLE 3-22

OCCUPATION OF MOST RECENT JOB.BY SEX AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Patterns

Occupation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total

Professional and Te'chnical

Women 2.3* 4.8 3.8 0.0 7.4 19.8* 7.3 7.3

Men 5,7 7.8- 5.1 9.1 10.2 ' 8.3 ' 8.2

Management
Women 4.5 3.4 , 4.4 0.O 3.6 2.5 3.5

Men 6.6 4.0 3.2 0.0 5.4 5.0 4.9 4. 9

Sales
Women 5.4 6.6 10.7 9.9 6.5 10.9* 6.2 7.2

Men 5.5 4.9 50 9.7 5.0 7.2* . 3.1* 4.9
4

Clerical
Women 60.8* 53.3* 38.9 33.5 40..0 36.8 41.2 43.7

Men' 6.8 10.5 17.3 0.0 11.9 13.7 10.2 11.4

_.,

Crafts
Women 0.0 ' 0.3 3.1* 0.0 0.4 0.0 2.1*

Men 32.5* 24.3 24.7 9.7 15.9 14.8 .19.7 19.2

'Operatives
.

Women 10.0 6.3 13.6.. 28.7 . 6.8 4.6* 12.1* 9.4

Men 17.5 20.9 19.1 , 40.2 21.0 21.7 21.2

%

.21.6

Laborer
Women 1.7 2.9 0.9 0.0 2.7 0.1 1.8 1.9

Men 12.3* 15.4 14.6 3.8., 14.6 11.0 ,14.7 13.8

Farm
Women 0.0 . 0.0 0.0 (0.0 0.9 r0.0 0.0 0.0

Men 3:1 0.8 0470 (5,0 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.4

Farm Labor -

Women 0.9 0.6 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3

Men 3.7 1.8 2.9 5.3 2.0 0.9 1.6 1.8 ,

Service
Women 14.1.* 21.0 23.7 28.0 30.1* 23.2 23.7 24.0

Men, 6.4* 9.6 . 12.3 26.3- 15.2 , 15.6 14.8- 14.0
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TABLE 3-.22

...,(COntinued)

0.1

Occupation 1 *,

Patterps

4 5 -6 7 ,Total

Household Service

Women 0.3 0.8

Men 0.0 0.0

0.3 0.0

0.0 0.0

Women 1'95 307 193

Men 115 200 99

2.0 1.1 2.9*

0.0 0.0 0.4*
1.7

26 520 207 688 2136

19 508 368 614 1923

NOTE: Percentages In the table

1 = Concentrator
2 = Limited Concentrator
3 = Concentrator/Explorei
4 = Explorer

*Probability < .05

may not add up to 100 due to rounding.
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5 = Incidental/Personal
6 = Nonvocational
7 = Incomplete Transcript
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'TABLE 3-23

r
INDUSTRY OF MOST RECENT .1013 BY SEX AND VOCATIONAL EDUC'ATION PATTERNS

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Patterns

Industry 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total

Agriculture
Women 1.4 1.5 0.8 0.0 0.1 0.8 0.7 . 0.7

Men 11.5* 4.0 5.2 6.3 3.3 2.2 4.0 3. 7

Mining
.411,

Women 0.0.._, 0.6 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 0.6 0.3

Men 1.9 2.1 4.8* 0.0 -0.8 '0.4 1.2 . 1.3

Construction
Women 2.1 2.5* 0.5 7.7* 0.3 1.2 0.8 1.1

Men 9.6 15.0 13.5* 17.6 11.7 54* 9.2 10.0

Manufacturing

-I,

Women 14.8 10.8 17.7 30,7 10.4 11.0 15.3 13.4

Men 26.2 23.1 14.1 31.5 . 20.0 25.3 25.1 23.2

Transportation
Women 4.0 1.8 0.3* 8.2 3.2 3.2 2.1 2.5

Men 6.9 5.0 r 1.2 8.0 6.2 4.0 5.1 5.1

Trade
Women 32.1 34.0 39.9 17.4 40.7* 31.4 31.5 34.7

Men 29.6 24.9 37.5 2.1 -- 28.9 34.2 26.5 29.3

Finance
Women 11.0 12.1 11.0 .4.2 8.8 35* 8.6 9.0

Men 1.9, 2.1 2.1 0.0 2.2 3.3 , 2.7 2.5

Business and Repair Service

,

'Women 2.9 3.6 3.7 0.0 / 3.5 2.6 3.0 3.2

Men 5.5 10.2 11.7 1.0, 7.2 47* 8.6 7.6

-
Personal Service

Women . 2.5 39 1.8 0.0 5.8 4.5 6.5 4.9

e gen 0.8 . 1.2 0.0 0,0 2.41 1.4 3.3 2.1*

-
Entertainment 1

,

Women 0.0 .1.0 O. 2 0.0 2.9* 1.4 0.6 1.2

Men 0.0 3.8 2.4 0.0 2.5 3.4 2.3 2.6

I.
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TABLE 3-23

(Continued)

y Patterns
Industry 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total

Professional Service

MOmen -24.0 24.9 22.4 31.8 23.1 37.1* 6.5 25.9

Men. 6.0 8.4 4.0 2.3 10.5 .12.4 11.0 10.1

Public Administration
Women 5.2 J.6 1.6 0.0 , 1.3* 3.2 3.9 : 3. 0

Men 0.3 0.3* 3.6 1.3 45* 3.3 2.0 2.7

Women 195 )i 307 193 26 520 205 686 , 2133

Men Ira 202 .99 19. 508 370 614 1927

-
NOTE: Percentages in the table

1 = Concentrator
2 = Limited Concntrator

= Concentrator/Explorer
4 =

*PrObability < .05

frS

1,

may notTadd UP to 160 due .to rounding.

5 = Incidental/Personal
6 = Nonvocationdl..
= Incomplete Transcript

v ri ttrt Met rater Mr.

t, . , r,otr
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TABLE 3-24

JOB CONTENT (Si MOST RECENT JOB ,BY SE)c, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

ontent Patterns

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total

1"= High'

Women 1.3 3.1W 3.0 4 0.0 - 5.0 7.8* '3.4 39

Men 1.3 0.4 0.6 .2.3 3.6 3.7 4. 0 3.1

2

Women 1.8;k 3.9 5.1 0.0 4.6 11.5A 5.9 5.3

. Men 1.0 10.3* 9.3 0.0- 11.5 13.4 8.8 10.7

. A

4 t

Women 14.5
41.

13.3*- ., 21.7 18.3 24.5* 17.1 18.9 19.1
.

Men,. . "..25.5 '28.9'
it:

".27.9 36.6 36.6 14 2 . 33.3 33.2
......pv, tr,

....,,. . lor, .,, ...1
/

/ b

be n . .10.*. . .

#..., ,...

C'4.6' ..11

Women .112 302 -119 26 5,15 , 207 , '667,- 2098 -

195 ;.:A6 19 498 356
.Men 4-15

60r. 1880

3 Ns

-

Vomen 61.5* 55.0* 38.3 28.7 36.8 36. 2 40.7 . 42.9

gen 4O.4 453* 3§.5 13.8 30.5 29.2 38.9 35.2

t
4 /
Vorr- -20:9* 24.7 31.9 . 53.1* 29.1 27.5 31.1 28.8

Alio,

-Men 19.7 .15.2 25.3 47.3* 17.8 19.6 15.0 17.8 .'

.

.
. ,

NOTE: Percentages in the lable
A

may not, add up to 100 due to rouRding.
,,.. .. ..

a

eoncentrator 5 = Incidental/Personal

2 = Limited Concentra tor 6 = Nonvocational

3 = Concentrator/Explorer 7 = Incomplete Transcript

Ap.

4 = Explorer

*Probability .05

*

.;
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TABLE 3-:25

JOB FAMILY OF MOST RECENT JOB BY SEX AND NOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTEM
(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Job Patterns
5 6 7 TotalFamily 1 2 3 4

Tools, Specialized
Women 1.5 0.1 1.9 0.0 0.7 0.3 2.1* 1.2
Men 4.3 4.6 - 2.0 2.3 4.7 2.8 3.4 3. 7

Tools, Nonspecialized
Women 1.7 329 1.4 2.0 3.1 0.1* 2.4 2.2
Men 37.1 36.0 . 39.6 5.5 27.1 22.9* 33.0. 30.1

.. ,
Machine and Equipment, Specialized

Women 0.9 2.1 3.7 20.0* 11* 0:8 41* 2.6
Men 3.2 3.8 4.7 18.3 4.3 , 4.1 4.2 4-.3

Machine and Equipment, Nonspecialized
Women 5.6 1:8* 9.6* 8.6 4.4 1.9 5.5 4.8
Men 10.0 6.2 7.8 17.0 8.9 11.1 9.3 9.3

Inspection
Women 1.4 0.3 1.0 0.0 0.7 2.3 1.6 1:2
Men . 1.7 7.2* 0.3 1.3 4;7 2.6 4.3 4.0

Vehicle
Women 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.3
Men 6.8 9.0 8.0 11.5 6.0 8.5 '7.7 7.5

Farm
Women 1.0 1.2 - .0.8 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.6 0.6
Men , 6 . 8* 2.7 1.0 5.3 2.2 1.6- 2.1 '

Sales, Product Knowledge.Required
Women 1.5 1.4 44* 0.0 1.6 1.5 1.3 1.7

Men 4.0 2.8 3.5 0.0 3.4 6.7* 3.3 3.9

Sales, No Product Knowledge Required .

Women 5.5 ' 6.2 9.9 9.9 10.9* 6.0 7.0
Men 5.5 5.1 5.2 9.7

,6.5
5.2 6.9 2.8 4-.8*

Clerical. \I

Women 61.5* 547* 38.3 33.5 40.5 37n- 40.5 43.
Men 3.9 9.1 .16.3* 0.0 9.2 10.2c 9.1 , '., 9,3
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TABLE 3-25

(Continued)

- Job Patterns

Family 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total

Personal Service
Women 9.6* 13,4 14.9 9.6 . 23.9* '15.7 19.2 17.8

Men . 4.4 5.3 5.3 26.3* .9.5 8.9 8.1 8.2

Entertainment .

Women 0.9 0.8 - 0.7 0.0 1.8 3.9* 0.9 1.4

, Men 0.0 2.8 0.0 2.8 3.0 2.1 1.7 2.0

Protection
Women 0.0 0.6 1.2 0.0 0.1 . 0.6 0.2 0.3

Men 0.0 0.9 1.8 0.0 2,3 1.8 2.4 1.9,

Education
Women 0.9 1.5 1.2, 0.0 2.6 3.1 2.1

t

2.0

. Men 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.0 1.4 1.2 1.0 0.9

Health
Women 4.1* 8.7 . 7.7 9.1 7.1 13.4* 9.0 8.4

Men r 3.6*. 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 2.0 1:5 1.4

Welfare
Women 0.0 0.9 0.4 73* 1.5 1.9 1 0.5 1.0

Men 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 401
0.8 0.2 0.3

Administration
Women 3.8 2.8 2.1 0.0 3.3 4.1 2.6 3.0

Men 5.3 3.2 1.6 0.0 Q4.0 2.5 3.9 3.5

Research
Women 0.0 0.5 0.9 0.0 0.6 2.9* 1.1 0.9

Men 3.6 1.1 0.3 0.0 3.0 3.5 2.1 2.5

Tr

Women 192 302 189 26 515 207 667 2098

Men 115 195 96 19 498 356 601 1880

NOTE: Percentages in the table may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

1 = Concentrator 5 = Incidental/Personal

2 =,Limited Concentrator 6 = Nonvocational

3 = Concentrator/Explorer 7 = Incomplete Transtript

4 = Explorer

r
*Probability < ,05
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. TABLE 3-26

CLASS OF EMPLOYMENT OF MOST RECENT JOB BY

A

. SEX AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS
(PERCENTAGE DIWRIBUTION)

Cla§s of
Employment 1 2 3

Patterns
6 7 Total4 5

Private
Women 80.8 83.0 89.8 86.1 85.9 - 82.7 83.5 84.3

Men 88.3 88.9 91.3 87.7 84.6 89.0 86.1 87.0

Government
Women 18.0 16.1 9.0 13.9 p....12.5 14.7 14.9 14.2 s.

Men 2.7 6.5 8.3 11.0 11.9 10.4 9.9 -9.7

Self-employed
Women 0.3 0.8 1.2 0.9 1.0 2.6 1.2 1. 1

Men 9.0 3.4 0.0 1.3 3.5 0.6 3.7 3.1-

Family'Business
Women 0.9, 0.0 '0.1 010 0.6 O.D 0.5 0.4

Men 0.0

n

1.1 . 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3

Women 196 308 198 26. 521 207 691 2146

Men 117 203 100 19 511 372 618 1940,

NOTE: Percentages in the

1 = Concentrator
2 = Limited Concentrator
= Concentrator/Explorer

4 = Explorer

*Probability < .05

*.

table may not add up to 100 due to rounding.

9 2

5 = Incidental/Personal
6 = Nonvocational
7 = Incomplete Transcript
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TXBLE 3-27
c

HOURS WORKED PER WEEK BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

MEN

(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

a

Patterns 0-20.

Hours Per Week
60+20-35 35-60

Concentrator
.Full Sample'. 9.1* 3.7 81.8 5.4* 121=

Not Enrolled2 7.3 0.7 85.9 6:1 66

Limited Concentrator
Full Sample 13.5 10.1 74.1 2.3 216

Not Enrolled 1.5 .2.3 94.2 2.0 106

Concentrator/Explor.er

Fail Sample 12.8 12.2 73.5 1.5 103

Not Enrolled 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 44

Explorer
Full Sample 2.0 15.6 82.3 5.1 ''20 _

Not Enrolled 1.7 is, 0.0 98.3 0:0 12

-Incidental/Personal A

Full Sample 20.8 11.0 65.3 2.9 \ 564

Not Enrolled 4.3 .8.2* 5,6 194

Nonvocational
. ,

1

Full Sample 23.8* 13.9 61.4 13:* ;23

Not Enrolled 0.5 4.5 95.0 0.0* 141

Incomplete Transcript
-----/

Full Sample 16.5 11.2 69.6 2.8 668

Not Enrolled 4.2 4.6 87.4 3.8 276

Total
.

Full qample 1.8.0 102 68.3 215 - 2115

Not Enrolled 3.3 4.5 89.0 3.3 839

-s-

NOTE: Percentages shown in the table may not add up to 1,00/ due to roundlng.

1W
'Complete sample of high school graduates.

2High school graduates, not enrolled since 1977:

*Probability < .05
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TABLE 3-28'

liOURS WORKED PER WEEK BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS
WOMEN

, (PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

Patterns

Concentrator
Full Sample1
Not Enrolled2

Limited Concentrator
Full Sample
Not Enrolled

Concentrator/Explorer
Full Sample
Not Enrolled

Explorer
Full Sample
Not.knrolled

Incidental/Personal
Full Sample
lot Enrolled

Nonvocational

.

Full Sample
Not Enrolled

Incomplete Transcript
Full Sample .

Not Enrolled
_

Total
Full Sample
Not Enrolled .

,....

23.7 10.1 65.0 1.2 217

9.1 4.1* 86.8 0.0 105

0,2* 16.4 64.6 , 0.1 338
10.0 12:8 77.2 0.0 154

4,
Hours Per Week

0-20 20-35 35-60 6C+

26.7
8.6

14.7 58.6 0.0 215
14.3 77.2 0.0 100

25.0' 2.1 72.9 0.0 26

r 6.9 93.1 0.0 8

29.3 19.0* 51.5* 0.1 600

7.8 ' 14.0 78.2 0.0 185

37.0* 14.0 47.6* 1.4 247

19.0* 11.6 69.4 0.0 . 67
,

,

21.8*' 13.8 63.4 1.0 76,4

9%2 12.7- 76.6 1.6* 378

25.5 15.1 58.8 0.6 2409

9.6 .12-.1 77.8 0.6 . 997

NOTE: Percentages sham in the table mai not add up to 100 due to rounding.

1Complete sample,of high%school graduates.

2High school gradmates, not enrolled since 1977.

*Probability < .05
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TABLE 3-29 ._

UNIONIZATION FOR MOST RECENT JOB BY SEX,
RACE AND VOCATIONAL-tDUCATION PATTERNS

(IN PERCENTAGES)

Men
Full Sample

White % 16.2 2.9 20.9 35.7 34.3 30.2 23.3 26.4

n 68 85 43 14 166 106 292 774

Minority % 25.0 34.2 37.0 33.3 34.3 38.8 37.2 35.6

n 32 '38 27 3 67 49 172 388

12 Years Education
White.% 16.9 26.7 22.9 33.3 39.1 37.2 26.1 .29.2,

n 65 75 35 12 128 78 241 634

Minority % 20.0 35.3 41.7 33.3 37.8 35.9 36.6 35.6

n 25 34 24 3 45 39 142 312

Not Enrolled Since 1977
White %' 14.3 26.2 32.1 62.5, 41.1 38.9 27.0 31.4

n 42 , 61 28. 8 107 72 189 -507

Minority % 26.3 36.7 30.8 50.0 41.0 43.3 43.5 40.0

n 19 340; 13 2 39 30 92 225

Women

Full Sample
White % 20.5 12.2 17.3 14.3 16.3 10.2 19.6 16.9

n 63 115 75 7 147 59 266 752

Minority % 31.8 25.9 23.8 12.5 23.2 23.1 21.8 23.3

n 22 54 42 8 56 26 165 373

12 Years Education
..' White % 1 1B.6 11.2 17.9 20.0 20.2 19.2 21.5 18.6

n 70 98 56 5 94 26 200 ---549

Minor,ity % 36.8 24.3 25.0 20.0 23.3 22.2 2.7 24.2

n 19 37 32 5 43 18 119 273

Not Enrolled Since 1977
White % 17.9 9.08 18.2 25.0 17.0 9.7 19.6 16.7

.--
. n 56 76 55 4 94 31 194 510

t Minority % 40.0 24.1 20.0 20.0 34.5 29.4 23.0 25.8

n 15 29 25 5 29 17 113 233

Patterns
% ,

Sex and 14ce 1 .2 3 4 5 6 7 Total
. ,

1 = Concentrator
2 = Limited Coneentrator
3 Concentrator/Explorer

plorer ,

*14bbability < .05

95

5 = Incidental/Personal
6 = Nonvocational
7 = Incomplete Transcript
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TABLE 3-30

TYPE AND SIZE OF FIZM BY SEX AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

(IN PERCENTAGES)

Firm

Patterns
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 'Total

Multi-
establishment

Men % 48.2 50.1 66.2 80.7 63.1 67.6 '58.6 64:2

n 86 164 77 13 317 246 447 1350

Women % 64.5 60.5 58.7 56.3 60.9 45.5 62.8 60.3

n

nore than 1000

130 206 148 18 347 113 .466 1428

Employees
Men % 45.6 56.2 43.1 79.1 61.3 48.1 54.3 54.0

n 41 81 51 8 186 158 251 775

Women % 56.8 65.7 55.1 91.5 60.3 51.8 59.8 59.9

n 85 124 86 10 210 51 283 850

1-= Concentrator
2 = Limited Concentrator
3 = Concentrator/Explorer
4 = Explorer

*Probability < .05

5 = Incidental/Personal
6 = Nonvocational
7 ='Incomplete Transcript
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TABLE 3-31

SHIFT WORKEa ON MOST RECENT JOB BY SEX AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATT.ERNS
(PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION)

.Shlit 2 3

Patterns
5 6 7 Total4

Regular Day
Men 67.3 61.8 63.4 65.5 51.6 53.6 58.8 57.3

Women 64.9 63.6 61.0 76.0 55.1 56.9 62.9 60.8

Regular Evening
Men 10.1 14.9 18.3* 20.6 10.9 8.8 10.1 11.2

Women 6.3 9.7 12.7 2.1 15.2* 6.3 8.4 10.2

Night Shift
Men 5.1 4.6 5.5 0.0 8.7 6.2 5.8 6.3

Women 3.9 -3.9 3.2 12.4 4.3 3.6 5.3 '4.4
. -

Split Shift ,-.

.3 2.2 0.0 1.6 39* .1.9 1.9

Women 4.7 2.7 2.3 0.0 2.4, 4.8 3.3 - 3.1

Varying Shift
Men 17.2 18.4 10.7* . 13.9 27.2 27.5 23.4, 23.4

Women 20.2 20.1 20.9 9.5 23.1 28.5 20.1 21.5

Men
Women

98 -183 85 15 398- 277 530 1586

- 166 - 259, 174 22 416. 149 570 1755

NOTE: Percentages in the

1 = Concentrator
2 = Limited Concentrator
3 = Concentrator/Explorer
4.= Explorer

*Probability < .05

table may not add up to 100.due to rounding.

9 7

5-= Incidental/Personal
6 = Nonvocational
7 = Incomplete Transcript



TABLE 37.3.2

AVAILABLE FRINGE BENEFITS BY SEX AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PATTERNS

(IN PERCENTAGES)

1:'atterns

Benefits and Sex 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Total

Health Insurance
Men % 68.0 63.9 71:2 88.3 71.1 65.4 66.8 67.8

.n 87 159 80'' 15 295 223 436 1294

Women % 73.3 72.8 67.2 77.3 62.3 69.3 64.2 66.9

n 142 224 135 18 310 96 474 1398
,

Life Insurance
Men % 51.9 53.3 47.3 62.3 56.5 48.4 48.4 51.2

n . 85 155 77 15 296 220 424 1272

Women % . 62.2 53.3 49.8 61.0. 51,7 46.3 49.7 51.9

n 141 221 - 134 17 308 95 468 1385

Paid Vacation
Men % ;75.7 73.2 71.9 91.8 76.1 69.4 70.5 72.6

h 87 159 80 ' 15 297 223. 435 1296

Women % 89.1* 80.1 78.8 98.4' , 74.2 73.9 75.9 78.0

n 142 224 135 18- 312 95 473 1398
.

1 = Concentrator
2 = 14mited Concentrator
3 = Concentrato,r/Explorer
4 = Explorer

e. = Incidental/Personal
6.= Nonvocational
7 =Incomplete Transcript

*Probability< .05
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CHAPTER FOUR

MODELS OF EARNINGS AND INCOME

This chapter combines the data already discussed with addi-

tional ihformation about earnings and income to 'resolve sdme

parts of the puzzle that were outlined in chapter 1. The

approach is to examine cross tabUlations of earnings and income
and to estimate a structural regression model that allows for in-

direct effects from vocational education. The cross tabulations

are used to make three comparisons'across the vocational pattern

groups: comparisons of mean hourly earnings from the principal

job the individual holds (or has held most reCently); the median

hourly earnings from the same job;.and reported total'annual la-
bor income from any or all jobs that 'the respondent holds. These*

three measures of income and earnings provide very different pic-
turee of the effects of vocational education, especially for men.

This chapter first discusses the differences that emerge from r

cross tabulations and then seeks an explanation for, some of those

differences in a multiple regression analysis of the structural

model.

Cross Tabulations: Men

'In cross tabulations, male Concentrators exhibit
'disadvantages in mean but not median hourly earnings
when compared to graduates Who have no vocational

credits.

Advantages in annual income of between $1,000 and
$2,000 per year are shown for male Concentrators in

the full sample,of respondenVs.
.

o

%

That income advantage is partly due to postsecondayy
educetional involvement of nonvooation'al graduates.

This is apparent because the advantages over students

With no,vocational credits:persist but are smaller
when only respondents who have'not recently been
students are considered.

For men, mean hourly earnings* show that Concentrators are

always at a disadvantage When compared,to studepts without any '

*In all the analyses presented in this chapter, observations with

hourly earnings reports of less than $.25 per hour or more than

$25.00 per hour on the most recent job.were regarded as suspect

and were not used in the calculations. This restriction elimi-

nated fewer than a dozen 4ases.
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vocational education or students with only Incidental/Personal

participation in vocational education. Median hourly earnings,

on the other hand, reveal no disadvantage for Concentrators, and

annual labor income shows large advantages for,Concentrators in

some comparisons with Incidental/Personal participants and

students with no vocational education. A closer examination of

these differences shows some differences between the labor market

experiences of vocationally educated and other men.

The comparisons made here use a thirty-five hour-work week

as a criterion to distinguish between part-time.and full-time

jobs*, and recent enrollment in postsecondaryeducation to dis-

tinguish between,people whose principal activity for the last two

years has been education and all other respondents. Hence, the

earn-ngs tables have four samples. The first sample shows hourly

earningsJor all high school graduates who had current jobs,

without restrictions on the hours that are worked. The second

sample shows all high school graduates who had current jobs, but

only thoie who worked more than thirty-five hours per-week at

that job. The third and fourth samples show groups of high

school graduates who had not Veen enrolled'since 1977; people who

worked any hours and,those who worked more,than thirty-five hours

per week are treated separately.

' Mean Hourly Earnings

Table 4-1 shows that Concentrators in all samples earned

less per hour than Incidental/Personal participants and students

:with no vocational education. Also, LimiEed Concentrators and

ConcentCator/Explorers often emerge at a disadvantage compared to

tho4e same two groups. Concentrators generally earned less than

Limited Concentrators or
Concentrator/Explorers,,who in turn

earned less than Incidental/Personal participants and students

with no vocational credits. (There are too few Explorers to

compare their mean earnings with those of other patterns;) The

disadvantage for Concentrators ranfes from about $.10 or $.20 per

hour within the group of All students regardless of hourp worked,

to a maximum Of about $.50 per hour within other subsamples.

One exception to this pattern o diS'advantage for men who

show concentration in vocational educ4ation is that Limited Con-

centrators, regardless of the number f hours worked, earned more

than Incidental/Personal and'nonvocational participants. -Another

exception is that Concentrator/Expl6rers earned about as much per

hour as students with no vocational education, and actually

earned a little more than Incidental/Personal participants if the

*The thirty-five hour threshold was selected here because it con-

forms with usage in other parts of the NLS Youth questionnaire.
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comparison .01,,s extended to all students and includes, jobs worked

for any number of hours per week.

Median Hourly Earnings r

.
In contrast to the results for ,mean hOurly earnings, median..

hourly earnings do not always shoia a disadvantage for male

Concentrators. Between Concentrators and either Incidental/

Personal or graduates with no vocatiOnal education, the largest
negative differential in median,earnings is only $.10 per hour.

For the full sample of male.graduates, without regard to hours,
Concentrators show a $.12 per hourtadvantage over Incidental/
Personal participants and a $.06 Ter hour advahtage over respon-

dents without-any vocational education. When the comparison
applies to students who had not been enrolled since 1977 and Who

reported worXing more thah,thirty-five hours per week, Concentra-
tors earned more than other students with a vocational concentra-

tion: Concentrators show a $.20 per hour advantage over Limited

Concentrators, and a $.10 per hour advahtage over Concentrator/

Explorers.

-These results for median earnings suggest that for the ma-

jority of male respondents, there is very little difference in'

hourly earnings associated with differences ih the graduate's

degree of concentration in vocational education. Hence, the dis-

tribution of hourly earnings is skewed for those patterns com7

pared to the distribution.for Concentrators. Disadvantages in

mean hourly earnings for Concentrators arise because a feW people

in the Incidental/Personal and nonvocational eduCation groups
reported very high earnings per hour.

Annual Labor Income

In the comparison of annual labor income, male Côncentrators

show large advantages over'almost ell other profile groups When

the unrestricted sample is considered. For exa-lole, in the 1979

survey year (table 4-2), t.heir advantage Over Incidental/Personal

and nonvocational students was $1,500 and $2,150 respectiVely for

mean annual income. Similar but smaller differences appear for

median.annual income. In 1980 (table 4-3) the advantages in mean

income were slightly smaller; Concentrators reported $1,300 more

per year than-Incidental/Personal participants, and $2,000 more

per year than students with no vocational credits. Concentrators

also reported a higher mean annual income than Limited CUncentra-

otors and Concentrator/Explorers. In 1980 they had an adVantage
of approximately $700 per year. -

.Median anrival earnings show a slightly different picture

among the three concenteator groups. In 1979, Limited COncentra-

'tors earned the highest median annual income, with Concentrator/
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Explorers second, and doncentrators Last among the'vocational
graduates. In 1980, Concentrator/Explorers earned the 'highe4
median income, and Limited C9ncentrators earned the least amorkP :
vocational 'concentrators.

This tendency for Concentrator's to have higher annual ing,ome
is moderated if one restricts cohsideration to those respondVO4.,
whose most reoerlt experience did not involve school activity. If

the sample is restricted to tho§e respondents wlio had not been
enrolled since 1977, the advantage in mean annual income for Con-
centrators over Incidental/Personal participants disappears and
in fact is reversed, as is the advantage of,Concentrators over
Concentrator/Explorers and Limited Concehtrators. Incidental/ ,

Personal graduates now actually emerge with a $300 advantage in

1979, and an $1,100 advantage in 1980. Concentrator/Explore0
show a $500 advantage over.Concentrator6 in 1979. Even wheft,the
sample is restricted to those not enrolled since 1977, however,
Condentrdtors continue to receive more income,per year than-do
respondents with no vocational credits.

I'

Alternative Explanations for the Different Relationst3ips

The tendency for advantageS or disadvantages in,,4arnings to

depend on whether hourly or yearly measures are usee'can be .

tracea to differences in the intensity of recent lar market'

participation. These differences reflect differenges in four
primaty aspects of involvement. First, former vocational stu-
dents could be more likely to hold multiple jobs, 'The hourly

earnings comparisons reflect only the principa1,30, that th
respondent holds, whereas the annual income comidaKitons can con-

tain income irom one or more jobs,. As "shown inic.cliapt'er.3, since

studens with more vocational education are,loorejikely:.to have

held two or three jobs during the f979-80 pdtiod, thpy miy have
reported income from more than one'job moretqreguOtly tha-
Incidental/Personal or,nonvocational respondents.

Second, averages for annual,income include people whp.did
not work during the calendar year prior to the survey. *air
incomes are averaged in as zero along trith the incomes a'other
people who did work. In fact, a detailed analysis_of. the
responses shows more frequent reports of zero income for

.J110-_Incidental/Personal and nonvocational students than for Con-
centrators, Limited Concentrators., or Concentrator/Explorers. .°

4.
t

Third, students with more vocational education, espeCially glr
Concentrators, have a higher likelihood of working very long

hours and a greater likelihood than nonvocational or Incidental/
Personal students of working full-time hours (between thirity-five

and sixty hours per week). Longer hours' may lead to higher in-
comes if the difference in houfs is propottionately greater than,
the difference in hourly earnings. .

4.*
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Fourth,
1'3 griater like

graduates-9f
weeks Wor)64d
earnings A:nd

ta

it was ottown i-h -chapter 3 that Concentrttors-x-had a
lihood t!fian Incidental/Personal or nonvocational
orkintwenty-seven,or more weeks per year. More

.translate into higher,annual income, even if_hourly
houra:worked per week are the same.

This-fourth explanation can b.R,irkestigated'in greater de-
.

. ...4 ,

q slightty dilfernt partiffoning of the sample. Table
4-3 shOwg annu r,income for four diaferent groups. As with

.% , ..
hourly :earning , one group irToludes all respondents regardless of
the nia-Aber of weeks they wfverk per,year or whether or not they had
been enrollpd recently. -The Second group includes only those

- male res
4 ents,Ntio had not Veen rolled since 1977. The third

-t and fourth groukrshow correstiond g samples, but only for people
, .

: -4ho have worked at leasi. 61irty-nine weeks in the preced.ing
year--the year to which tliPe annual income figure pertains. This
oartitiorfing separates the effect of part-time labor force .par-

,.ticipation and employment p?!.yer'a year from the eftect of differ-
ences in per 'period earnir/04, on a job. When only those men with
at least thirty-nine weeki of work are considered, the advantage
in mean annual income ih 1979 and 1980 for Concentrators over

,

respondents with no vocational-education is reduced, even without
restricting the sample to males whorhad not beem enrolled since

1977. The advantage for Concentrators on median income, however,

,persists. When both restrictions are imposed (thirty-nine weeks

7-----
worked and not having been enroll since 1977), any'income
advantage.for .concentrators oveF

nonvocational graduates is nar-
rowed on the mean cemparison and is completely eliminated on the
cpmpariscin of median annual income. These findings for th.e most
restri'ctive sample lend support to the notion that the arb>antages

--for male Concentc.itors in ahnual abor income are attributablerto
differences in, h of the three areas of labor market

4:eparticipatiotze iumber of jobs, hours worked-on the rob, and

the number of weeksporked during,a year--When compared to males
with no vocatioacredits and those with the Incidental/Person:

,pattern of pSkticipation.

t

$.
Cross Tabulations': women

o iLcioss tabulationsithe absence of differences
afosspatterns of participatiOn in hourly earnings
among women are attributable to exceptionally high
earnings of some nonvocational graduates who work
less than full time weeks.

1.b

When only women who usually Work mo:r.-6.--6-1-an

five-hours. per week are considered, Concentrators
.show Mean eaTnings,that'are -$.30 per hour"above.those
-women who have.no vocational credits and median earn-
j_pgs adva?tages that are even'greater. 4
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o Both mean and median anndal income for women show-a

conO.stent pattern of higher incoMe with greater con-

centration. That relationship holds even among women

who have worked at least thirty-nine weeks in the

preceding year.

Hourly Earnings

For both hourly earnings and annual income, women/exhibit a

pattern that is clearer than that for men. For mean hourly earn-

ings (table 4-4) female Concentrators are in the middle of a $.22

per hour range among all vocational graduates: $3.84 to $4:06.

Incidental/Personal participants also fall within that rahge.

Yet women, with no vocational credit& fall about $.30 above this

'range. As with mO, the median earnitgs values show a smaller

range of variation. All the medians fall within about $.10 per

of eadh other. These results suggest that the apparent

ntage in mean earnings for female students with no vocational

ci'dits can be attributed to a few high=earning respondents who

skew that distribution and raise .the mean.

When the ple is tricted to those women with more.than'

thirty-five ho of rk per week, much of the skewhess for stu-

dents with no vo ti nal credits is seen clearly to lie attributed

to women who work fewer hours per week. With'this more, restric-,

tive sample,ithe means vary over a range of only about $,15 per

hour, with Concentrators and graduates with no vocational credits

both at the top of that range. As with the unrestricted sample,

the medians vary only about $.10 per hour. Thus, the apparent

advantage for women with no vocational credits disappears vitien

the comparison is focused on people who work e&pentially a full-

time week.*

The advantage in mean.hourly earning& for female respondents

with no vocational credits can also be.seen to be attributable in

part to those who are only part-time labor force participants or

who have entered, the labor force relatively recently. When the

sample is restpricted to women Who have not been enrolled-since

1977, the difference between -Cbncentrators and students with no

vocational education is reduced from about $.40 to about $:25 per

hour.-,When only-those graduates who are working full-time.are

considered, Concentrators even show an advantage in'mean earn,ings.

over graduates with rio vocational education; the differential is

approximately $.30 per hour.- Limited Concentrators and

ConcentratortExplorers also show advantages of $.20 and,$.13 Pdk.

*Although many women who work part time do so for very low wages,

these data suggest that a significant portion must -be earning

very high hourly p43, or are understating hours wdrked.-
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houf respectively over women with no vocational education. Even

Indidental/Personal graduates earn $.10 an hgur more than those

with no vocational education. If attention is focused on median
earnings, the advantage for vocationally educated women is even

larger, with a $.40'per hour-differential in favor of Concentra-
tors' and Concentrator/Explorers and a $.25 per hour advantage for
Limited Concentrators ufhen compared to graduates with no voca-

tional credits.

Annual Labor Income

The simplest earnings pattern evidenced in the NLS Youth

data is for women's annual income (tablds 4-5 and 4-6). In

almost all instances, Concentrators have higher annual incomes
than Limited Concentrators, who receive more than Concentrator/
Explorers, who in turn receive more than either Incidental/
Personal participants or women with no vocational credits. The

exception to that general rule is in the 1980 survey of incomes
for respondents.who have not'been enrolled since 1977. In that

case, when income is measured by the means, Limited Concentrators
receive more than Concentrators, and Incidental/Personal partici-

pants receive more than Concentrator/Explorers. If 'income is

measured in terme of.medians, however, the simpler overall pat-

tern remains.

The income advantage for vocational participants is attrib-

utable largely, but not completely, to the greater number of

hourS worked. If weeks worked per year is restricted to 'More

than.thirty-nine, Concentrators still.show advantages in annual

income when compared to Incidental/Personal graduates and those

with no vocational education (1979 data). An income advantage
for vocational graduates is maintained in the 1980 data,-.but the

advantage is considerably smaller.

The results for men and women that are based on .cross tabu-

lati'ons suggest that the effects vocational education has on .

earnings differ substantially according to the pattern of labor

market involvementof the respondgpts coacerned. This conclusion

suggests that a closer look needS to be takeia at those relation-

ships while controlling for characteristics of individual respon-
dents that determine the level of earnings. That examination is

the focus of,the next section of this chapter.

structural Models of Hourly Earnings

A Model for Regression Analysis ^

The standard-human' capital models depibt earnings as a func-

tion of the folowing: personal characteristics (such as race

and sex)'; family background (usually measured by the family's
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socioeconomic status When respondent was age fourteen); local
market characteristics (such as region or rural/urban residence);
whether or not the earnings are measured over a short time span;
local labor market demand; and accumulated human capital (such as
years of Oucation, labor markest experience, and tenure on the
current job). For certain studies,of earnings, various measures
of job Characteristics, such as industry, unicinism, or the riski-
ness.of the job, may supplemedt this list'of regressors, or sub-
stitute for other regressors within the equation. Studies of
vocational education have inserted measures of participation in

secondary vocational education as a reflection of the quality of

a portion olf the respondent's-edUcation. Otherwise, the models
estimated in studies of vocational education have looked very
much like standard human capital models.

Variation on the human capital approach. ilislightly differ-

ent aFkoadh-li taken here. It is hypot esized that both direct
and indirect effects of vocational education may be present on
such outcome variables as earnings and employment. The estimates
reported here suggest that indirect effects are important for
certain groups of individuals and that the role of vocational
eduation is best understood when both direct and indirect

effec s are measured.

Indirect effects are estimated here through a series of

equations that are linked recursively* in a simplified version of

the model from chapter 1 the linkages ,for which are shown in

figure 4-1. Standard elpments of the human capital model are
used in the earnings equation, but with a sparse set of personal
characteriStics and measures of human capital and with many

indicators of job characteristics. Patterns of participation in
vocational education were entered in the earnings equations to
estimate the direct contribution to the explanation of earnings.

Indirect effects on hourly earnings are transmitted through
impacts on the types of jobs into which students move,. The

earnings equations, therefore, emphaSize.the role of job

characteristics.

*Why the model iS specified as recursive rather than siMultaneous
is discussed later in the chapter. It is clear that the sequence

of effects that is assumed here is not the only one that could be
proposed, even if the basic premise of the importance of indirect

%effects is accepted. It is argued here only that the sequence is

plausible. Whether another sequence is more helpful in Under-

standing the effects of vocational education can be answered only

through more detailed inveatigation. The thesis ot this report

is that,regardless of Which particular sequence of events best

,describes outcomes, researchers should in the future focus on

these complete sequences of effects.

A

'ft4
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- Job characteristics. Characteristics of jobs are reflected

ip'the/equations in severafways, all of Which were described in

more detail in chapter .3. The standard classification of occupa-

tions and industries was used, with occupation and industry cate-

gories aggregated.into the groups defined by the Center for Human

Resource Research.* In an alternative specification that was

eventually rejected, job's were characterized by their job family

or level of job content as specified by Scoville (1969) and de-

scribed in chapter 3. Unionized and nonunionized- jobs were dis-

tinguished, as were full-time (more than per_week)

and part-time (less than thirty hours per week jobs.

1.

,

tstimating the model, different types of job-dharacteris-

tics ere handled in different ways. The dependent variable in

each equation included only earnings on the respondent's current

or moSt recent job as of the 1980 interview (or primary job if

respondent held more than one job at the interview date). -The

sample was restricted to include only those respondents who

reported working thirty or more hours per week on that job. (The

definition of full time jobs,in these equations was liberalized

from the earlier definitions to reflect the fairly common prac-

tice in personnel policies of considering thirty hours or more

full,time for the purpose of determining benefits.) 6ccupation,

industry, job family, job content, and ,unionization characteris-

tics were indicated by sets of bknary variables, each of which

took on the value of 1 for a case if the characteristic applied,

or the value 0 for the case.if it did not.

Separate equations 'were run for each of four combinations of

sex' ahd Tacial/ethnic characteristics: Hence there are four sub-

samples for most equations: white males, white females, minority

(black or,Hispanic) males, and minority females. Because of

small'cell frequencies, however, separate industry and occupation

rsequations Were run only for males and females. Minority racial/

ethnic status was allowed to have an additive but not an inter-

active effect in those equations.

Indirect role of vocational education. Vocational education

enters the picture by affecting both the likelihood of having

jobs with certain characteristics and the amount of accumulation

of human capital. 'The probability that an individual will be

found in a job with a particular characteristic (such as being

unionized, being in a Craft job, or being in.manufacturing), were

*See the tape codebook for the NLS YoUth.
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estimated'initially with linear prol)ability models.* Final forma

of thode equations were estimated using the probit technique.
The results presented here are from the probit estimates. For

each respondent the amounts of education, labor market experi-
ence, and tenure (on t4 job to which the hourly earnings figure
applies) are estimated by using ordinary least squares (OLS) re-

gression:** Participation in secondary vocational education, as

indicated by the pattern-variables, is included in all equations.

Final form of the estimating equations. The model that was
outlined in chapter 1 suggested that unionization, tenure on the
job;, labdr market experience, years of education, and indicators

of the type of job should be included in the earnings equation.
The set of job characteristics that explains the grbatest frac-

tion of the variance in-earnings includes indicators of both

industry and occupation. The concepts of job family and job con-
tent, though theoretically more satisfactory, did not explain

earnings as well.

Even when interactions among-industry and occupation are not
included in the equation, however, strong collinearity made it

difficult to isolate-significant contributions of particular in-
dustries and occupations. The adjusted R2 was actually better

for the specification that included only industry indicators than
for the one that included both industry and occupation categor-

ies. Hence, only the industry characteristics were kept in the

final earnings equations.

*The technical problems associated with using linvar probabilitky

models are well-known. In application., however, they have sev-

eral advantages, and they 'generally are robust, yielding esti-'

mates that are reasonably close to those geniated by more
sophisticated methods. See Pindk and Rubinfeld (1976) and

Judge et al. (1980).

**This method is appropriate with the recursive model specified

here if the residuals are uncorrelated across equations. Time

and resource tconstraints prevented a full treatment of the system

that allowed for correlation of residuals across equations. This

is a matter that deserves closer scrutiny in.subsequent work. As

discussed in the text, some attempts were made to allow for si-

multaneity among the dependent variables in equations (1) - (7).

But in each case the hypothesis of simultaneity was rejected.
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(1)

The equation estimated for earnings was:*

Log Hourly Earnings = a0. + al SES,+ a2 UNION + a3 TENURE

+ a4.(TENURE)2 + a5 EXPERIENCE + a6 (EXPER1ENCE)2 +

a7 EDUCATION +a8i REGIONi +:16kagk INDUSTRYk +

Z1a101 PATTERN1 4.-ua

The coefficients a101 provide estimates of the direct
effectS of vocational education.

'The probability (P) for a respondent of having a job that
*falls in any particular industrial category was modeled in
equations 2.1 - 2.12.

*All observations are on individual respondents
has the implicit subscript i. Other subscripts
tions have-the following, ranges:

Northeast, South, West (North Central is
group).
Agriculture, Mining, Construction, Manufacturing, Trans-
portation, Trade, Finance, Buslhess and Repair Service,
Entertainment Service, Professional Service, Public Admin-
istration (Personal Service is the reference group).
Concentrator, Limited Concentrator, Concentrator/ExOrorer,
Explorer, Incidental/Personal, Incomplete Transcript (No

VOca-tional Credits is the reference group). (Sometimes
this series includes indicators of program specialty
areas:. Agriculture and T&I for men, Home Economids and
Office for women)

k

and each variable
in all the equa-

the reference
A

m,.n = Professional/Technical, Manager, Sales, Clerical, Craft,
Operative, Farmer and Farm Laborer, Service, Household
Service (Laborer is the reference group).

For equations 2.1-2.12 and 3.1-3.10, the "reference group" for
both the dependent variables'is membership in any other occupa-

tion or industry. The probability of being in a prOfesslonal

occupat-ion rather than a laborer occupation, fOr exampie, is
given by P(PROFESSIONAL)/[P(PROFESSIONAL) +.P(LABORER)].
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(2.1 - 2.12) P.(Job in kth industry) = FI(bko + bi SES +

%jbk2j REGIONi + bk3' EDUCATION +

bk4 EXPERIENCE +21bk51 PATTERN1 +

42;mbk6m OCCUPATIONm)

where F is a normal cumulative distribution funciton.

Industry of employment is related to occupation principally

A
because of the nature ok.,ofthe work required in lous industries.
Teaching skills, for example, usually'lead to wo either in the
professional-service industry or in government (public adminis-

tration). Clerical skills can be used in all industries, but in

different degrees. The,concentration of certain industries in
particular areas of the country Oplies that region of residence
will also be related to occupation. The possibility that employ-
ment in a particular industry will determine Where a person lives
is ignored here because the feedback effect on industry is likely

to be a second-order effect. Personal background should be ,

strongly related to occupational choice. But, given occupation,
personal background may also have*a marginal impact on industry
of employment. ,Without focusing in great detail 'on that rela-
tionship,.educational attainment and SES are included to repre-
sent the effect of personal background. Some industries (such as
retail trade) are much more likely than others ta provide en'try-

level jobs. As youth acquire more experiences they will be some-

what less likely to work in those industries. Hence,.experience'
is included also as an explanatory variable. Finally, patterns
of participation are included to test the hypothesis that, even
after accounting for these other influences, vocationally edu-

, cated students tend to show up more frequently in some indetries
,k

than others.

,Occupation is specified in equations (3.1 - 3.10):

- 3.10) P(Job in mth occupation) = 70(cmo SES-1

2jcm2j REGION + cm3 EDUCATION +

cm4 EXPERIENCE +2:1cm51 PATTERN]: +

2ncm6n FATHOCCn +Xncmin MOTHOCCn)

Occupation is modeled as a fiinction of parents' occupations
allOw for the well-established tendency for occupational in-

heritance. Although the estimated coefficients suggest that this
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tendency is weaker with respect to early jobs than to mid-life
jobs, three variables were kept in the specification. The SES
variable,is a scale that reflects a combination of parents' occu-
pational status and education and of early family home environ-

ment. That background is related to parents' occupations and to
the respondent's education, whial is also.included as an explana-
tory factor. But parents' occupation reflects specific occupa-
tional involvement and respondent's education reflects specific
career preparation. The SES scale'iS included to reflect a more
general influence of the respondent's early background. Regional
variation is likely in occupations as it is for industry, and
that influence is allowed for. Experience appears in'the equa-
tion because certain occupations require more employment experi-

ence than others as a prerequisite to entry. Finally, vocational
education trains students more often for some occupations (such
as crafts jobs or clerical work) than fOr others (such as profes-
sional positions). The patterns are included to reflect that
effect.

Occupation is modeled to have an influence on industry but

to be unaffected by industry. Disregarding the simultaneity
between industry and occupation is unrealistic. But estimating a
simultaneous system of twenty-three'equations by system methods

poses serious practical problems, and any misspecification in one
equation contaminates estimates of all of the equations: Other

considerations also a'rgue-for the approach Used here. Fipst, the
OLS estimation technique that was used in premliminary stages of
model selection aut'otiatically imposes the restriction that the

sum of the estimated probabilities of employment in a category
must sum to unity, separately across l the industries and
across all the occupations. Simultaneous methods would require
complex modification to impose that restriction, especially if
probit forms of models were used. Secoma, although one can cite
counterexamples, it seems reasonable to expect that Most people

place a higher priority on choice of occupation. To the extent

that those priorities hold, occupation can lpe modeled to be
determined prior to industry, and sequential rather than simul-
taneous modeling can be defended. Thus, although industry and
occupation are probably best considered to be simultaneous, the
treatment here was selected because it was practical, feasible,

and,reasonably defensible. 4r*

Multiple levels of indirect effects. Tliere are several

levels of indirect effects of vocational education. .As already
noted, there are indirect effects of voca'tional educatiOn on
earnings that operate through the effect of vocational education

on,unionizafion. Unionization, in turn, is aSsumed to be
affected both directly and indirectly by vocational education.
For example, the choice of occupation affects the likelihood of

being in a unidnized job, and vocational education affects the
likelihood of being employed in particular occupations. Eyen,

here,'however, vocational education has effects on the occupation
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in which one works that are both direct and indirect. Indirect
effects operate through the effects of vocational education on
educational attainment and on labor market experience. Whether
or not the wage for the respondent's job is set through collec-
tive bargaining between the employer and a union is estimated in
equation (4) as a function of the respondent's family socioeco-
nomic status at age fourteen, the region of residence, Occupation
of the job, labor market experience, and pattern of participation
in vocational education:

(4) P(Job is unionized). = Fu(do + d1 SES REGIONi

+2,031 PATTERN1 +Mmd4m OCCUPATIONm +

d5 EXPERIENCE)

Occupation is included to reflect differences among occupa-
tions in the extent of unionization. Region is included to re-
flect geographic differences in the intensity 'of unionization and
in attitudes toward unionization. SES is introduced to provide
some measure of family background that may be indicative of atti-
tudes toward unions and unionized work. Eptry to some'unionized
jobs-requires work experience, often in the form of apprentice-
ship training. Also, normal career advancement idsome fields
makes one likely to move from nonunionized into unionized jobs.
For,both of these reasons, experience is also included in the
equation.

Early experimentation with equation (4) suggested.the pat-.
tern of unionization,is different for men's jobs than for women's

jobs. Industry categories were not significantly related o
unionization for men, but the relationship was significant for
women. Conversely, occupation was a much poorer indicator.of
unionization for women than it was for,men. This difference,is
probably attributable to the large fraction of women who work in
clerical occupations, since the extent of unionization among
clerical workers varies among Industries. In light of these .
results, both occupation and industry indicators were included in
,the women's unionization equations, but industry indicators were
not included in the mea's equation. '.

Some economists have suggested that unions try more inten-
sively to organize jobs with higher pay. This hypothesis seems
to suggest a simultaneous relationship betWeen unionizatiOn and

earnings. That possible simultaneity is not allowed for here
because reflection suggests that the relationship may hold in the
long run but is probably not relevant when occupation or industry

is controlled. It is more reasonable to argue that the likeli-
hood of unionization today depends much more on the structure of
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relative wages during the recent past than,on today%s earnings.
That structure is reflected adequately in the occupation and
industry variables.

Months-of tenure on the current job are estimated as a
funCtion of family SES at age fourteen, months of labor market

. experience, and pattern of participation.:

(5) TENURE = e0 + e
1

SES + e
2
EXPERIENCE + e 3 (EXPERIENCE2

1-E1e41 PATTERN1-+ ue

Experience is important in this equation,for two reasons.
First, it sets an upper limit on tenure. Second, in the usual
path of. career development, as people accumulate experience they
need less further exploration of new jobs and become more likely
to stay at a gIven job. Age is not included as an' explanatory
variable. The usual reasons for thinking that job tenure depends
on age are actually-restatements of the arguments just offered
for including an experience variable. But experience is more
appropriate than age and is used instead. Similarly, educational
attainment might be expected to influence tenure. To the extent
that more education reduces tenure by reducing labor market
experience, experience is a better measure,because it is more di-
rect. .To the extent that more highly,educated people are li4cely

to get into better types of occupations, occupations would be a
more direct indicator than education. But in experiments with
the tenure equation, only,farm occupations (for white males and
females) were significantly associated with differences in ten-
ure. The final form of equation (5) includes that occupational
indicator, but no others. Finally, to the extent that more
highly educated people are, in some.sense, more stable than
others, one might expect education to be related tO tenure. But

-such reasoning seems raither speculative. The SES scale may pick
up,,that stability'or some effect of family background.

Tenure might also be expected o be related to earnings on
the ground that people remain longer in jobs with higher earn-
ings. Although that hypothesis may hold.for older workers, it
does not seem to hold for this youth sample. When earnings was
added to a version of equation (5) that included occupational
indicators and equations (1) and (5) were estiMated by two-
stage-least\squares, earnings did not contribute significantly to
explaining tenure for any combination of sex and race. This_

finding may occur because, for earnings to affect tenure, they
must reasonably exceed the level available in a different job.
This situation probably does not occur until the worker is'weil

pait entry level position. Young people may remain on a job long
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enough to acquire a desired amount of experience. Earnings would '41'

influence the decision of whether a job is attractive as a,perma-
nent poeition, and this type of consideration may be less rele-,
vant for'youth than it is for older workers. It would still be
appropriate, however, to allow tenure to affect earnings for

youth, because an employer's increases.in pay with greater tenure

are not likely to be conditional on the youth's motives for
taking the job.

Months of labor market exAience are assumed to depend on
family SES at age fourteen, respondent's age at the interview
date, rural residence, educational attainment, and pattern of

participation:

(6) EXPERIENCE = fo + fl SES + f2, RURAL + f3 AGE +

f4 EDUCATION +.211f51 PATTERN1 + uf

In labor market studies experience is often defined,(espe-
cially for men) to be AGE-EDUCATIO1T-5, on the assalliaaris that
peopleostart ,to school at five years old, no one works while in

school, and everyone begins work immediately after graduation,and

works steadily thereafter. The measure used here is a direct
measure of the weeks (converted to months) the respondent has
worked since.January 1975. Although no distinction is made in
the relevant survey questions between full-time and part-time
work, the measure used here should be a good indicator of previ-

ous-work experience. The relevance of age nd education are

obvious. The SES indicator was included to allowrfor any effect

of family, background on the attitude toward a necessity,of work-;

ing early in life. The inclusion of.the rural residence indica-

tor was an attempt to-allow for differences between urbanied and
rural locations in opportunities for work for youth;

Educational attainment (in years) was modeled as a function

of family SES at age fourteen, rural residence, region of resi-

dence, educational aspirations of respondent, high school grade

point average, parents' education, And patterns of participation:

(7) EDUCATION = go + gl SES + g2 RURAL +2p3i REGIONi

-1-E1g41 PATTER11 +g5 ASPIRATIONS'+ g6 Gppi +1

g7 (FATHER'S EDUCATION) + g8 (MOTHER'S EDUCATION).'
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This specification is relatively straightforward,,ang

similar equation is explained in detaii in Campbell, GarAner ancP.

-Seitz (1982).

Estimates of Effect6

The multiple layers of direct and indiredt effects are:
rather-easily illustratedqualitatively in a diagram'(geo fig.Ure'

4-1), but they are very difficult to show quantitatively in

N tableS. The only manaogeable approach is to illustrate the inter-,

.....I.cannections among te'effects and to list,the direct effedts oe-

vocational education on the intermediating factors separately at

each -stage-6T the process. The"narrativde then weaves :t.ogether

' all of theiffects. The estimated coefficienits for these models

are presented in tables for each comPlete equation. For each of

the four subsamplhs (such as white men) a summary table is prp-
sented that shows the direct and indirect effects of participa-

tion in voc4iona1 education on earnings 'through each of the

intermediating factors.

a

Within this discussion, Concentrators, LimitedConceztrators
and Concentrator/Explorers tend to be treated as a group, and Ithe

fodus is-len those three patterns. The impacts-Nare disdubsed

separately for 1.4hite males, minority males, white females, and

minority females. The discussion follows figure A-1 from-left to

:right, through education,%experience, tenure, occupation, union,

and industry tb earnings'. a.

White Males
?

1 1

, o Direct effects of concentrltkon d'OCrgase hour.ly earn- ,

Engs of white,pales by about 1.0 percent for Concen-

trators viho da not specializ94AT .griculture or T&I

programs. For those speqial4sts thp r4duction is-% )

lonly 4'percent. -Fo 4miv4et ConcentYators and, ...,

Concentrator/Expl rers who specialize in T&I, ea n-
ings are increased by bAween-4 and 6 per'cient.%. )

d o :The largest indirect effect decreases e&riiings by up

ta 4 percent because it reduced the likelihood of'

1 being in a unionized job.
.,

#4,

- .
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Education (table 4-7). For white males, concentration in
vocational education has no effect* per se on total years.of edu-'
cational attainment. After adjusting for aspirations, scholastic
achievement, and payents' education, respondents attain slightly
le%s education ifihey specialize in trade aria industry. But-the
net effect of concentration and specialization is effectively
zero.

Experience and tenure (tables 4-8,and 4-9). Participation
in vocational education was as'sociated with more experiendr as
well as more tenure. Experience was higher by about two months
lbr Concentrator/Explorers and Limited Concentrators, and about'
one month for Concentrators. When the sample was restricted to ,

those responaents who have not been enrolled sin e 1977 the'
effects"ranged from three to three and one-half months.

= Direct effects on tenure are strong only f r Concentrator/
Explorers. But when indirect effects through perience were
added, the total effect was larger for all cat ories of concen-
trators. Limited Concentrators showed on average a total effect
of one month more tenure on their current job than did people
with no vocational education. Concentrators/Explorers exhibited
six months more tenure than resPondents with no vocational edu-
cation. Concentrators.had increases in tenure of more than
'one-half of a 'month in total etfect. Specialists in trade and
industry reported an additional two to three months of eccdirtu-5.
lated tenure,' while specialists in agriculture had one or two'
months less tenure.

Occupation (table 4-10). White males who participate in
vocational education are much more likely to work in craft-type
jobs, slightly more likely to be in clerical jobs, slightly less
likely to be in managerial jobs, and much less likely to be in
operative, laborer, or service jobs than respondents who had no
vocational education. Agricultural specialists are moee likely
to be in either farmer orcfarm labor jObs:** In addition to

*The term "effects" is employed here only with considerable res-
ervation. The imPossibility of accounting 'for ail factors that,
affect an outcome requires researchers to remind readers that the
estimated l'effects" cited here are apparent effects, and that the
estimates are subjeCt to the qualifIZ=rithat causal relation-
ships can,never be established only by finding correlations
between phenomenal The term "effect" is used only because it is
less cumbersome than the more appropriate phrase "difference in
outcome."

*,'There are too few farmers to model that category separately.
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those direct effects, indirect effects operating through voca-
,

tional education and experience reinforce the direct Vfedts, but
the, indirect effects are relatively small.

Unionization (table 4-11). The likelihood of being in a
unionized job is associated strongly, both directly and in-
directly, With vocational education. The direct .effect shows
that vocational education Concentrators were 8 to 18 percent less"
likely to be in a.unionized job. That negative effect was miti-
gated by 7 percent if the respondents specialized in trade and
industry. The indippct effects operate through occupation. The
tendency for vocational graduates to work more often in clerical,
crafts or farm jobs and not to work in operative or laborer jobs
further,reduces the likelihood of being in &unionized job. Con-
versely, the lower likelihood of being in managerial, sales, or

a service jobs increases the likelihood that the job the individual
finds will be unionized. Bt the conflicting indirect effects '

operate overall to reinforce slightly the reduced likelihood of
being in a unionized job.

Industry (table 4-12). Only for construction and trade does
participation in vocational education at the Secondary level have
direct effects on the industry in which white male respondents
work. The principal effect on industry comes indirectly, through
the effect of vocational.education on occupation or experience.

Specializing in agriculture in vocational education is
highly likely to route the individual intb a job in either agri-
culture or manufacturing. For everyone except agricultural spe-
cialists, concentration in vocational education .is associated
-.with a lower likelihood of working in agriculture.

Participation in vekational education has moderate direct
and indirect effects that operate through clerical:craft, mana-
gerial and service occupations on the likelihood of Working in
the construction industry. Agricultural Specialists and Concen-
trators are less likely to be in construction jobs. But Limited
Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers are more likely .to be in
construction. There is also a smiill negative indirect effect
through labor marke't experience that tends to reduce the likeli-
hood of other voational students finding-construction jobs.

Several conflicting influences affect the likelihood of
being in a manufacturing job. Concentrator/Explorers, for exam-
ple, are much less likely to be in manufacturing jobs than are
respondents with no vocational education. However, the,greaf.er
likelihood of vocational graduates being in a crafts occupation
increases the likelihood that anyone'with a concentration will
work in manufacturing. The tendency for vocational students to

.be less likely to be in operative jobs reduces their chances of
being in manufacturing jobs. qhe.effect of vocational education
on experience, hoWever, gives rise...to a small indirect effect



that increases the'likelihood'of being in a manufacturing job.

Overall, Concentrators are about 4 percent more likely to work in

manufacturing jobs; Concentrator/Explorers are about 13 percent

ess likely to work in such jobs.

The effect of vocational education on the likelihood of

being in trade jobs is influenced primarily indirectly. It is

increased by,the greater.tendency of vocational students to work

in clerical occupations. It is decreased through the much lower

likelihood that vocational students are Sound in managerial or

service jobs. It is furtherAecreased by the likelihood of.the

individual being in a-crafts occupation, since crafts odcuflatidiffs

are very unlikely to be Bound in wholesale or retail trade.

Conflicting effects operate,on the likelihood of being in

business or repair service jobs. Craftspersons are significantly

more likely to be in his industry. Thus, participation in
vocationaleducation makes one more Likely to be in business.or

repair services. The 10wer likelihood that vocational students

Will be in,operative, servica or managerial occupations tends to

reduce their likelihood of being in the bUsiness or repair

services industry.

The greater likelihood that former vocational students will

be in clerical jobs tends to increase'their likelihood of being

in the professional services industry. The lower likelihood that

they- will be in service occupations makes them less likely to be

in this industry. Overall, these tendencies cancel each other .

and leave little net effect on the likelihood of working in this-

industTSr.

Both direct and indirect effects of vocational education on

employment in public administration are rather small and tend to

be negative. The indirect effects operate because people holding

crafts occupations are much less likely to be in jobs in public

administration.

There is no noticeable effect of vocational education,
either direct or indirect, that makes the likelihood of being' in

mining, finance, transportation, or entertainment services any

different from the likelihood of being in personal service jobs.

Direct effects on hoUrly eainings (table 4-13). Earnings

are hypothesized in this model to be affected directly by Unioni-

zation, industry, education, experience; and tenure. Vocational

education has,effects on hourly earnings both directly'and
indirectly (to the extent that it affects these other variables).

Before considering the effects of vocational education, consider

the direct effects 'that.these othei influences have on'earnings. ,

The effects were estimated using OLS regressAon equations in

which the dependent variable is the natural logarithm of hourly

earnings. The coefficients represent estimates of the (assumed
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constant) percentage effects of the explanatory variables'on
hourly earnings.*

For white men, an additional year of education increases
hourly earnings by about 3.5 percent When 'mead-tired in the Whole.
sample. If the sample is restricted to graduates who have not
been enrolled'since 1977 the effect is virtually eliminated..
Tenure and experience have effects on hourly earnings of nearly 1
percent per month. Emplowent in a unionized job increases earn-
ings by at least 17 percent in all samples. Finally, there are-
important, statistically significant differences between the
,earnings of resloondents who work in jobs in the personal services
..),Acgatry and white male resPondents Who woric in agriculture, min-
ing, construction,,or manufacturing. The industry differences
are more substantial When education is held constant.

Indirect, direct,'and total effects of vocational education
(table 4-14). Indirect effects of at least one-half of a
percentage point operate through education, tenure, experience,
unionization,:and participation in construction or manufacturing
jobs. The .table presents summaries (for the full sample only) of
the estimates of direct, indirect, and total effects. The esti-
mated total effect is the sum bf estimates of direct and indirect
effects.** The estimate of direct effects comes from the coeffi-
cient in the earnings equation (-.0826 for Concentratorsh. The
indirect effect operati.ng through any single source (for example,
-.0418 for unionization) is the product of the estimated effect
of unionization on earnings (.2123 in table 4-13) and the total
effect 'of being a Concentrator on the likelihood of being in a
unionized job (-.1967 = -.1845 (from table 4-12) - .0122 (sum of
indirect effects .of Concentrator on unionization)).

.The tendenpy for concentration in vocational education and a
specialization in trade and industrylto reduce accumulated years
of education tends to reduce Slightly the3makirly earnings of

*The use of qtladratic terms.for exiOerience and tenure permits
their marginal impact to vary. Entries in tables 4-14, 4-19,
4-27, and 4-32 report the effect of acquiring one additional
month of experience or tenure, asauming for purposes of illustra-
tion that the individual had already accumulated twelve months of
both tenure and experience..

**That is, in the table, total effect = direct effect + indirect .

effect1 + indirect effect2 +. . . Strictly speaking',
because of the logarithmic specification, total effect =
[(1 + direct effect),(1 + indirect effecti) (1 + indirect
effect2). . 7] -1. Both methods givte approximately the same
result with effects of the magnitudes involved here.
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respondents. The tendency for tenure and'experience to be
increased implies that vocatiOnal education raises earnings
through these indirect routes. Strong positive effects of
unionization on earnings translate into a strong tendency for
participation in vocational education tc) reduce Oarnings by
rellucing the likelihood of being employed in a unionized job.
Specialization in agriculture has effects that depend on the
ijadustry into Which the respondent moves. Agricultural spe-
cialists who moye into agricultural jobs tend to earn ress than
students with no vocational education who work in the personal
services industry. The effect of vocational education on being
in crafts occupations tends to raise the likelihood that voca-
tional participants will be in construction jobs, and that rise
tends to increase the average earnings that vocational graduates
receive. On earnings there is a moderately positive indirect
effect of vocational participation through the slight increase in_
the likelihood that vocational students wift be in manufacturing
jobs. The tendency of,vocational Concentraipleg, Limited Concen-
trators, and Concentrator/Explorers not to be found in trade or
public administration tends, on average, to boost their earnings
compared to respondents Who had no vocational education and who
worked in the personal services industry.,

'The total effect on earnings (-.1015 for Concentrators, for
example) is dominated by the direct effect (-.6826). The sum of
indirect effects is small (-.0189). But that small sum masks the
individual indirect effects (each of at least .5 percent) that'
operate through education, tenure, experience, unionization,
construction,'and manufacturing. For White male Concentrators,
the direct and total effects are rather large. Thv estimates
obtained here from the NLS Youth data show larger Bisadvantages
in hourly earnings for vocational education participants than do
previous estimates from other data'sets. A large part of the
disadvantage is attributable to the nonunion Character of the
jobs that are held by vocational graduates. But the dominant
portion is attributable to,substantial direct effects on
earnings.

Minority Males

o Direct effects decrease earnings substantially for
minority,male Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/
Explorers.

o Indirect effects through union tend to reduce
earnings; those through education, transportation,
construction, and,manufacturing increase earnings.

Eftcation (table 4-15). For minority males, concentration
in vocatioxial education by itself increases the total amount oPi
education accumulated by about a quartet of a year. For
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Concentrators who Are also trade and industrial specialists, the

amount of education is reduced by up to one-qUarter of a year.
That reductiOn is much smaller for Concentrators than it is for
Limiteil,Concentrators or Concentrator/Explorers. If the sample
is restricted to respondents Who have,not been enrolled since
1977, being a Concentrator actually increases educational attain-
ment by about one-fifth of a year, even if the concentration was
in a trade and industry program.

Experience and'tenure (tables 4-16 and 4-17). 'Concentration

affects the amount of accumulated labor market-expetience in

different ways for different patterns of participation. For

Concentrators, tenure is reduced; Ecir Limited Concentrators and
Concentrator/Explorers it is incneased. Indirect,effects of

vocational education on experience are felt through the effect of
vocational education on accumulated years of education. For a

given age, each additional year of education reduces the accumu-
lated experience, on average, by about one and three-quarters

months. Thus,,the indirect effect of vocational education is to

reduce experience by small amounts, except for specialists in

trade and industry.

Vocational concentration has large effects on tenure.

Increases of four to nine,months are found for all participants

except for specialists in agriculture or trade and industry. But

Concentrators specializing in trade and industry still have about

three months longer tenure than doigraduates with no vocational

credits. The Limited Concentrators and Concantrator/Explorers
specializing in trade and industry have about two months less job

tenure than graduates with no vocational credits. Thus, the

direct effect of concentration and the direct effect of speciali-

zation in agriculture or trade and industry tend to offset each

other for minority males.

'Indirect effects that operate through the impact of a trade

and industrial Speciality on education are small and tend to

reduce the amount of tenure accumulated. The indirect effect

through experienCe acts to reduce tenure for Concentrators and to

increase it fOr Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers

who are not tradd and industrial specialists.
-

Occupation (table 4-10). The estimated effects of voca-

tional educatlon on occupational emploliment were assumed to be
the s,ftme-for whites' as for minorities. Hence the direct effects

will be the same for both groups.. The indirect effects, which

operate through education, also happen to be much the same,

though they were not constrained to be,,.

Unionization (table 4-11). A consistent tendency exists for

Concentrators, Limited Concentrators, and Concentrator/Explorers

to be less likely than graduates with no vocational credits to be

in a unionized job. Thd tendency is much more pronounced for
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Concentrators and Limited Concentrators.. Indirect effects on
unionization are small in comparison to the direct effects, and
make a difference of at most 2 percent.

Industry (table 4-12). As was the case with occupation, tile

direct effects of vocational education on working in a particular
industry are assumed to be the game for minorities as for whites.
The indirect effects also turn out to be much the same.

Earnings (table 4-18). The factors that directly influence
earnings have different marginal effects fot minority men than

they do for white men. .Being in a unionized job increases hourly
earnings for Minority men by only about half of the percentage

that it does for-white men. On the other hand, the percentage
wage differentials associated with being in mining, construction,
manufacturing, or transportation jobs are much larger for
-minority men than they are for White men, and there are positive
differentials for a 1 industries compared to personal service.

The estimated effec s range from 7 percent for entertainment ser-

vices to up to 8 ercent for mining. These effects are strong-

est When the sample is restricted to those respondents who have
exactly twelve years of education. When the amount of education

is allowed to vary, the marginal impact of education on earnings
is about 6 percent, or about one and three-quarters times as
large for minority men as for white rden. The effects of tenure

and experience on the hourly earnings of minority men vary among
patterns of participation and from sample to sample; For Limited

Concentrators. and Concentrator/Explorers the effecta are posi-

tive. For Concentrators the effect is negative. The magnitude

of both these effecta is between 1 and-2 percent.

Indirect, direct, and total effects of vocational education

-(table 4719). Participation in vocational education operates
through educational attainment, experience, tenure, unionization,
construction, manufacturing, and transportation to produce some

indirect-effects on hourly earnings. The effect of vocational
participation on education and experience increases earnings for

Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers by about 3 per

cent. But the quadratic term for tenure leacib to the interesting

result that the marginal effect of vocationai education dn tenure

is large enough that the effect on earnings is negative.

Because of the lower direct effect of unionization on earn-

ings, the effect of vocational education on the likelihood of be-

ing in a union has a smaller-impact on earnings'for minority men

than it does for white men (for Concentrators, less than half the

effect) .

Other indirect'effects operate through industry.. The lower

likelihood for being in mining, for example, reduces hourly earn-

ings slightly. In contrast, the higher likelihood of being in
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construction increases earnings by nearly 2 percent. For Concen-
trators, the greater likelihood of being in manufacturing also
increases earnings by nearly 1 percent.

As with white men, concentration in vocational education is
associated with direct effects that reduce earnings. Unlike
white men, however, minority Limited Concentrators and ,

Concentrator/Explorers,have larger negative effects,than for
Concentrators. Also unlike white men, the direct effect of spe-
cialPza4pn.i0 agriculture completely offsets the direct effect
of being a COricentrator, and specialization in trade and industry
nearly offsets it. Indirect effects on earnings are, on balance,
positive for all three categories of concentrators and negative
for both specialties. The indirect effects mitigate somewhat the
negative direct effects on earnings.

White Females

cr---Qhlte female Concentrators have substantial earnings
advantages over other women.

Indirect effects through tenure, experience, trans-
portation, trade, finance, and unionization increases
the advantage.

Education (table 4-20). Among all white females, Concen-
trators, Limited Concentrators, and Concentrator/Explorers have
about one year less education than white females with no voca-
tional credits.. Among white females who had not been enrolled
since 1977, the reduction is only one-half of a year. Within
both sampfes, greater concentration is associated with fewer
years of,education. Although office specialists who are Concen-
trators have less education than nonvocational students, they are
about one-fifth of a year closer than other female Concentrators
to the educatijonal attainMent of nonvocational students.

Experience (table 4-21), Among Concentrators and Limited
Concentrators, labor market expeiience increases (in total
effect) by about fj.ve and one-half months. These figures include
an increase of about pne-half month that operates through educa-
tional httainment. Even if education is held constant et twelve
years, experience is higher by three and one-half months. Appar-
ently, part of ttre estimated effect of vocational education on
experience is associated with the relationship between vocational
concentration and total years Of education.

Tenure (talSle 4-22). -As With experience, concentration
tendiTancrease tenure by substantial amounts. The increase ib
even greater When the indiVidual has specialized in home econom-
ics or.office occupations. Ih addition to a direct,effect of
three and one-half months, concentration operates through
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experience to increase tenure by about two and one-half months.

For Concentrators, the total effect is to increase tenure by
about six-months (or between seven and nine months if the respon
dent specialized in home economics or office occupations). For

Limited Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers, the indirect

effects on tenure operating through experience dominate the
diremeffects, giving increases of two 'and one months,

/'

Occupation (table 4-23). .Concentration etrongly increases,,

the.likelihood that white fethales will be in clerical jobs. The

effect is less strong but still statistically significant for
Limited Concentrators, and is even .less strong but still sig-

nificant for Concentrator/Explorers. As one woulci expect, this

effect is not present far specialists in home economics. In-

dire& effects operating through the amount of education tend to

/reinforce these direct effects and increase further the likeli-

hood of white females being in clerical.occupations.

There is some pattern of influence on the likelihood Of
-women being in jobs that require manual labor. There is, for

example, a we,ak tendency for concentration in vocational educa-
tion tO increase the likelihood of being a laborer: That effect

is reinforced by the indirect effect of vocational education to

reduce total amount of education acquired._ (Reductions in total

education incrpase the likelihood of being a laborer.) There a,re

conflicting direct and indirect effects on the likelihood that

white females will be in operative jobs. The direct effect-of

vocational concentration tends to reduce the likelihood of;zbeing

in-an operative occupation. The-indirect effects through educa-

tion tend to increase the likelihood of being in operative occu-
pations because they reduce the level of education. The net

effect is slightlj negative ahd in the range of 1 to 2 percent.

Concentration in vocational education tends to reduce

slightly the likelihood of being in professional or managerial

iobs--an effect that is small but consistent. The indirect

effects operating through education reinforce the direct effects

with respect to professional jobs. Vocationi.,1 participation

directiy reduces substantially the likelihood of being in a ser-'

vice occupation. Because vocational education tends to reduce

the amount of education, it also tends directly to increase the

likelihood of being'in a service occupation, but that effect is

at mbst one-fourth as strong-as the direct effect. Thus, the

negative direct effect on service employment dominates and gives

negative estimates for each category of concentrator that are

about half the magnitude of the large positive estimates for

clerical workers.

Unionization (table 4-24). Por the full sample of white'

women, participation in vocational education has a weak direct

impact on the likelihood.of being in a unionized job. When
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education is held constant and among women Who had not been en-

rolled since 1977, participation in vocatjonal education,is asso-
ciated with a lower likelihood of being in a unionized job. The

most important effects are indirect, and they work through the
respondent's occupation. Women operatives, for.example, show
_about a 25 percent higher chance of being in a uhionized job.
Women clericals have about an 18 percent higher chance of working

in a unionized job. The tendency for vocational Concentrators to

'work in clerical jobs raises the overall likelihood of"being in a

unionized job by about 5,perdtht. The total effect for Concen-
trators is a 6 cercent higher chance of being ,fn a unionized job.
This likelihood rises by another 4 percent if the graduate
specialized.in the office field.

The relationship here between vocational participation And
unionizatiOn contrasts sharply mith that same relationship for

men. There is no strongtendency for women Who participate in
vocational education to be less likely to be found in unionized

jobs. If anything, white women are more likely, to be unionized

when they are Concentrators in vocatibnal education, especially
if they train specifically for office jobs.

Industry (table 4-25). Among women, there are too few cases
to model the li/selihood of being in agricultural, mining, or con-

struction jobs. Where'sufficient cases are available, the evi-

dence suggests that participation in vocational education usually
has small direct effects on the industry in Which White females

find j6bs. There are, however, effects in the range of 6 percent

and 3 percent that reduce the likelihood of being in manufactur-

ing or professional service jobs, respectively. Significant but
mmall effects were estimated aldo for finance.

The principal effects on industry arise because,of the

impact of vocational education, on occupation. Women in crafts,
operative, or sales occupations, for example, are more likely to

be in the manufacturing industry. But vocationally educated
women are less likely to work in these oCcupations. That in-

direct effect reduces the likelihood that a White female voca-
tional graduate works in manufacturing.' Working in clerical
occupations increases the likelihood of being in transportation,
trade, finance, and professiOdal services. In transportation,

trade, and finance those indirect effects dominate,all other
effects to give total effectd' aSsociated with more likely employ-

ment in-those industries. But the effects of cletical obcupation

are not strong enough to make vocational graduates moie likely
than white women.with no vocational credits towork in manufac-

turing or professional service. It,also tends strongly to reduce

their involvement in the personal service industry. Thus, the

effects of vocational education on the industry in Which a white

female's job is likely to be located are clear and strong, but

they are predominantly indirect, and operate through the influ-

ence on the likelihood of being in a clerical occupation.
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Earnings (table 4-26). As with Ten, the direct,effects of
education, tenure, experience, unioniiation, and industry of the
job on earnings create routes through w ich vocational education
can have indirect impacts. An additiona \.,year of education di-,
rectly raises the earnings of a white fern& e by between 3 and 5
percent. An increase of one month in tendr raises hourly earn--
ings by .3 percent, and an additional month qf experience raises
earnings by more than 4 percent. These effec s of education,
tenure, and experience on earnings tend to be onsistently strong-
regardless of whether the sample is restricted o women with a
constant level of education or to women who have not been
enrolled since 1977.

Eeing in a union has a strong effect on white women's earn-
ings. It increases average hourly earnings by 8 to 11 percent.
This effect is smaller than for white men by-about a factor of
one-half, but kt is close to the estimate for minorit men.
Employment in any of the identified industries raises average-.
earnings for white females by 25 to 40 percent over wh t those
same women would earn in the reference grodp industry, where the
reference group includes not only personal service (alt ough
personal service is predominant) but also agriculture, ning,
consteuction, and entertainment.

Indirect, direct, and total effects of vocational ed cation
(table 4-27). Participation in vocational education affe ts
women's earnings indirectly through the channels that hav just

been mentioned. Being a Concentrator, for example, is ass ciated
with earnings that are bower by about 3 percent because it is
associated with fewer years of education. When it operate
through tenure and experience, concentration in vocational educa-
tion has a moderately strong tendency to.increase earnings. In

the full sample of white women, the higher amounts of eXper ence,
and tenure that are associated with concentration raise ear ings
by 4.5,and 9 percent. 4

The effect of vocational education that operate's throu h the
likelihood of being in a union is small for women. If anyt ing,
it tendd to incredge earnings slightly. This is'in sharp
contrast to the result for men.

The tendency of vocationally educated women to move in o
parti ular occupations 011industries has indirect effects o
earnings. White women in clerical occupations in transport tion,
trade, or finance earn about .5 percent more than women in

personal seryice jobs. At the same time, participating in oca-
tional education and working in a clerical,job tend to keepwomen
away from being in-low paying personal service jobs.

Direct effects of concentration on earnings range from an
increase of 5 percent for Concentrator/Explorers'to an increase
,of 10 percent for Concentrators. Specialization in am office
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program reduces thobe Oifferentials by about 5 percent. Indirect

effects that operate through educational attainment to reduce
earnings by about 3 percent are more than offset by positive
indirect effects through tenure;.experience, unionization, and
emplokment in trade, transportation, or finance. The sum of
indirect effects contributes 6 percent towards an earnings adNian-

%tage for Concentrators, about 1 percent for Limited Concentra-
tors, and about 1.5 percent for office specialists. The total
advantages are about 17, 11, and 4 percent for Concentrat6rs,
Limited Concentrators, 4nd Concentrator/Explorers, respectively.
Specialization in an office prograT or an occupational home
economics program reduces those advantages by about 4 percent.

Minority Females

o Minority women's earnings arebincreased by indlrect
effects through tenure, experience, transportation,
trade, finance, public administration, and
unionization.

o The largest'impact is a direct effect of 11 Percent
for office specialization on earnings.

Education (table 4-28). -Partipation in vocational educa-

tion affects the educational attainbent of minority females very,

much in'the same may it-affects that for white females When the
sample is restricted to those respondents who had not been enr
rolled since 1977. But effects in the full sample are small and

inconsistent. There is some tendency for Concentrators to have

fewer years of education, but the estimate i not statistically
significant and,is cut Ain half for office specialists.

Experience and tenure (tables 4-29 and 4-30). ConcentratiQn
in vocational education has small and inconsistent impacts on the
likely amount of labor market experience of minority women in the

full sample. If the sample is restricted, however, to ,t.hose not

enrolled since 1977, Concentration increases experience by about

three months.

Participation in vocational education as a Concentrator in

specialties other than office or home economics reduces average

-tenure by a large amount--anywhere from seven to nine-months.
Specialization in office occupations or home economics moderates
that to a reduction of three to five months.

Occupation and industry (tables 4-23 and 4-25). 0.16.9 was the

case _for men, effects on occupation and industry are assumed to
be the saMe for minOrity woMen and for white women with regard to
occupation., There are no essential differences between white'and
minority Women in the indirect effects of vocational edudation on

the industry of employment. Overall, Concentrators, Limited
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Concentrators, and Concentrator/pcplorers are much more likely to

,be in clerical jobs and slightly more likely to be in laborer

jobi. They are less likely to be in mandqerial or professional

jobs and much less likely'to be in service jobs. The principal

differences are that minority women vocational graduates are.jugt

as likely as women with no vocational credits to be in sales

'occupations, and they are even less likely than air white women

to be in operative jobs.

Unionization (table 4-24). yor minority- women, being a Con-

centrator, Limited Concentrator, r Concentrator/Explorer (as

long as one is aot a'n office spe ist) substantially increases
th'd likelihood ot being in a onized job. The strOngest direct

effect for vocational participants relative to those with.no
vocational credits is shOwn When the sample ig restricted to only

those minority females with exactly twelve years of education.

Being an office" specialist, however, offsets virtually all of the

effect of being a Conceptrator on the likelihood of being.in a

union. Moreover, being in a clerical occupation reduces the .

likelihood of being in a unipnized job by about'an additional

percent. The total effect on unionization for Minority women

are office specialists is to reduce'the likelihood of unioniza7

ticfn by about 3 percent.

Earnings (table 4-31). Earnings of minority females are

directly affected by education, industry, and experience. They

_are affected only slightly by tenure. The direct effect of an

,additioAl year of education is to raise minority female earnings

,by 5 to 8 percent. An additconal month of experience increases

earnings by about 1.5 percent. Working in the ,manufacturling,

transportation, finance, professional service, or pUblic adminis-

tration industries increases earnings by 60 to,100 percent more
for minority females than employment En those same industries

does for white females. This means the net earnings differential

is between .40 and 60 percent. (Recall that these differentials

for wcimen are compared to the personal service industry, where

few vocationally educated -women are found.)" Being in a union has

a strong diredt effect for those respondents who have not been

enrolled since'1977 and a smaller but still important effect'for

othet iamples.

Indirect, direct, and total effects of vocational education

(table 4-32Y. Concentration has small direct effects on .earn-

ings, but specialikation in an office program raiseg,earnings
both directly and ?total by about 11 percent. The strong tend-

ency of vocational ducation to reduce the amount of tenure that

a respondent has on a current job actually contributes indirectly'

o higher hourly .earnings because longer' tenure is associated

with.lower hourly earnings for minority females. "ConCentration

in vocational education has small, and, mixed indirect effects

through the accumulation of labor market experience. Unioniza-

tion transmits little indirect effect on earnings for minority

women. .
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gmployment in certain industries confers advantages.On,
minority women participants in'vocational educatiOn. Those
industry differences appear to dominate the effects of eduCation
and experience that have just been mentioned. For example, the
increased tendency for vocational Concentrators to be in finance,
trade; ,transportation, or public administration jobs.and'the
decreased tendency to be' in perSonal service jobs accounts for
most of the poiitive differential for minority females.

The total effect on
Concentrators have about
vocational credits. Li
percent disadvantage, an

arnings for'minority women te mixed.
3 percent advantage over Women,with do

tea Cdhcentrators, however, dWow-an 8-
Concentrator/Explorers have about a .5

percent disadvantage. But if these-participants specialize'in an
office program, their earnings prospects are implcoved (princi-
pally-through a direct effect) by'about 11 percent.

Summary

The difficulty in summarizing the discussion immediatbly
preceding is that its essence is in its detail. Perhaps the
single most important conclusion to stand out from the discussion
is the strong evidence that vocational education students are
heterogeneous. The effects of vocational participation cliff-6r'

substantially, depending upon the Ogree of involvement, the area
of specialization, and the vagarie's of finding ectiployment in
particular occupations and industries.

In addition to the diverSity among vocational students, sev-
eral interesting comparisons emerge between the result's of cross

tabulations and those from regression. For mean hourly earnings
for men,_ the pattern of advantages that is exhibited in ctoss
tabulations is found,also when multiple influences are corrected

for in regression analyses. This result suggests that the esti-
mates of negative direct and total effects found for male Concen-
trators are attributable to those few'nonvocational graduateb
whose very high earnings skew their distribution. In view Orae
absence of disadvantages in median earnings for vocationally edu-
cated Men, the negative regression estimates are'unlikely to be

due to any tendency for most vocational graduates.tg earn*less.

than most nonvocational graduates. The negative regression esti-
mates are most likely attributable '.e.o a relatively sitAl number
of nonVOcational graduates who do exceptionally Well.

' Concentrators receive more income per year than do students
with no 'vocational credits, even when the sample is'restricted to

respomdents who have not been enrolled since 1977. This resplt
suggests that the advantages in annual income-are not associated
with thetypical vinstability of a postsecondary student's attach-
ment to the labor market. .The advantages arise, rather, because
of diflerences in labor market attachMent among hi4h,school

7
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graduates who dre not currently students. As shown initially in
chapter 3 'and,reaffirmed here, the differences in attachment are
manifested through longer hours per week, more weeks worked per
year, and a greater tendency to work at more than one job (but
not necessarily at the same time) over the course of the year.

Aot

Differences in participation in secondary vocational educa-
tion are associated both directly and indirectly with differences
in earnings. Although noteworthy indirect effects operate for
men ,thtough industry, unionization, tenure, experience, 'and edu-

,

cation; the direct effects seem to be larger.

For women, the regression analyses of hourly earnings tend
to bear out the conclusions drawn from the cross tabulations.
The cross tabulations sugge$ted that any apparent advantage for
women with little or no vocational education.was attributable
,primarily to the higher than average hourly earnings of some non,-
vocational women graduates who work less than full time weeks.
When the comparisons were restricted to those women who worked
full time, vocational graduates showed substantial advantages
over women with no vocational credits. Those advantages were
reflected also -in large', positive direct and indirect effects in
the regression mode-1-...far vocational graduates. The advantagls in

- hourly earnings extended also to annual income. For both megn
and median measures, greater concentration was associated consis-.
tently with higher annual income fot women.

13].
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TABLE 4-1

EARNINGS PER HOUPON MOST RECENT 308 BY PATTERNS

OF VCCATIONAL PARTICIPATION, 1980 SURVEY

MEN

(IN COLLARS)

Limited Concentrator/ Incidental/ Incomplete

Concentrator Ooncentra.tor Explorer Explorer Personal Nonvocatibnal Transcript

Full Sample
.

Mean 4.77 5.12 4.97

Median 4.25 4.25 4.25

'n 119 189 98

4.91 4.89 4.98 4.97

3.50 4.13 4.19 -4:75-

23 , 438 304 --- 707
. I

More than 35 Hours Per Week

Mean 4.72 5.40 5.09

Median 4.42 4.69 4.50

5.05 5.20 5.24 5.25

3.32, 4.54 4.51 4.50

106 143 77 20 . 312 198 525

Not Enrolled Since 1977

Mean

Median

n

5.21

4.88

64
t.

5.53

4.77

96

5.48

4.91

42

6.03 5.75 5.65 5.56

4.74 5.00 < 5.00 4.50

11 157 107 319

Not Enrolled Since 1977: More than 35 Hours Per Week

Yban 5.13 5.51 5.48 6.03, 5.61 5.65 5.56

Median 5.00 4.81 4.91 4.74 5.10 5.00 4.56

n 61 93 42 11 140 100 284

'r4
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TABLE 4-2

,

ANNUAL ItsCOME FOR MEN BY PATTERNS OF VOCATICNAL PARTICIPATION, 1979 SURVEY

(IN DDLLARS)

Limited Concentrator/

Concentrator Concentrator ExPlorer Explorer

Incidental/

Personal Nonvocational

inccmplete

Transcript

Full Sample
..

Mean 6463 6468 6228 7757 4955 4309 5044

Median 4130 4584 4500 3700 3000 3000 2500

n 89 166 79 15 404 . 296 599

Employed More than 26 Weeks

Mean 6705 7907 6366 9754 6385 5686 6570

Median 5775 6375 5000 . 8700 4100 4600 5000

n 65 112 58 9 225 159 301

Employed Mbre than 39 Weeks. ,

Mean 7214 8661, 6988 10427 74 36 6722 7386

Medlan 5944 7000 6000 9500 6000 5000 6400

n 52 90 44 6 150 115 228

. .
,

Not Enrolled Since 1977

Mean 7003 7539 7464 9780 7294 5854 6685

Median 5400, 6750 6500 5000 6000 4600 4500 .

n 71. 99 41 12
10.1.

176 -421 309

Not Enrolled Since 1977: Employed More than 26 Weeks

Mean 7025 8279 7687 11043 8240 6841 7864

Median 5888 7042 6750 8850 6900 6000 . 7000

n 53 75 34 8 114 77 16''

Not Enrolled Since 1977: Employed More fhan 39 Weeks

, Mean 7377 8585 8537 12303 8770 7248 '8620,

Median 5944 8000 7719 10000 7200 6000 8000

n 44 62 26 5 94 67 134
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TABLE 4-3

ANNUAL INCCME FCiR NEN BY PATTERNS CF VOCATIONAL PARTICIPATION, 1980 SURVEY

(IN COLLARS)

Limi ted Concentra tor/
Concentrator Concentrator . Explorer Explorer

Incidental/
Personal Nonvocational

Incanplete
Transcript

Ful I Sample

Mean 7643 691 0 6973 73 39 6368 5629 5701

Median 5450 5000 5000 4500 4000 3500 3000

,n 1 30 211 109 26 51 2 36 0 882

Employed More than 26 Weeks

Mean 8390 7979 7844 8706 8100 7204 7482

Med I an 7500 7039 7000 74 04 5973 6000 6176

n 93 149 81 17 318 225 456

,-..

Employed More than 39 Weeks
Mean 9006 8688 8359 7360 9414 81 03 8252

Median 8500 ,E000 . 8000 5700 7500 7200 7550

n 81 -125 67 14 230 176 348

Not Enrolled Since 1977
Mean 9667 9514 1 0143 10274 107 84 9283 801 2

Medi an 8750 881 6 9378 8500 93 45 9000 5000

n 69 100 44 13 168 112 376

Not Enrolled Since 1977: Employed More than 26 Weeks

Mean 10359 10106 10352 ' 10932 119 57 9808 9394

Median 9000 9000 10000 11750 10460 9450 8363

n 55 . 80 39 10 ...- 133 92 .212

Not Enrolled Since 1977: Employed More than 39 Weeks'

%an 10 833 10659 ' 10465 9430 12373 10505 988 7

Me4l'an 9500 91 15 10000 95 00

n 50 74 37 8

11000

120

10000
76

9000
175.
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TABLE 4-4

EARNINGS PER HOLR ON MOST RECENT JOB BY PATTERNS

CF YCOATIONAL PARTICIPATION, 1980 SLRVEY

WOMEN

(IN COLLARS) -

-*Limited Concentrator/
-1

In.c identa I/ Inccrnplete
Concentrator Concentrator Explorer Exp I orer Person& No nvocat lonal Tr anscript

Ful I Samplm

Mean 3.92 3.84 4.06 4.32 3.89 4.30 3.81

Median 3.55 3.50 3.56 3.87 3.45 3.50 3.47
n 176 290 . 200 24 456 193 736

More than 35 Hours Per Week
Maan 4.14 4.01 4.00 4.52 4.05 4.13 3.99
Med i an 3.76 3.75 3.67 4.38 3.75 3.66 3.65
n 119 194 130 18 244 III 483

Not Enrol led Since 1977
Mean 4.23 4.16 4.17 4.51 4.20 4.48 3.92
Media n 3.95 3.83 3.74 3.65 3.80 3.58 3.51

n 81 121 96 10 150 59 378

Not Enrolled Since 1977: More than 35 Hours Per Week
Maan 4.30 4.22 4.15 4.57 4.11 4.02 3.94
Med i an 4.00 3.84 3.99 3.50 3.80 3.58 3.64
n 72 99 78 9 115 47 308

11
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TABLE 4-5

ANNUAL INCOME FOR WOMEN BY PATTERNS CF VOCATIONAL PARTICIPATION, 1979 SURVEY

(IN COLLARS)

Limited Concentrator/

Concentrator Concentrator Explorer Explorer 0'

Incidental/

Personal

Inccmplete

Nomfocational Transcript

Full Sample

Mean 4505 3456

Median 3000 2245

n 159 280

3251

2000

194

3344

2000

20

2977

2000

433

2420

1437

218

3243

1538

765

Employed More than 26 Weeks
.

Mean 5703 4717 4397 3933 4084 3837 4751

Median 5000 4000 3500 2600 3000 2550 4000

n 105 152 107 8 237 102 357

Employed More than 39 Weeks

Mean 6347 5073 4947 4413 4712 4521 5206

Median 5839 4500 4000 2700 4000 3000 4800

82 120 79 7 162 68 279

Not Enrolled Since 1977

Mean 5472 3971 3838 31 28 3790 3046 3790

Median 4950 3100 3100 2250 3000 2000 2000

n 102 162 III 10 177 75 474

Not Enrolled Since 1977: Employed hbre than 26 Weeks

Mean 6958 5081 4816 3176 5075 4439 5449

Median 6000 4600 3866 2500 4220 3200 5000

n 70 93 66 5 103 39 214

pOt Enrolled Since 1977: Employed More than 39,Weeks

Mean 7181 5367 5406 3176 5453 5375 5832

Median 6000 5000 4924 2500 5000 3900 5259

n 63 77 49 5 83 27 168
_
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TABLE 4-6

ANNUAL INCOME FOR WCMEN BY PATTERNS CF VOCATIONAL PARTICIPATION, 1980 SURVEY

(IN DOLLARS)

Limited Concentrator/

Concentrator Concentrator Explorer Explorer

Incidental/ ,Incanplete

Personal Nonvocational Transcript

Full Sample

Mean 4610 4681 3673 4758 3457 2863 3600

Median 3253 3000 2800 3000 2000 1621 2000

n 215 364 242 28
.

599 262 1027

-Employed More than 26 Weeks

Mean 5731 6369 5145 6336 4646 _ 4171 5120

Median 4800 5124 4500 4000 3300 3301 4500

n 151 216 144 19 349 132 513

Employed MDre than 39 Weeks

Mean 6416 7266 5 748 7216 5 570 492 3 591 6

Median 5500 6100 5200 500 4785 4080 5 800

n 117 168 - 111 14 243 92 355

Not Enrolled Since 1977

Mean 621 2 6405, 4677 6484 5356 4358 4344

Median 6000 5700 , 4000 3000 4000 3500 3000

n 98 157 115 11 181 75 528

Not Enrolled Since 1977: Employed More,than 26 Weeks

Mean 7122 8294 6272 7559 6495 6517 5929

Median 7000 7000 6000 4000 6000 6000 5800

n 79 103 79. 8 126 44 281

Not Enrolled Since 1977: Employed More than 39 Weeks -

Mean 7422 8860 6685 8198 7316 7151 6482

Median 7Q00 7310 6500 6500 7000 6500 6300

n 68 88 65 6 99 36 . 222

5 7
13 7
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TAME 4-7

DETERMINANTS OF YEARS OF EDUCATION

(OLS ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (7))

WHITE MEN

VARIABLE FULL
SAMPLE

NOT ENROLLED
SINCE 1977

INTERCEPT 12.00 (24.72)9.85 (14.62)

CONCENTRATOR 0.13 1 0.80) 0.04 ( 0.361

LIMIT CONCENTRATOR 0.08 ( . 0.59) 0.03 ( 0.34)

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR 0.16 1 1.01) 0.07 1 0.66)

EXPLORER -0.61 (-0.04). 0.05 1 0.31)

INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL 0.17 1 1.71) 0.01 ( 0.243

INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT 0.89 t 4.531 0.37 ( 2.60)

AGRIC. SPECIALTY -0.04 (-0.30) -0.01 (-0.10)

TCI SPECIALTY -0.20 (-1.73) -0.12 (-1.62)

SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE 0.04 C 2.79) 0.03 ( 2.621

RURAL RESIDENCE 0.00 t 0.00) 0.03 1 0.69)

NORTHEAST 0.22 1 2.75) 0.06 ( 1.23)

SOUTH 0.11 ( 1.481 0.06 1 1.20)

WEST-' -0.06 (-0.75) 0.01 ( 0.29)

YEARS ED ASPIRED TO 0.17 _111.941 0.05 I 5.30)

ASPIR. OATA MISSING 2.51 ( 5.86) 1.13 I 4.09)

FATHER'S EDUCATION -0.05 (-1.62) -0.05 (-2.23)

MOTHER'S EDUCATION -0.01 (-0.72) -0.03 (-1.71)

HIGH SCHOOL GPA 0.35 I 6.00) 0:14 i 3.361

GPA MISSING -0.09 (-0.67) -0.12 (-1.23)

R-SQUARED .29 .13

F-STATISTIC 17.69 3.97

835 541

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE T-STATISTICS; VALUES GREATER THAN

APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 LEVEL.
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TABLE 4-8

DETERMINANTS OF MONTHS OF LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCE

(OLS ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (6))

- WHITE MEN

VARIABLE FULL'
SAMPLE

12 YEARS
EDUCATION

NOT ENROLLED
-- SINCE 1977

INTERCEPT -77.74 110.371. -88.27 (-0.001 -88.83 (-5.54)

CONCENTRATOR 1.03 ( 0.54) 1.35 ( 0..67) 2.98 1 1.181

'LIMIT CONCENTRATOR 2.21 ( 1.24) 1.08 1 0.57) 3.29 t 1.471

CONCENTRATOR/EAPLOR 2.56 1 1.14) 1.29 1 0.52) 3.57 1 1.23/

EXPLORER -0.76 ,1-0.221 -0.31 (-0.08) 0.37 1 0.07)

INCIDWAL/PERSONAL . 1.06 1 0.71) 1.32 I 0.793 2.81 1 1.451

INCOMP: TRANSCRIPT -3.46 (-2.53) -4.41 (-2.911 -3.95 1=2.251

SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE -0.01 1-0.191 0.11 1 1.69) 0.16 1 2.011

RURAL RESIDENCE 0.44 t 0.441 2.20 1 2.08) 0.49 I 0.39)

A'GE 5.78 (18.28) 5.63 (17.58) 5.85 (12.36)

YEARS OF EDUCATION -1.14 (-2.32)
_

----- -0.33 (-0.28)

R-SQUARED .31 .34 .26

F-STATISTIC 36.64 34.18 18.63

834 686 541

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE T-STATISTICS: VALUES GREATER THAN
APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .14LLEVEL.

^
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TABLE 4..11

DETERMINANTS OF MONTHS OF TENURE WITH CURRENT EMPLOYER
0

(OLS ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (5))

WHITE MEN

I

VARIABLE FULL
SAMPLE

12 YEARS
EDUCATION

NOT ENROLLED
SINCE 1977

INTERCEPT 0.3706 I 0.14) 0.2130 1 0.07)` 1.2090 1 0.301
CONCENTRATOR 0.0797 1 0.02) -1.4023 (..q3.393 0.8957 I 0.20)
LIMIT CONCENTRATOR ...0.2994 (-...0.10) 0.2161 1 0.07) 0.0476 I 0.01)
CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR 4.7927 1 1.453 6.1165 I 1.651 4.3175 I 1.001
EXPLORER 17.3036 1 3.72) 18.8556 1 3.79) 13.5015 1 2.043
INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL -.0.3243 (-'.0.15) 0.9395% 1 0.40) 0.1217 1 0.04)
INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT ..-.2.9603 1...1.591 -.3.2904 (..1.57) -...2.8623 1-4.183
AGRIC. SPECIALTY ..1.5059 (-.0.48) -'.3.0105 (-...0.91) -'.0.1785 (...q3.04)

TU SPECIALTY 2.7856 1 1.1,8) 2.7744 1 1.10) 2.5671. 1 0.82)
SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE -'43.1084 (-'4.31) -'1.0444 (0.46) ..0.0590 (-'43.51)

MONTHS EXPERIENCE 0.6642 1 4.35) 0.7216 1 4.35) 0.6920 f 3.04)
SQ OF MTHS EXPER 0.0037 (-.4.58) -.0.0047 (-4.80) -.0.0042 (-'4.27)
'FARM WORK 42.1575 (10.03) 48.3335 110.94) 34.7920 1 5.85)

RSQUARED .26 .31

F".STATISTIC 23.44 24.52

N 828 680

.20

19.86

0
536 ..

. .

NOTE: IHE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE T".STATISTICS; VALUES GREATER THAN
APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 LEVEL:.

*
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TABLE 4-10

DETER4INANTS CF PRCEIABILITY,CF BENG' IN SPECIFIC CCCUPATIONS

(PRCEIIT ESTIMATES)

WEN (N = 1 266)

-

Cecupat ion

Var I ab le Equation
Profess ional

(3.1)
Managar

(3.2)
Sales
(3.3)

Cler ica I
(3.4)

CONCENTRATCR ....,
.0043 (.24),. -.0108 (1.03) .0042 (.92) .0125 (.39)

LIMITED CONCENTRATCR .0114 (.75) -.0142 (1.49) -.0 034 (.66) .6267 (.96)

ODNCENTRATOR/EXPLCRER -.0069 (.30) -.021 3 (1.56) .0035 (.71) .0.491(1.49)

EXPLCRER .0458 (1.78) -.1 295 (1.55) .0080 (1.06) -.3640 (.24)

I NCI CENTAL/PERSONAL -.0009 (.07) -.00 93 (1.27) .0026 (.70)
_

.0307 (1.32)

ItCOMPLETE TRANSCRrPT .0006 (.05) :.0106 (1.61) -.0006 (.19) .0262 (1.26)

AGRICULTLRE SPECIALTY .0047 (.24) -.0025 (.19) -.0035 (.54) -.0660 (1.54)

YEARS OF EDUCATION .0240 (8.38) -.0018 (.71) .0016 (1.56) .01-31 (2.02)

BLACK .0068 (.65) -.01 15 (1.48) -.0035 (1.09) .0296 (1.71)

HISPANIC -.Q045 (.30) .0 022 (.2'7) .0015 (.45) .0167 (.74)

FATHER: PROFESSIONAL .0251 (.78) 6 .00 72 (.47) .0350 (.10) .0320. (.74)

FATHER: MANAGER .017 9 (.57) .009 (.68) .0472 (.1 3) -.0346 (.78)

FATHER: SALES .00 73 (.20) . 03 (1.96) -.0030 (.01) .0 62 0 (1.32)

FATHER: CLERICAL .0208 (.59) .1133 (.19) .0474 ( .1 3) .0277 (.5 8)

FATHER: CRAFTS .00 91 (.29) -.0008 (.06) ..0459 (.1 3) .0185 (.50)

FATHER: OPERATIVE .0219 (.72) .`. -.0031 (.23) .0449 (.13) .0266, (.72)

FATHER: FARMER -.0010 (.025' -.0080 (.37) .0003 (.00) -.0328 (.46)

FATHER: FAF44 WCRK .0624 (1.75) -.1066- (.14) -.0000 (.00) -.3669 (.26)

FATHER: SERVICE .05 94 (1.88) -.112.3 (.23) .0416 (.12) -.0087 (.19Y

MOTHER: PROFESSIONAL .1497 (.12) -.0 298 (1.21) -.0152 (1.63) -.17 96 (2.7 9)

MOTHER: MANAGER .146 7 (.12) .009 9 (.41) -.0076 (.78) -.0999 (1.43)

POTHER: SALES .1423 (.11) -.0 01 3 (.05) -.0625 (.1 3) -.1154 (1.74)

POTHER : CLER IC AL .1558 (.1 2) -.014 2 (.64) -.01 26 (1.43) -.1432 (2.39)

MOTHER: CRAFTS .0163 ( .01) -.1 245 ( .10) -.0563 ( .06) -.5505 ( .24)

MOTHER: OFERAT I VE .1349 (.11) -.0048 (.21) -.0159 (1.70) -.1467 (2.38)

POTHER: FARM WORK .0 086 (.01) 7.1101 ( .11) -.0 539 ( .08). -.0855 ( .91 )

POTHER: SERV ICE .1352 (.11) -.0153 (.67) -.0170 (1.84) -.1474 (2.44)

MDTIfER: HH SERVICE .1467 (.1 2) -.1172 (.18) -.0574 ( .je) -.093 3 (1.40)

SOCIOECONOMIC SMTUS .001 2 (1.82) .0003 (.72) .0003 (1.ft.) .001 4 (1.26)

NCRTH EAST .0088 (.77) 4-.0 018 (.25) .0005 (.1 3) .0499 (2.6 8)

WEST -.0032 (.27) -.0047 (.66) >07 7 (2.46) -.0063 (.30)

SOUTH .0024 (.23) -.0014 (.23) .0041 (1.35) -.0097 (.53)

PONTHS EXPERIENCE .0002 (.89) .0004 (2.92) -.0000 (.67) -.0004 (.90)

FATH.CCC MISSING .0077 (.25) .0050 (.38) .0441 (.12) .0273 (.76)

MOTH. CCC MISSING .1495
.....0*

(.12) -.0159 (.74) -.0143 (1.67) -.161 2 (2.78)

CONSTANT -.5729 (.45) -.0 237 (.61) -.0762 (.21) -.2212 (2.19)

X2 (AIGNIFICANCE) 136.56 (.00) 61.6 9 (.0,1) 46.11 (.10) 62.54 (.01)

141.
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TABLE 4-10

(Cont I nued)

Occupation Craft Operative Laborer Farm Work Serv ice

Varia5le

-CONCENTRATCR

SLIMITED CONCENTRATCR

-CONCENTRATCR/E)FLCRER

EXPLCRER

I INC I CENTAL/PERSONAL

INCCMPLETE TRANSCRIPT

AGRICULTURE SPECIALTY

YENIS CF EDltATION

BLACK

H !SPAN IC

FATHER: PROFESSIONAL

FATHER: MANAGER

FATHER: SALES

FATHER: CLERICAL

FATHER:' CRAFTS

FATHER: OFERAT I VE

FATHER: FAINER

FATHER: FAFM WCRK

FATHER: SERVICE

MOTHER: PROFESSIONAL

MOTHER: MANAGER

MOTHER: SALES

MOTHER: CLERICAL

MOTHER: CRAFTS

MOTHER: CPERATIVE

MOTHER: FARM WCRK

MOTHER: SERVICE

MOTHER: HH SERVICE

SCCIOECONOMIC STATUS

NCRTH EAST

WEST

SOUTH

MONTHS DPERIENCE

FATH CCC MISSING

MOTH CCC MISSING

CONSTANT

X2 (SIGNIFICANCE)

(3.5) (3.6) (3.7) (3.9) (3.10)

.1015 (2.02) -.0359 (.63) -.0361 (.87) .0007 (.65) -.0520 (1.58)

.0853 (1.84) -.0270 (.51) -.0103 (.27) -.0005 (.38) -.0339 (1.18)

.1101 (1.99) -.0152 (.24) 7.0082 (.18) -.0009 (.57) -.0694 (1.76)
-.2073 (1.52) .0642 (.63) -.0049 (.62) .0027 (1.89) .0358 (.70)

.0159 (.39) .0068 (.15) .0012 (.39) -.0009 (.74) -.0379 (1.64)

.0465 (1.26) -.0323 (.80) -.0201 (.70) .0003 .(.29) -.0214 (1.09)
-.081 3 (1.47) .0603 (1.01)% .0483 (1.21) .0027 (3.15) -.0958 (1.77)
-.0289 (2.10) -.0650 (3.81) -.0324 (2.47) -.0002 (.57) -.0025 (.32)
-.2146 (5.70) .0382 (1.10) .0233. (.95) -.0015 (1.36) .0810 (4.77)
-.0400 (1.06) .0007 (.02) .0150 (.48) .0003 (.36) .0151 (.65)

.0328 (.45) .0066 (.08) -.0715 (1.25) .0003 (.18) -.0530 (1.18)

.0069 (.10) .0188 (.25) -.0574 (1.14) .0007 (.40) .0075 (.20)

.0111 (.14) -.0506 (.51) -.0502 (.79) -.0075 (.08) -.1,129 (1.69)

.0226 (.28) -.0197 (.21) -.0443 (.72) -.0075 (.09) .0048 (.11)

.0736 (1.24) -.000 (.20) -.0562 (1.31) -.0000 (.01) -.0526 (1.49)
-.0093 (.15) .0784 (1.20) -.0928 (2.14) -.0011 (.68). -.0487 (1.38)1

-.0239 (.27) .-.1624 (1.53) '.0021 (.03) .0044 (2.86) .0009 (.0241

.0451 (.46) -.1796 (1.43). -.0492 (.62) .0035 (2.19) .0170 (.29)

.1080 (1.53) -.0028 (.03) -.0742 (1.37) -.0080 (.11) -.0325 (.77)
.1595 (1.03) .0718 (.43) .4922 (.38) .0065 (.03) .4312 (.17)
.1374 (.82) -.1403 (.73) .5467 (.42) -.0012 (.00) .3250 (.12)
.1212 (.75) .0435 (.25) .4656 (.36) -.0058 (.02) .3568 (.14)
.1554 (1.03) -.0186 (.12) .5390 (.41) .0051 (.02) 3671 (.14)

-.0031 (.02) .3751 (1.79) .5116 (.39) -.0003 (.00) -.0303 (.01)
.0363 (.24) .1654 (1.02) .4909 (.38) .0076 (.03) .3535 (.14)
.0709 (.37). .1136 (.56) .4204 (.32) .0069 (.03) -.0650 (.00)
.0912 (.60) .0419 (.26) .5792 (.44) .0063 (.03) .4137 (.16)
.2375 (1.45) -.024.2 (.14) .4587 (.35) .0005 (.00) .3924 (,15)

-.0018 (1.02) -.0028 (1.39) -.0015 (1.08) .0000 (.08) .0006 (.56)
-.0331 (.95) -.0447 (1:16) -.0455 (1.61) .0012 (1.43) .0281 (1.31)

..0133 (.40) -.0580 (1.5p) -.0476 (1.70) ,..0005 4.55) .0584 (2,80)

.0347. (1.16) -.0527*(1.56) '-.0016 (.07) .0001 (.14) .0090 (.46)

.0014 (1.88) .0020 (2.30) -.0014 (2.20) -.0000 (.74) -.0004 (.80)
-.039 (.64) .0296 (.46) -.0670 (1.62) ..0006 (.41) -.0038 (.12)

.1 115 (.75) .0303 (.19) .5575 (.43) .0077 (.03) .3897 (.15)
-.0426 (.19) .5330 (2.03) -.2510 (.19) -.0108 (.05) -.5087 (.20)

97.63 (.01) 80.77 (.01) 49.37 (.06) 100.05 (.00) 91.17 (:00)

NOTE: Dependent variable Is defined on a scale fran zero fc un I Estimates presented are not the
probit coeff icients but are a constant multiple of those coeff icients and show the partial derivatives
of the predicted probability evaluated at the means of the explanafcry variables. Except where noted,
numbers In parentheses are ratios of estimated coefficients to their estimated standard errors; valuas
greater than apprax,imately 1.65 are stati.stical ly significant at the .10 level.
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TABLE 4-11

CETERM(NANTS CF FRCBABIL ITY CF BEING IN LNIONIZED JOB
(PROBIT ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (4))

NEN

FuH Sample

CONCENTRATCR -.1845 (2.02)
LIMITED CONCENTRATCR -.082 5 (1.13)
CONCENTRATOR/EXPLCRER -.1080 (1.23)
EXPLCRER -.0009 (.01)
I NCI CENTAL/FERSONAL .0168 (.32)
INCCMPLETE TRANSCRIPT -.0466 (.97)

'AGRICULTLRE SPECIALTY -.0033 (.04)
T&I SPECIALTY .071 2 (1.15)
PROFESSIONAL -.2604 (3.24)
MfrNAGER -.2547 (3.37)
SALES -.254 0 (2.44)
CLERICAL -.2719 (3.82)
CRAFT -086 9 (3.69)
OPERATIVE -.008 9 (.19)
FARM -1.2186 (.46)
SERVICE -.1600 (2.29)
SOCIOECONCMIC STATUS -.0008 (.38)
NCRTHEAST -.0453 (1.07)
WEST -.154 7 (3.30)
SOUTH -.1581 (3.95)
MONTHS EXPERIENCE .0028 (2.66)
HISPAN IC
COISTANT -.0363 (.58)

mo
X2 (SIGNIFICANCE) 10 8.28 (:00)

White

Exactly 12
Years Education

-.2711 (2.61)
-.1749*(2.02)
7.1834 (1.75)
-.071 5 (.50)
-.0234 (.37)
-.0766 (1.33)

:0434 (.46)
.1170 (1.64)

-.3919 (2.76)
-.2560 (2.99)
-.196 9 (1.59)
-.2862 (3.35)
-.2100 (3,64)
-.0193 (.36)

-1.3299 (.46)
-.1554. (1.95)

.0004 (.16)
-.0436 (.89)
-.1 385 (2.61)
-.17 86 (3.77)
.0038 (3.07)

-.0108 (.15)

(.00)

773 633

Not Enrol led
Since 1977 Fu I I SaMple

Minority

Not Enrol led
Since 1977

Exactly 1 2
Years 'Education

-.28 92 (2.25) -.131 2 (-.97) -.2127 (1.38) -.2422 C1.31)
-.1 453 (1.51) -.116 7 (.93) -.0860 (.64) -.2451 (1.53)
-.0 810 (.71) -.0280 (.21) .0247 (.17) -.2252,(1.13)
.1 202 .(et) -.01 31 (.04) .1306 (.09) .0272 (.06)
.0067 (.1 ) -.0271 (.28) -.01189 (.17) -.0870 (.67)

-.0993 (1.5 4) -.0181 (.23) -.0004 (.100) -.0393 (.36)
.0191 (.17) -.0974 (.71) -.0181 (.12), -.1265 (.5 8)
.0644 (.7 7) .0346 (.37) .0420 (.41) .1246 (1.01)

-.4069 (3.05) -.3408-(2.14) -1.4 283 (.22) -.4396 (1.67)
-.3230 (3.3 0) -.1 360 (.90) -.2 231 (1.2 0) -.0 687 (.35)
-.2818 (1.76) -1.4565 (.33) -1.486 (.21) 1.6438 (.24)
-.3303 (3.47) -.2212 (2.17) "-.2074 (1.90) -.3191 (2.17)
-.2344 (3.39) -.0158 (.17) -.02 28 (.23) -.1225 (97)
-.0339 (.51) .0 299 (.39). .0306 (.39) -.0422 (.39)

-1.4 280 (.41) -.0788 (.42) -.0437 1 (.23) -1.3347 (.18)
-.1569 (1.59) -.1504 (1.70) -.1508 (1:61) -.3159(2.49)

.0008 (.26) -.0027 (.89) -.0021 (.64) .000 5 (.121
-.061 5 (1.08) -.1 265 (1.37) -.192 3 C1.89) -.0582 (.4 5)
-.2100 (3.21) -.229 9 (2.65) -.204 4 (2.23) -.2638 (2.30)
-.191 2 (3.52) -.2060 (2.73) -.2301 (2.)39) -.2709 (2..62)
.0027 (1.92) .0059 (3.32) -..00 51 (2.73) .006 0 (2.47)

-- -.1 247 (2.00) -.1517 (2.24) -.152 2 (1.83)
..0641 (.76). .0265 (.24) .0546 (.4 6) .206 7 (1.30)

J . t
8 9.42 (.00). 54.75 (.00) 53.07 (.00) *. 4 0.58 (.01)

507 386 311 22 4 "

NOTE: Dependent .yariable is defined on a scale frail zero to unity. Estimates Tresented are not the probit coefficients but are a
constant multiple of those coefficients and show the partial derivatives of tie iredicted prorEility evaluated at the Roans of the
explanatory variables. Except where noted., numbers in parentheses are ratios of estimated coefficients to their estimated standard
errors; yalues Teater than approximately 1.65 are statistically sigqf !cant at the..10 level.
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TABLE 4-12 MI14,

T.ETERMINANTS OF PRCBABILITY CF BEING IN SPECIFIC INDIBTRIES
(PRO8IT ESTIMATES)

hiEN (N = 1266) I

a

Vary ab I e
Industry
Equation

Agr lcuIture
(2.1)

Mining
(2.2)

Construction Manufacturing
(2.3) (2.4)

Transport
(2.51

Trade
s(2.6)

,

CONCENTRATCR -.001 2 (1.10) -.0000 (.64) .0318 (1.37) .0153 (.27) .0085 (.45) .0246 (.45)
LIMITED CONCENTRATOR' -.0004 (.43) .0000 (.50) .0526 (2.61) -.0350 (.69) .0031 (.18) -.0891 (1.74)
CONCENTRATCR/E)PLCRER -.0020 (1.30) .0000 (.32) .0499 C2.1 2). -.1682 (2.54) -. 135 (.58) .0766 (1.31)
EXPLCRER .0008 (.55) -.0002 (.03) .0605.(1.59) -.0238 (.21) .01 (.50) -.1243 (.99)
INCICENTAL/PERSOML -.0002 (.20) -.0000 .0522 (2.89) -.0654 (1.47) -.0091 (.58) -.0313 (.75)
1NCC1PLETE TRANSCRIPT -.0007 (.88) -.0000 (.23) .0226 (1,31) -.0185 (.47) .0039 (.29) -.0395 (1.07)
AGRICULTURE SPECIALTY .0029 (3.86) .0901 (2.44) -.0288 (1.28) .0524 (.90) -.0091 (.43) -.1 417 (2.03)
PROFESSIONAL .0011 (1.34) .0000 (.91) -.0736 (2.68) .1449 (2.29) -.0098 ( .47) -.3305 (2.86)
MANAGER -.0070 (.14) -.0002 (.05) -.3157 (.34) -.2837 (2.93) -.2303 (.25) .5143 (8.55)
SALES -.0071 (.11) -.0002 (.04) -.3259 (.27) -.2418 (1.92) -.2360 (.20) .5868 (7.02)
CLERICAL -.0009 (1.00) -.0002 (.07) -.0757 (3.44.) -.0112 (.21) -.0119 S...23) .1477 (3.34)
CRAFT -.001 4 (2.07) te..0000 (,69) .0262 (2.20) .1590 (4.00) .0054 (.43) -.1011 (2.52)
OPERAT I VE -.0026 (2.95) .0001 (2.18) -.0395 (3.1 1) .3429 (9.27) -.0075 (.62) -.0182 (.51)
FARM .0069 (7.04) -.0002 (.04) -.3151 (.23) -1.05 71 (.50) -.0177 '(.53) -.9303 (.45)
SERVICE -.0071 (.21) -:Q002 (.07) -.1 266 (3:62) -.2749 (3.78) -.0387 (2.10) .1788 (4.16)
BLAC11 (2.21) -.0003 (.17) -.0100 (.75) .0658 (1.93) .0252 (2.42) -.0940 (2.86)
H ISPAN IC -.0003 (.44) -.0000 (1.29) -.0137 (.85) .1018 (2.44) -.0095 (.62) -.0142 (.36)
YEARS CF EDUCATION -.0007 (1.40) .0000 (.09) .0037 (.63) .0008 (.05) 9024 (.50) -.0246 (1.57)
SCC I OECONOMIC STATUS -.0001 (2.2-7) -.0000 (.81) .0108 (1.72) -.0025 (1.47)' .0010 (1.74) .0000 (.02)
NCRTH EAST, .00060,(.82) -.0000 (.16) -.0296 (1.96) -.0667 (1.83) .0200 (1.47) .0060 (.16)
WEST .0008 (1.04) .0000 (1.06) .0001 (.01) -.1839 (4.75) .0298 (2.24) .0407 (1:14)
SOUTH .0004, C.58) .0001 (2.73) -.0105 (.90) -.1721 (5.21) .0275 (2.33) .0557 .(1.75)

-MONTHS DTERIENCE -.0000 (.67) .0000 (.86) -.0006 (1.6£1) a)021 (2.39) -.0000 (.99) .0010 (1:16)
CONSTANT .0047 (.80) -.0002 (1.64) (1.83) -.2471 (1.31) .1528 (2.57) .0613 (.31)

X2 (SI(?JIFICANCE) 250.37 (.00) 60.75 (.00) 145.90 (.00)N. 345.31 (.00) 395.56 (.02) 306.84 (.00)

16
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TABLE 4-1 2
(Continued)

Industry

Var 1 et. le Equat ion
Pinance
(2.7)

Business
Ssrv ices
(2.8)

Berson al
Serv ices
(2.9)

Entertainment
(2.10)

Profess loll al
Service
(2.1 1)

Administration
(2.12)

CONCENTRATCR 0006 (.82) -.0072 (.88)- .0001 (.38) -.0007 (.09) -.0101 (.87) .--.0071 (1.04)
LIMITED CONCENTRATCR .0005 (.85) -.0007 (.11) .0001 (.56) -.0001 (.58) -.0017 (.18) -.0094 (1.37)
CONCENTRATCR/EXPLCRER .0001 (.13) .0085 (1.11) -.0010 (.07) -.0006 (.06) -.0026 (.21) .0003 (.05)
EXPLORER -.0034 (.05) -.0926 (.10) -.001 1 (.05) -.0007 (.04) -.0008 (.04) .0059 (.68)
IICICENTAL/PERSONAL .0003 (.69) .0008 (.13) .0001 (.70) -.0000 (.32) -.0082 (1.06) .0057 (1.48)
INCiPLET.E TRANSCRIPT .0006 (1.34) .0003 (.06) .0002 (1.35) .0000 (.44) -.0059 (.90) -.0039 (1.01)
AGRItULTURE SPECIALTY -.0042 (.12) .0003 (.04) -.0009 (.06) -.0006 (.06) -.0096 (.52) .0051 (.96)
PROPESSIONAL -u0002 (.25) .1051 (.34) -.0010 (.05) .0002 (2.78) .0297 (3.04) .0057 (1.32)

.(.19)MANAO£R .0002 (.34) .0943 (.31) .0002 (1.06') -.0000 (.23) -.0005 (.04) -.0464
SALES .0012 (2.10) -.0003 (.00). -.0009 (.04) -.0006- (.04) -.0781 (.23) -.0467 (.15).
CLERICAL , .0016 (3.52) .0836 (.27) .0002 (1.14) -.0001 (.68) .0284 (3.43) .0008 (.22)
CRAFT -.0004 (.69) .1110 (.36) -.0009 (.10) -.0007 (.11) -.0040 (.41) -.0142 (2.45)
OPERATIVE -.0038 (.22) .091 3 (1.33) .000r (.77) -.0001 (1.76) -.0221 (1.77) -.0166 (3.15)
FAR4 -.0036 (.07) .0Q2 2 (.00) -.0009 (.04) -.0006 (.04) -.0701 4.18) -k.-.001 0 (.1 4)
SERVICE -.0008 (1.57) .0991 (.32) .0005 (3.55) -.0000 (.02) .0414 (5.31) .0001 (.03)
BLACK .0003 (.84) -.0053 (1.09) .0000 (1.67) .0000 (.73) .0085 (1.54) .0060 (1.98)
HISPANIC, -.0000 (.04) -.0052 (.94) .0000 (.34) .0000 (.35) .0007 (.08) '0042 (1.04)
YEARS CF EDUCATION .0001 (.60) -.0043 (1.89) -.0000 (.44) -.0001 (1.89) .0079 (3.91) .0000 (.01)
SCC IOECONOM IC STATUS .0000 (1.92), .0001 (.51) .0000 (.01) -.0000 (.07) -.0005 (1.77) .0000 (.23)
NCRTH EAST .0004 (1.08) .0039 (.74) 4003 (1.84) -.0001 (1.03) -.0039 (.55) .0080 (2.01)
WEST -.0000 (.1 2) .0135 (2.79) .0003 (2.05) -.0001 (1.34) -.0103 (1.30) .0030 (.71)
SOUTH -.0008 (1.83) .0070 (1.56) .0002 (1.60) -.0001 (1.42) .0043 (.72) .0063 (1.75)
MONTHS EXHRIENCE .0000 (.07) -.0001 (1.18) -.0000 (.79) .0000 (:41) -.0000 (.10) , .0000 (.29)
CONSTANT -.0044 (2.81) -.0847 (.27) -.0009 (1.49) .0003 (.89)

.

-.16 (6.11) -.0308 (2.03)

X2 (SI GN IF ICANCE ) 80.09 (.01) 105.35 ('.01) 68.02 (.01) 36.20 (.04) 160.98 (.00) 70.23 (.01)

NOTE: Dependentvariable Is def ined on a scale fran zero to unity. Estimates presented are not the problit coefficients but are a
constant multiple of tho.e coeff icients and show tiji2 partial derivatives of the predicted prol-gl II ty evalt.eted at the neans of the
explanatory variables. Except where noted, numberr In parentheses are ratios of estimated coefficients to their estimated standard
errors; values g-eater than approxinetely 1.65 are statistic& ly sigilfICant at the .10 level.



TABLE 4713

OETERKINANTS OF (LOG? EARNINGS PER HOUR

(OLS ESTIMATES FOR5EQUATION (1)1

WHITE MEN

VARIABLE FULL
SAMPLE

12 YEARS
EDUCATION

NOT ENROLLED
'INCE 1977

INTERCEPT 0.8502 ( 3.751 1.2411 I 0.00) 1.3979 I 3.03)

CONCENTWOR -0.0826 (71,071 70.1450 (71.71) -0.1155 (71.201

LIMIT CONCENTRATOR -0.0284 (70.43) -0.0928 (71.27) 70.0940 (71.21)

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR 70.0335 (-0.44) 70.0853 (70.97) 70.0701 170.771

EXPLORER 70.2472 (-2.17) 70:3044 (72.41) 0.0518 I 0.361

INCIDENTAL/PERS'ONAL 0.0065 1.00131 70.0544 (-0.961 70.0558 (70.94)

INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT 0.0083 I 0.18) 70.0665 (-1.20) 70.0354 (.-.0.67)

AGRIC. SPECIALTY 0.0232 ( 0.32) 0.0085 C 0.10) 70.0295 (70.33)

TEI SPECIALTY -0.0167 (70.30) 70.0225 (70:371 70.0222 170.331

YEARS OF EDUCATION 0.0346 I 2.251 - - -70.0022 (70.06)

SOCIOECONOMIC SCALt 0.0034 I 1.70) 0.0030 ( 1.32) 0.0030 ( 1.231

MONTHS TENURE 0.0083 I 5.12) 0.0087 I 4.97) 0.0080 I 3.951

SQ OF MONTHS TENURE
MONTHS EXPERIENCE

7.0001
0.0096

(75.47)
(.2.56)

7.0000 (75.39)
0.0081 I 1.94)

7.0000
0.0191

I72.811
i 1.931

SQ OF MTHS EXPER -0.0001 7.0000 (-1.35) -0.0001 4-1.72)

NORTHEAST 70.0557 (71.41) 70.0642 (-1.48) 70.0705 (71.49)

SOUTH 70.0535 (-1.46) -0.0316 (70.78) 70.0502 (....1.12)

WEST 0.1138 ( 2.72) 0.1185 I 2.551 0.1609 ( 3.081

AGRICULTURE 70.3048 (72.20) -0.1887 (71.28) 70.4382 (72.45)

MINING 0.2950 ( 1.97) 0.3870 ( 2.-46) 0.2689 ( 1.56)

CONSTRUCTION 0.2175 4 1.811 0.3478 ( 2.73) 0.1958 ( 1.32)

MANUFACTURING 0.1431 I 1.22) 0.2258 ( 1.83) 0.1077 C 0.74r-

TRANSPORTATION 0.1024 ( 0.79) 0.1920 I 1.39) 0.0424 I 0.27)

TRAOE -0.1147 I-0.98) .0000 I 0.00) 70.1391 (-0.96)

FINANCE 0.0236 I 0.16) 0.0626 I 0.40) 0.0032 I 0.01)

BUSINESS SERVICE -P0.0525 (-0.42) 0:0150 1 041) 70.1194 (70.79)

ENTERTAINMENT/REC 70.1836 (71.04) 70.0821 (70.44) 70.1831 (70.83)

PROF. SERVICE 0.0324 ( 0.24) 0.1154 1 0.741 70.0618 (-0.36)

PUBLIC ADMIN. 70.1972 (-1.28) -0.0595 (70.31) 70.0047 (70.02)

UNIONIZED JOB 0.2123 I 6.331 0.2144 1 5.97) 0.1753 1 4..46)

R-SQUARED 030 1 .32 .28

F-STATISTIC 10.90 9.74 67.39

758 618 497

NOTE; THE NUMBERS 0 PARENTHESES ARE
T7STATISTICS1 VALUES GREATER THAN

APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10LEVEL.
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TABLE 4-14

SUMMARY OF DIRECT, INDIRECT, AND TOTAL EFFECTS ON HOURLY EARNINGS

WHITE MEN
(PERCENT)

Limitea

Concentrators Concentrators

Concentrator/ Agriculture T&I

Explorers Specialists Specialists'

Direct -8.3 -2.8 -3.4 2.3 -1.7

Indirect, through: -1.9 2.6 1.1 2.5 2.3

Educatiofi .5 .3 .6 -.1 . -.7

Tenure :4 .7 3.2- -.8 1.6

Experience .9 .9 . .9
_

Agriculture
_ - -.1

Mining .

,-//
_

Construction -.3 1.4 1.4 -.3

Manufacturing .5 -.2 -1.8 1.6

Transportation 1.1 . .1 . -.1 -

Trade
_ 1.3 -.6 2.1 -.1

Finance
Busine,ss Services
Entertainment

1.

Professional Services
Public Administration .1 ( .2 -

Unionization -4.2 -2.0 -2.5 .2 1.5

TOTAL -10.1 -.2 -2.3 4.8 .6

:
Components may not add to totals becauge of rounding. A indicates an effect less than .1.

1'7 0
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TABLE 4-15

DETERMINANTS OF YEARS OF EDUCATION

tOLS ESTIMATES'FOR EQUATIONw(7))

MINORITY, MEN

VARIABLE * FULL
SAMPLE

NOT ENROLLED
SINCE 197_7

44401-

'
INTERCEPT
CONCENTRATOR
LIMIT CONCENTRATOR
CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR
EXPLORER
INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL
INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT
AGRIC.'SPECIALTY
TEI SPECIALTY

'SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE
RURAL RESIGENCE

10.29 (11.99)
0.30 1 1.40)
0.28 ( 1.41)
0.17 A 0.79)
-0.34 (-0.87)
0.19 1 1.24)
-0.13 (-0.41)
-0.44 (-1.99)
-0.41 (-2.65)
0.01 ( 0.59)
0.09 ( 0.71)

12.09
0.44
0.19
0.10

-0.33
0.15
-0.18
-0.11
-0.28
.0.01
0.06

(18.95)
( 2.79)
( 1.40)
(-0.62)
(-1.31)
1 1.32)
(-0.83)
1-0.671
(-2.60)
( 0:70)
I 0.69)

NORTHEAST 0.13 1_0.90) _0.06- (-0.55)-

SOUTH 0.04 ( 0.39) -0.14 (-1.65)

WEST , 0.15 ( 1.151 -0.08 (-0.84)

YEARS ED ASPIREO TO 0.13 ( 6.591 0.04 1 2.86)

ASPIR. OATA MISSING 1.41 ( 2.47) 0.34 ( 0.85)

FATHER'S EDUCATION -0.03 (-0.80) -0.02 (-1.01)

MOTHER'S EDUCATION 0.01 ( 0.67) ,-0.01 (-0.53)

HIGH SCHOOL GPA 0.11 ( 1.17) 0.01 (-0.21).

GPA MISSING 0.35 ( 1.49) 0.11 ( 0.12)

R-SQUARED .18 .13

F-STATISTIC 4.69 1.85

N 435 250
*

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE T-STATISTICS: VALUES GREATER THAN
APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 LEVEL.
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TABLE 4-16

DETERMINANTS OF MONTHS OF LABOR MARKET'EXPERIENCE
,-

(431.5 ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (6)3

MINORITY MEN

VARIABLE FULL
SAMPLE '

1g YEARS
EDUCATION

NOUENROLLED
SINCE.1.347

)
INTERCEPT -76.74 (-7.481 -97.69 I 0.00) -65.81 (-2.80)

CONCENTRATOR -0.91 (-0.34) -1.38 (-0.47) -0.05 (-0.01)

LIMIT CONCENTRATOR 2.37 I 0.96) 2.49 I 0.931 1.36 ( 0.41)

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR 2.56 ( 0.90) 3.03 ( 1.0-0) 0.47 ( 0.11)-

EXPLORER -14.73 (-2.61) -t4.81 (-2.61) -22.52 (-3.24)

INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL -1.10 (-0.51) -0.29 (-0.11) -0.24 (-0.08)

INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT -1.19 (-0.65) -1.54 (-0.751 -2.58 (-0.981

HISPANIC 3.84 I 3.07) 2.88 I 2.063 3.41 ( 1.88)

SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE 0.04 ( 0.67) 0.02 I 0.29) -0.04 (-0.41)

RURAL RESIDENCE 1.52 I 0.861 1.21 I 0.643 0.52 I 0.211

AGE- 5.91 A-13.591 1.91----41-2.-851 6.39 ( 8-931
-1.79 (-2.55)YEARS OF EDUCATION -3.40 ( 1.87),

R-SQUARED .34 .36 .30

F-STATISTIC 19.70 17.26 9.15

43114 351 246

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE 7-STATISTICS: VALUES GREATER THAN
APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 LEVEL.

1



TABLE 4-17

DETERMINANTS OF MONTHS OF TENURE WITH CURRENT EMPLOYER

(OLS ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (511

MINORITY MEN

VARIABLE FULL 12 YEARS
SAMPLE EDUCATION

NOT ENROLLEM
SOU 1977 e

- ANTERCEPT
t. CONCENTRATOR

LIMIT (ONCENTRATOR
,CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR
EXPLORER
INCIOENTAL/PERSONAL
INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT
AGRIC. SPECIALTY
TtI SPECIALTY
HISPANIC
SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE
MONTHS ExPERIENCE
SQ OF MTHS ExPER
FARM WORK

R-SQUARED

F-STATISTIC

N .4

-0.0745 (-0.03) -0.0587 (-0.021 1.6607 ( 0.431

9.3660 ( 2.99) 10.4780 ( 2.74) 13.2510 It2.831

4.0385 ( 1.40) 3.7251 ( 1.09) 3.9901 ( 0.991

4.0208 1 1.261 4.8263 1 1.291 5.7926 I 1.161

13.2311 ( 2.33) 12:5463 ( 2.08) 0.3714 ( 0.05)

1.6487 ( 0.751 2.1479 ( 0.791 2.4161 I 0.721

-0.4394 (-0.24) -0.6172 (-0.29) -0.8873 (-0.321

-4.6134 (-1.50) -5.2175 (-1.47) -1.9863 I-0.411

-5.8805 1-2.631 -6.5455 (-2.42). -8.0128 (-2.51)

-1.6850 (-1.35) -1.3275 (-0.901 -1.7781 (-0.93)

-0.1355 (-1.961 -:0.1132 (-1.39) -0.2464 122.381

0.4164 ( 3.06) 0.4188 ( 2.67) 0.2253 ( 1.02)

0.0040 ( 1.771 0.0045 ( 1.711 0.0074 ( 2.161

0.6401 ( 0.16) 3.4802 ( 0.75) -15.0292 1-1.721

.41 .41 .42

22.32 17.89 13.11

432 351 248

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE T-STATISTICS; VALUES GREATER THAN

APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 LEVEL.

17.1
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TABLE irks

DETERMINANTS OF (LOG) EARNINGS PER HOUR

COLS EST1MATES FOR EQUATION (11)

sif

MINORITY MEN

VARIABLE FULL
SAMPLE

'12 YEARS
EDUCATION

NOT ENROLLED
SINCE 1977

INTERCEPT 0.4058 ( 1.38) .9573 (-0.00) 0.1404 ( 0.221

CONCENTRATOR -0.0377 (-008) -0.1084 I-0:921 +0.0973 (-0;74)

LIMIT CONCENTRATOR -0.1630 I-1.761 -0.2215 (-2.00) +0.2315 (-2.04)

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR 70.1049 (-1.05) -0.1197 (-1.04) -0.0635 (-0.46)

EXPLORER -0.7451 (-3.46) -0.7644 (-3.46) -0.3669 (-1.37)

INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL 0.0013 -I 0.01) -0.0028 (-0.03) -0.0037 (-0.04)

INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT 0.0060 ( 0.10) -0.0004 (-0.00) 0.0381 ( 0.491

AGRIC. SPECIALTY' 0.0758 I 0.771 0.0947 I 0.861 -0.0093 '(-0.061

III SPECIALTY 0.0301 (.0.43) 0.0762 I 0.94) 0.0957 I 1.10)

HISPANIC' . 0.0883 I 1.951 0.0455 I 0.871 0.0691 ( 1.15)

YEARS OF EDUCATION 0.0583 t 2.68) ----- 0.0704 C. cao)

SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE 0.0053 ( 2.38) 0,0066 I 2.62) 0.0106 ( 3.62)

MONTHS TENURE 0.0023 I 0.68) .0001 I 0.011 0.0074 I 1.75)

SQ OF MONTHS TENURE -.0001 (-I.60) -.0000 (-0.85) -0.0001 (-2.101

MONTHS EXPERIENCE 0.0082 I 1.68) 0.0098 I 1.76) 0.0092 I 1.27)

SQ OF MTHS EXPER .0000 ( 0.11) -.0000 (-0.10) -.0000 (-0.21)

NORTHEAST 0.0169 t 0.24) -0.0236 (-0.30) -0.0170 (-0.17)

SOUTH -0.0732 (-1.25) -0.1153 (-1.77) -0.0580 I-0.773

WEST -0.0196 (-0.29) -0.0035 (-0.04) 0.0458 I 0.54)

AGRICULTURE -0.0519 (-.0.33) 0.1326 I 0.711 0.2493 t 1.051

MINING 0.8336 I 2.971 1.0625 I 3.55) 0.9691 I 3.27)

CONSTRUCTION 0.3312 ( 2.59) 0.6191 I 3.91) 0.3734 ( 2.26)

MANUFACTURING * 0.2944. I 2.60) 0.4920 I 3.43) 0.3667 t 2.50)

TRANSPORTATION 0.3438 I 2.71) 0.5574 ( 3.61) 0.3965 t 2.49)

TRADE 0.0921 I 0.80) 0.3079 i 2.12) 0.1775 I I.183

FINANCE 0.1515 I 1.00) 0.2501 I 1.23) 0.2662 I 1.19)

BUSINESS SERVICE 0.0794 .I, 0.591 0.2532 I 1.561 '0.0830 I 0.47)

ENTERTAINMENT/REC 0.0695 I 0.381 0.2466 I 1.221 0.4655 I 2.613

PROF. SERVICE 0.089$ (.0.70) 0.2386 t 1.47) 0.0633 I 0.38)

PUBLIC AOMIN. 0.1480 ( 1.05) 0.4131 t 2.40) 0.3337 t 1.73)

UNIONIZED JOB 0.1165 I 2.84) 0.0992 ( 2.11) 0.0944 ( 1.751

R-SQUARED .33 .34 .33

F-STATISTIC 5.63 -4.82 3.15

382 308 222

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE T-STATISTICS: VALUES GREATER THAN

APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 LEVEL.
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TABLE 4-19

_

SUMMARY OF DIRECT, INDIRECf, AND TOTAL EFFECTS ON HOURLY, EARNINGS

MINORITY MEN
(PERCENT)

Direct

Indirect, through:

Education
1..., Tenure0
IV Experience

4,

Agriculture
Mining
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation
Tride
Finance
Business Services
Entertainment
Professional Services
Public Administration
Unionization

TOTAL

-1( 17G

-1

Concentrators

Limited
Concentrators .

Concentratort
'Explorers

-34-8 -16.3 -10.5

.5 2.5 1.5

1:7 1.6 .1.0

-.9 -.3 -.4

-.9 1.5 1.8

-
-

1.5 2.1 2.1

.8 -.4 -3.8

.5 .3 .2

-.1 -1.1 .5

_ _ -

- .1

_ _ -

-.1
-.1 -.1 -

-1.7 -1.3 7.2

-3.3 -13.8 -9.0

,Agriculture T&I

Specialists Specialists

7.6 - 3.0

v ,

-3.1 -2.3

-2.6 ,-2.4

-.2' -.3
_
_

_
-
-

28
-.2

-1.4
-

-
-.2

.1,

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-.7 ,
.4

4.5 '
.7

177

NOTE: Components may not add to totals because of rounding. A indicates an effect less than .1.
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TABLE 4-20

DETERMINANTS OF YEARS OF EDUCAXION

1OLS ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (71)

WHITE WOMEN

VARIABLE FULL NOY ENROLLED
SINCE 1977

:

INTERCEPT 10.11 (13.21) 11.30 (16.17)

CONCENTRATOR -8.94 (-5.061 -0.51 (-2.72)

LIMIT CONCENTRATOR =0.83 '(-4.83) -0.42 (-2.38)

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR -0.68 (-3.66) -0.20 4-1.05)

EXPLORER .
-0.44 (-1.34) -0.20 (-0.624

INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL -0.56 (-3.56) -0.25 (-1.55)

INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT 0.29 ( 1.18) 0.33 t 1.40/

:IONE EC SPECIALTY 0.08 ( 0.25) 0.15 t 0.50/'

OFFICE SPECIALTY 0.17 ( 1.61) 0.0- 1 0.843

SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE 0.06 ( 3.063 0.04 ( 2.283

RURAL RESIDENCE -0.14L (-1.50) -0.11 (-1.65)

NORTHEAST 0.34 ( 3.76) 0.13 I 1.57)

SOUTH 0.32, I 3.98) 0.12 I 1.55)

WEST -0.06 (-0.72) -0.02 (-0.23)

YEARS ED ASPIRED TO 0.22 (12.87) 0.1.1: ( '7:06)

ASPIR. DATA MISSING 2.61 t 5.381 1.06 ( 1.91)

FATHER'S EDUCATION -0.07 (-1.901 -0.05 (-1.57)

MOSHER'S EDUCATION -0.02 (-0.943 -0.01 (-0.71)

HIGH 'SCHOOL GPA 0.33 1 5.091 0.18 I 2.96)
S.

GPA MISSING -0.1Q .(-0.67) -0.10 (-0.72)

R-SQUARED .38 .19 -

F-STATISTIC 26.68 6.76

840 561

N TE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE T1STATISTICSJ VALUES GREATER THAN

APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT At THE .10 LEVEL.

),
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TABLE 4-21

.15

DETERMINANTS OF MONTHS OF LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCE

(OLS ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (6)3

WHITE WOMEN

VARIABLE .
FULL
SAMPLE

.

12 YEARS
EDUCATION

ar

INTERCEOT -87.76 (12.75.) -89.29 (-0.D01

CONCENTRATOR 4.98 ( 2.52) 4.08 ( 1.60)

LIMIT CONCfNTRATOR 4.91 ( 2.633 3.48 1 1.423

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR 2.62 ( 1.30) 0.90 ( 0.343

EXPLORER 7.23 I 1:73) 2.93 ( 0.61)

INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL 1.53 ( 0.8k3 -1.20 (-0.487

INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT 0.34 1 0.203 -1.56 (-0.67)

SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE 0.00 ( 0.031 -o.00 (-0.03)

RURAL RESIDENCE -2.01 (-2.21) -1.54 (-1.55)

AGE 5.87 (18.94) 5.59 (17.36)

YEARS OF EDUCATION -0.71 (-1.71) -----
A

R-SQUAREO .34 .35

F-STATISTIC 41.82 32.30

839 618

NOT ENROLLED
SINCE 1977

114.70 (10.103
5.47 ( 2.05)
4.80 I 1.883
0.23 1 0.08)
5.88 ( 1.023
1.07 I 0.43)

-1.02 (-0.44)
0.05 ( 0.721

r1.76 (-1.56)
6.40 (14.13)
0.70 1 0.983

.32

25.39

560

.40b,

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE T-STATISTLCS: VALUES GREATER THAN
APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 LEVEL.

7
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TABLE 4-22

DETERMINANTS OF MONTHS OF TENURE.WITH CURRENT EMPLOYER

(OLS ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (51I

WHITE WOMEN

VARIABLE FULL
SAMPLE

. 12 YEARS
EDUCATION

NOT ENROLLED
SINCE 1977

INTERCEPT 0.0523 ( 0.02) 3.0470 ( 1.08). 2.0128 ( 0.643

CONCENTRATOR 3.5377 1 1.50) 0.4119 ( 0.13) 3.2246 1 0.96)

LIMIT CONCENTRATOR -0.0456 (-0.02) -2.8418 (-0.97) -1.8244 (-0.583

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR -0.0341 (-0.01) -2.8695 (-0.91) -0.8533 (-0.25)

EXPLORER 142621 I 0.301 -0.4505 (-0.08) 0.2624 f 0.04)

INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL 0.6993 *1 0.35) -2.3868 (-0.84) -0.7704 (-0.26)

INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT 0.6623 ( 0.40) -2.2618 (-0.91) -0.8986 (-0.37)

HOME EC SPECIALTY 2.9645. 1 0.643 2.3318 ( 0.45) 3.5097 ( 0.64)

OFFICE PEC/ALTY . 1.5539 1 1.101 1.8812 1 1.151 2.0433 C 1.03)

SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE -0.1698 (-3.14) -0.1647 (-2.27) -0.1562 (-1.92)

MONTHS EXPERIENCE 0.4635 ( 4.32) 0.3836 ( 3.03) 0.4630 ( .3.161

SQ OF MTHS EXPER -0.0015 U-0.901 0.0013 ( 0.633 -0.0015 (-0.69)

FARM WORK -2:924$ (-0.43) -2.4137 A-0.35)

R-SQUAREO .20 .25 .19

F-STATISTIC 16..87 17.19 11.40 .

837 6/6 559

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE T-:STATISTICS; VALUES 6REATER THAN

APPROX(MATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 LEVEL.

X
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TA8LE 4-2 3

DETERMINANTS OF PROBABILITY CF BEING IN SPECIFIC CCCUPAT1CNS

PROBIT ESTIMATES)

,WCMEN (It = 1 276)

Cccupat ion

arl ab le Equation

Profess tonal
(3.1)

Managar

(3.2)
Sales
(3.3)

C ler Ica I
(3.4)

OONCENTRATCR -.0295 (1.62)- -.00 51 (.66) .0024 (.20) .231 4 (3.11)

L IMITU).CONCENTRATCR -.0034 (.32) -.0125 .65) .0004 (.03) .1 363 (2.00)

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLCRER. -.0196 (1.48) -.0118 1.44) .0017 (.1 4) .05 70 (.79)

EXPLCRER -.1 314 (.15) -.082? (.11) .0354 (2.07) -.0534 (.37)

I NCI CENTAL/PERSONAL -.0004 (.04) -.007 (1.16) -.0057 (.52) .0465 .(.70)

INCOMPLETE TRANSCRIPT -.0058 (.64) -.018 (2.75) -.0087 (.88) .07 93 (1.30)

HONE ECON SPECIALTY .00 61 (.29) -.0696 (.11) .0102 (.54) -.30 84 (2.62)

YEARS CF EDUCArION .0207 (1 0.15) -.6012 (.67) .0026 (1.08) -.0460 (3.09)

BLACK .0074 (.93) -.0037 (.62) -.0263 (2:60) .0425 (1.04)

H ISPAN IC .0004 (.04) -.0637 (.61) -.0017 (.22) -.1 468 (3.18)

FATHER: PROFESSIONAL -.0111 (.80) .0037 (.26) -.0193 (1.19) -.00 08 (.01)

FATHER: MANAGER -.0142 (1.1 3) .0205 (1.66) -.0053 (.39) .0002 (.29)

FATHER: SALES -.0347 (1.75) -.06 92 (.15) -.0003 (.02) .1016 (1.0(1)

FATHER: CLERICAL -.018 8 (1.16) -.0008 (.05) -.0059 (.35) .0625 (.63)

FATHER: CRAFTS -.0227 (2.00) .0017 (.14) -.0165 (1.31) .0363 (.49)

FATHER: CPERAT I VE -.0246 (1.97) .011 3 (V.93) -.0112 (.87) -,.0578 (.75)

FATHER: FARNER -.02 01 (1.13) .0154 (1.05) -.0049 (.30) .04 29 (.39)

FATHER: FMM WORK -.1 375 (.17) -.0671 ( .11) .0000 (.00) -.2577 (1.76)

FATHER: SERVICE -.0208 (1.31) .0120 (.87) -.1153 (.21) .0397 (.42)

'PlOTHER: ICFESSIONAL .1354 (.09) .0708- (.06) .1264 (.0 7) -.1021 (.49)

MOTHER: MANAGER .1341 (.09) .0801 (.07) .H21 (.06) -.1525 (.6 9)

MOTHER: SALES .009 (.01) .0055 (.00) .0068 (.00) -.028 9 (.13)

MOTHER: CLERICAL .1252 (.09) :0664 (.06) H19 (.07) .0415 (.21)

MOTHER: CRAFTS' .0034 (.00) .0860 (.08) .1 351 (.08) -.3760 (1.60)

MOTHER : OFERAT I VE. .125 (.09) .080 0 (.07) .1119 (.06) -.0478 (.24)

MOTHER: FARM WCRK .1586 (.11) .0071 (.00) -.0001 (.00) .0429 (.15.

MOTHER: SERVICE .1342 (.09) .07 95 (.07) .1088 (.06) -.0336 (.17) .

MOTHER: HH SERVICE ..1 298 (.09) .0767 (.07) -.0108 (.01) .0022 (.01)

SOCIOECONCMIC STATUS -.0004 (1.04) .0002 (.53) .00 01 (.1 4) .0055 (2.32)

NO3TH EAST .0020 (.02) .0095 (1.54) -.0000 (00) .0576 (1.32)

WEST -.0043 (.04) .011 4 (1.84) .000B (.10) .0028 (.06)

SOJTH -.0076 (.08) .0115 (1.99) .0029 (.42), .0025 (.06)

_MONTHS EXPERIENCE .0002 (.00) .0004 (3.06) -.0003 (1.75) .0043 (4.10)

FATH CCC MISSING -.0280 (.29) .0045 (.37) -.0020. (.17) .0065 (.09-)

MOTH CCC MISS1NG .1208 (1.25) .07 74 (.07) .1189 (.07) -.0 737 (.37)

CONSTANT -.4334 (4.49) -.1 203 (.11) -.1936 (.11) .3464 (1.2 0)

6

X2 (SIGNIFICANCE) 200.91 (.0 53.30 (.02) 39.89' (.26) 93.87 (.00)
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TABLE 4-2 3

(Conti nued)

Occupat ion

Vur di le. (oat fon
Craft
(5.5)

Operative
( 3.6)

Laborer
( 3.7)

Service,
" ( 3.10) -

CONCENTRATCR .0 000 (.0 0) -.0559 (1.06), .0040 (.15) -.1625 (2.87)

LIMITED CONCENTRATCR .0001 (.08) -.0483 (1.00) .00 38 (.14) -.0949 (1.95)

CONCENTRATCR/EXPLCRER .0 001 (.10) .0467 (.97) .0037 (.13) -.0704 (1.36)

EXPLCRER .0000 (.00) .1083 (1.41) -.0002 (.00) -.0706 (.70)

!IC I CENTAL/PER SONAL .0 001 (.07) -.0121 (.26) .0040 (.14) -.0060 (.13)

INCCMPLETE TRANSCRIPT .0001 (.08) .0 51 3 (1.22) .0036 (.12) -.0008 (1.96)

HCME EC0I1, SPECIALTY -.0001 (.04) -.0848 (.08) .0008 (1.49) .1 235 (1.78)

YEARS CF EDLCATION -.000044 (.49) -.0371 (3.03) -.0003 (1.68) -.0238 (1.99)

8LACX i .0000 (.1 2) -.0264 (1.05) .0005 (1.55) -.0154 (.50)
H ISPAN IC . -.0001 (.11) -.0 84'8 (2.65) -.0005 (1.05) -.0177 (.51)

FATHER: FRCFESSIONAL -.0001 (.10) -.0402 (.55) .0035 (.10) .018 8 (.28)

FATHER,: , MANAGER -.0001 (.10) .0054 (.09) .0036 (.10) -.0406

FATHER: SALES -.0000 (.15) .0454 (.6 7) .0001 (.00)
..63)

4049 7 (.6 7)

FATHER: CLER IC AL t -.0001 (.07) -.0252 (.34) .0035 (.10) .0649 (.90) '

FATHER: 'CRAFTS -.0000 (.73) .0639 (1.31) .0039 (.11) .0107 (.20)

FATHER: OPERAT I VE -.0000 (.42) .0528 (1.06) .00 38 (.11) .0377 (.6 8)

FATHER: FAMER .0000 (.14) .0183 (.25) .0044 (.1 3) "-.0588 (.70)

FATHER: FAIN WCRK .0000 (.65) .1576 (2.18) -.0004 (.01) .00 81 (.09)

FATHER: SERVICE -.0000 (.35) .0729 (1.24) -.0007 (.01) .0208 , (.30)

MOTHER: PRCFESSIONAL .0000 (.00) -.0675 (.48) .00,4 0 (.03) -.0438 (.31)

MOTHER: MANAGER . -.0000 (.00) -.0667 (.44) .0005 (.00) -.0403 (.27)

MOTHER: SALES -.boo() { .00) . -.0847 (.58) .0049 (.04) -.1 281 ( .84)

ZMOTHER: CLERICAL .0 001 (.02) -.0425 (.32) .0043 (.04) -.1708 (1.25)

MOTHER: CRAFTS .0001 (.03) .0868 (.61) .0047 (.04) -.0851 (.56)

MOTHER: CPERAT I VE .0001 (.02) .0111 (.08) .0046 (.04) -.2220 (1.61)

MOTHER: FARM WCRK .0001 (.01) .022 2 (.12) .0003 (.00) -.1599 (.7 7)

'MOTHER : SERV I CE .0001 (.02) -.0428 (.32) .0002 (.00) -.1333 (.98)

MOTHER: HH SERVICE -.0000 (.00) ..0302 (.22) -.0002 (.00) -;1626 (1.10)

SCCIOECOMCMIC STATUS .0000 (.44) -.0031 (2.15) .0000 (.32) -.0021 (1.21)

NCRTH EAST .0000 (.15) -.05 80 (2.01) <002 (.68) -.0404 (1.26)

WEST -.0000 (.60) -.038 5 (1.30) .0003 (.76) -.0191 (.58)

SOUTH -.0000 (.07) .0172 (.72) .0004 (1.40) -.0541 (1.88)

MONTHS EVERIENCE -.0000 (1.05) .0002 (.3)) -.0000 (.92) -.0016 (2.02)

FATH CCC MISSING -.0000 (1.07) AV* (1.55) -.0033. (.09) -.0037 (.07)

MOTH CCC MISSING . .0001 (.02) -.0323 (.25) .0043. (.04) -.1 236 (.92)

CONSTANT
.4 .6,

X2 (SICNIFICANCE)

-.0002 (.05)

4 5.37 (.11)

.2238

11 0.68

(1.05)

(.00)

-.0100

4-7.70

(.08)

(.08)

.32 39 (1.53)

51.91 (.04)

..4.- .

NOTE: Dependent variable Is defined on a scale fran zero to unity. .Estimates presented are not

the probit coeff IPients but arle a constant multiple of hose coeff iciénts and,show the partial

derivatIves of the predicted probability evaluated eat the meahs of the exPlanatory variab les

Except.where noted, numbers In parentheses are ratios of estimated coef f icients to their estimated
standard errors; values greater than approximately 1.65 are statistical ly.sIgnificant at the .10
level.
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TABLE 4-2 4

DETER4INANTS CF PROBABILITY CF BEING IN UNIONIZED DB
(PROBIT ESTIMATES FCR EQUATION (4))

WOMEN

full Sample

CONCENTRATCR .0318 (.4 5)
L IMITED CONCENTRATCR -.0154 (.22)
CONCENTRATOVEXPLCRER -.0003 (.00)
EXPLCRER -.0651 (.50)
IACICENTAL/RERSONAL .0162 (.26):
INCCMPLETE TRANSCRIPT .0408 (.79)
HOE ECON SPECIALTY -.0073 (.05)
CFF ICE SPECIALTY .0378 (.87)
PROFESSIONAL .1328 (1.15)
MANAGER -.5382 (.34)
SALES .1146 (.98)
CLERICAL .1788 (1.71)
CRAFT .0279 (.19)
OPERAT 1 VE .2148 (2.01)
FARA .3409 (1.82)
SERV ICE .1027 (.95)
CONSTRUCTION .1.770 (1.72)
MANUFACTURING .1686 (2.31)
TRANSPORTATION .3119 (3.53)
TRADE .0929 (1.32)
FINANCE - .0360 (.46)
BUSINESS SERVICE -.0617 (.56)
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 1.1016 (1.4 3)
PUBIIC ADMINISTRATION .0305 (.33)
SW IOECONOMIC STATUS -.0020 (1.27)
NCRTHEAST -.06 74 (1.94)
WEST -.0004 (.01)
SOUTH .0060 (.21)
MONTHS EXPERIENCE -.0009 (1.0 7)
H I SPAN IC
CONSTANT -.4576 (3.61)

X2 (SIGN IF ICANCE) 87.43 (.00)

74 5

White

Exactly 12
Years Education

Not Enr2lled
Since-1977 Ful l Sample

Minority

Exactly 12
Years Education

Not 'Enrol led
Since 1977

-.0878 (.96)
-.1 289 (1.46)
-.0971 (1.02)
-.1245 (.81)
-.6 661 (.80)
-.0455 (.65)
-.0600 (.39)
.0350 (.65)
. 1562 (.98)

-.5341
. 1543
.2105
.016 6
.2205
.3721
.1114
. 2063
.1726
,.31,18
. 0864

(.27)
(1.1 3)
(1.82)
(.10)

(1.86)
(1.78)
(.92)

(1.79)
(2.09).
(2.99)
(1.08)

-.0059. (.06)
-.0418 (.33)

. 0724 (.89)
.0378 (.33) -

-.0053 (2.41)
-.0780 (1.84)
-.0239 (.56)
-".038 8 (1.06)
-.001 2 (1.11)

-.3699 (2.56)

76.54 (.00)

544

-.036 7 (.56)
-.056 9 (.89)
-.0210 (.32)

. 0408 (.40)
-.0025 (.04)

. 0206 (.44)
.0 605 (.61)
.0 511 (1.25)

-.0598 (,02)
-.0358 (.01)

. 426 8 (.20)

. 452 3 (.22)
-.0455 (.01)

. 4 515 (.22)
--

.38 84 (.19)

. 116 6 (1.35)

. 145 6 (2.24)

.231 4 (3.02)

.06 94 (1.07)
.0343 (.49)

,-,.0451 (.29)
..0756 (1.16)

. 095 6 (1.21)
-.00 (.62)
-.02 82 (1.02)

.0054 (.19)
. 02 2 .96)

-.00 03)

504

.31)

(.00)

.1 263 '(.93) .2296 (1.49) .13.17 (.73)

.14 02 1.21) .134 4 (.95) -.0036 (.02)

.0435 (.35) .0916 (.62) -.1923 (1.13)
-.1064 (.55) .1 721 (.65) -.0340 (.1 3)

.0111, (.11) .0353 (.28) -.0390 *(.28)
-.0293 (.33) .0158 (.14) -.1136 (1.04)
-.0707 (.513) -.0277 (.21) .1958 (1.18)
-.1415 (1.80) -.1546 (1.73) -.1 382 (1.21)
-.3542 (2.24) -.1655 (.69) .1515
,-.2365 (1.22) -.1175 (.54) .02°45

_.63)
(.10)

-1.0551 (.31) -11313 (.32) -1.0593 (.24)
-.1)61 (1.92) -.1710 (1.31) -.0129 (.08)
-.0351 (.17) .1564 (.65) .3357 (1.27)
-.1506 (1.22) -.0940 (.69)' .071 3 (.42)
-.1134 (.45) -.0441 (.16) 1.2752 (.17)
-.1154 (IWO) -.0084 (.06) .1515 (.86)

--
.195 8 (1.85) .2078 (1.75) .361 3 (2.54)
.2705 (2.18) .381 4 (2.75) .3299 (1.82)
.0 722 (.75)' .1348 (1.26) .2038 (1.51)
.1 343 (1..26) .1765 (1.4 0) .1241 (.80)
.1647 (1.13) .1 160 (.68) .2E23 (1.56)
.128 9 (1.,37) .0748 (.69) .1128 (.84)
.3377 (2.73) .3926 (2.68) .5300 (3.09)

-.0010 (.4 0) .0011 (.35) .0026 (.70)
-.011 3 (.15) -.0377 (.41) -.0596 (.58)

.0056 (.72) .1079 (1.18) .1294 (1.29)
-.00 62 (.93) -.0623 (.82) -.1331 (1.49)

.0001 (.05) .0020 (1.08) -.0006 (.29)
-.07 52 (1.42) -.1363 (2.07) -.0378 (.51)
-.094 2 (.62) ' -.2278 (1.29) -.2883 (1.35)

'40.1 2 (.09) 39.87 (.09) 48.55 (.02)

372 273 233

NOTE: Dependent variable is defined on a scale from zero to wity. Estimates presented are not the probit coef-fIcIekts but are a
constant multiple of those coefficients aril stow the partial derivatives of the predicted proTiM I ity evaluated at the means of the

explanatory variables. Except where note:1, numbers In parentheses are ratios of etimated coeff icients to their estimatedgetandard
errors; values greater than approximately 1.65 are statistically significant at the .10 level.
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TABLE 4-25
-

DETERMINANTS OF PROBABILITY OF BEING IN SPECIFIC INDUSTRIES

(PROBIT ESTIMATES)
WOMEN (N = 1276)

Industry

Variable Equation

Manufacturing
(2.4)

Transportation

(2.5)

Trade

(2.6) .

Finance
(2.7)

CONCENTRATOR
l -.0457 (1.06) .0032 (.31) .0083 (.13) .0062 (2.02)

LIMITED CONCENTRATOR -.0675 (1.64) -.0082 (.75) .0021 (.04) .0077 (2.61)

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLORER -.0892 (1.96) -.0052 (.44) .0165 (.27) .0085 (2.75)

EXPLORER .0528 (.65) -.0760 (.09) -.0376 (.30) .0092 (1.74)

INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL -.0133 (.34) .0076 (.82) .0383 (.70) .0074 (2.53)

INCOMPLETE TRANSCRIPT -.0791 (2.14) .0045 (.52) .0529 (1.04) .0063 (2.25)

I-,

Li)
HOME ECON SPECIALTY .0319 (.48) .0145 (.98) -.0534 (.53) -.0338 (.17)

.0 PROFESSION -.0332 (.61) .0900 (.25) -.1021 (1.12) .0261 (.22)

MANAGEMENT -.0587 (.91) .0964 (.27) .4818 (6.44) .0290- (.25)

SALES .5379 (.33) .0804 (.23) .1802 (8.59) .0309 (.27)

CLERICAL .0295 (.89) .0884 (.25) .1542 (3.08) .0372 (.32)

CRAFT .3544 (5.87) .0030 (.00) -.0159 (.54) . -.0003 (.00)

OPERATIVES .4089 (11.29) ..0720 (.20) -.0474 (.77) .0008 (.01)

FARM WORKER -.4838 (.10) .1076 (.30) -.6900 (.38) .0001 (.00)

SERVICE -.1786 (3.28) .0735 (.31) .2679 (.38) .0001 (.00)

BLACKS -.0036 (.15) .0046 (.81) -.10Q2 (2.94) -.0008 (.53)

HISPANICS .0105 (.37) .0078 (1.25) .0085 (.23) .0017 (1.16)

YEARS OF EDUCATION -.0103 (1.03) -.0035 (1.41) .0107 (.78) . -.0001 (.17)

SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS -.0023 (1.86) .0005 (1.62) .0004 (.27) .0000 (.57)

NORTHEAST -.0089 (.36) .0083 (1.40) .0616 (1.67) .0041 (2.84)

WESf -.0902 (3.12) -.0031 (.45) .1036 (2.80) .0003 (.20)

SOUTH -.0527 (2.26) -.0013 (.22) .1204 (3.65) -.0005 (.34)

MONTHS OF EXPERIENCE .0014 (2.18) . -.0000 (.19) -.0005 (.57) - -.0000 (.99)

CONSTANT -.0504 (.37) -:0961 (.27) -.3129 (1.68) -.0489 (.42)

X2 (SIGNIFICANCE) 596.66 (.00) 38.09 (.05) 247.27 (.00) 238.43 (.00)
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TABLE 4-25
(CONTINUED)

Industry

Variable Equation

Business Services
(2.8)

Personal Services
(2.9)

Professional Services Public Administration

(2.11) (2.12)

CONCENTRATOR -.0004 (.03) -.0052 (.38) .0130 (.29) -.0002 (.04)

LIMITED OONCENTRATOR .0090 (.93) .0015 (.13) -.0327 (.79) -.0023 (.46)

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLORER 0184 (1.93) -.0034 (.27) -.0406 (.89) -.0056 (.93)

EXPLORER -.0701 (.09) -.1038 (.12) -.0400 (.40) -.0513 (.08)

INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL .0037 (.39) .0083 (.76) -.0687 (1.72) -.0046 (.90)

INCOMPLETE TRANSCRIFF .0083 (.94) .0062 (.59) -.0698 (1.89) -.0000 (.01)

HOME ECON SPECIALTY -.0769 (.13) -.0130 (.75) .1160 (1.70) .0037 (.45)

PROFESSION, .07860 (.25) -.1073 (.27) .5472 (7.70) -.0026 (.31)

MANAGEMENT .0860 (.27) -.1166 (.20) .0354 (.32) -.0028 (.34)

SALES .0003 (.00) -.0275 (1.84) .0042 (.04) -.0432 (.10)

CLERICAL .0865 (.27) -.0321 (4,67) .2767 (4.47) .0121 (2.41)

CRAVIT , .0840 (.27) -.0134 (.83) -.3860 (.31) -.0440 (.06)

OPERATIVES .0785 (.25) -.0277 (3.34) -.0878 (.92) -.0467 (.21)

FARR WORKER .0017 (.00) -.1164 (.08) .2373 (1.69) -.0448 (.04)

SERVICE .0800 (.25) -.0008 (.13) .4312 (6.84) -.0029 (.46)

BLACKS -.0011 (.20) -.0008 (.13) .0599 (2.40). .0039 (1.40)

HISPANICS .0008 (.12) .0110 (1.73) -.0754 (2.35) -.0042 (1.11)

YEARS OF EDUCATION .0025 (.01) -.0102 (2.34) .0289 (2.94) -.0000 (.04)

SOCIOECONCMIC STATUS .0004 (.01) .0001 (.2]) -.0015 (1.18) -0001 (.72)

NORTHEAST -.0060 (1.00) -.0139 (1.82) -.0709 (2.53) -.0013 (.35)

WEST .0058 (1.10) -.0059 (.90) -.0437 (1.49) .0018 (.48)

SOUTH -.0034 (.67) .0013 (.24) (1.97) .0051,(1.67)

MONTHS OF EKPERIENCE -.0000 (.25) .0000 (.25) -.0000 (.07) .0001 (1.58)

CONSTANT -.1669 (.52) .0855 (1.58) -.7320 (5.15) -.0370 (2.16)

K2 (SIGNIFICANCE) 36.20 (.05) 82.16 (.00) 367.39 (.00) 72.51 (.00)

NOTE: Dependent variable is defined on a scale'from zero to unity. atimates presented'are not the probit

coefficients but are 41constant_multiple of those coefficients and show the partial.derivatives of the

predicted probability 'evaluated at the means of the explanatory variables. Except where .noted,,numVers in

' parentheses are ratios ofestimated coefficients to their estimated standard errore;.values greater than

approximately 1:65 are statistically significant at the .10 level.



TABLE 4-26

DETERMINANTS OF (LOG) EARNINGS PER HOUR

IOLS ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (11)

WHITE WOMEN.

VARIABLE FULL
SAMPLE

12 YEARS
EDUCATION

NOT ENROLLED
SINCE 1977

INTERCEPT . 0.3127 ( 1.90) .7462 ( 0.003 0.0472 1 6.18)

CONCENTRATOR 0.1072 1.56) 0.1345 I 1.48) 0.2650 ( 2.23)

LIMIT CONCENTRATOR 0.0953 1 1.49) 0.1233 ( 1.44) 0.2056 t 2.391

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR 0.0482 ( 0.71) 0.0542 C 0.591 0.1046 1 1.163

EXPLORER -0.0270 (-0.21) -0.0898 (-0.551 0.0593 1 0.34)

INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL 0.0663 1 1.151 0.0587 I 0.70) 0.1142 t 1.46)

INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT 0.0271 I 0.56) 0.0200 I 0.271 0.0472 C 0.71)

ROME EC SPECIALTY -ooloo- (-0.07) -0.0138 (-0.08) -0.1129 (-0.78)

OFFICE SPECIALTY -0.0553 (-1.361 -0.0546 (-1.12) -0.0988 (-1.803

YEARS OF EDUCATION 0.0378 ( 3.21) -- 0.0544 t 2.68)

'SOCIOECONOMICSCALE 0.0057 t 3.39) 0.0050 C 2.241 40043 I 1.86)

MONTHS TENURE 0.0034 C 1.581 0.0017 1 0.641 0.0039 1 1.54)

SQ OF MONTHS TENURE -0.0000 (-1.261 -.0000 1-0.56) -.0000 1-1.221

MONTHS EXPERIENCE 0.0129 I 3.88) 0.0127 1 3.15) 0.0128 1 2.98)

SQ OF MTHS EXPER -0.0001 (-2.63) -0.0001 (-1.991 -0.000.1 (-2.15)

NORTHEAST 0.0327; ( 1.001 0.0203 0.501 0.0410 4 1.04)

SOUTH -0.0528 (-1.75) -0.0487, (-1.31) -0.0466 (-1.22)

WEST 0.0752 I 2.133 0.0882 ( 2.093 0.0901 t 2.113

CONSTRUCTION 0.4647 ( 4.701 0.5051 t 4.541 0.4049 ( 3.39/

MANUFACTURING 0.3047 C 5.581 0.3437 1 5.671 0.3558 I 5.49)

TRANSPORTATION 0.3567 I 4.35) 0.3798 ( 3.90) 0.3830 I 4.011

TRAOE 0.2168 I 4.14) 0.2601 ( 47.431 0.2657 ( 4.24)

FINANCE 0.2389 , I 4.04) 0.2776 4.121 0.2677 3.711

8USINESS SERVICE 0.2414 I 3.151 0.2510 I 2.701 0.2376 1 2.59)

ENTERTAINMENT/REC 0.2941, I 1.57) 0.6780 ( 2.051 0.6709 C 2.081

PROF. SERVICE 0.2716 t 5.011 0.2719 C 4.40) 0.3005 1 4.66)

PU8LIC ADMIN. 0.3530 (.4.64) 0.3712 1 3.83) 0.4136 1 4.10)

UNIONIZED J08 0.1151 I 3.61) 0.1141 ( 3.00) 0.0858 ( 2,131

11-,SQUARED .21 . 19 .21

F-STATIStIC 6.91 // 4.45 4:67

738 539 500.

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE T-STATISTICS: VALUES GREATER THAN

APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT Art.THE .11 LE(L.
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TABLE 4-27

SUMMARY OF DIRECT, IIFDIRECT, AND TOTAL EFFECTS ON HOURLY EARyINGS 7

WHITE WOMEN
(PERCENT)

Concentrators

Occupational

Limited Concentrator/ Home Economics Office

Concentrators - Explorers Specialists Specialists
. ,

Direct 10.7 9.5

Indirect, through: 6.0. 1.3

4
)--, Education -3.6 -3.2
ch
tv Tenure 2.0 .8

Experience 5.6 5.4

Manufacturing -1.4

Transportation .6

0 Trade .6 .2

Finance .4 .3

Business Services . .1 .3
N

Professional Services -.6 -1.3

Public Administration .2 .1

Unionization .7 7.1

TOTAL 16.7 ma

4.8

-1,1

-1.0.

-2.7

-5.5

1.6

-2.6 -.3 .6

.4 1.0 .5

3.2
.

-

-1.0 -.8
.

.1 t -.6 -.

.4 -1.5

.3 -.6 t

49' .6 -.3 ,

-2.2 2.3

-.3 .1

.1 -.4 .4'

,3.8 -3.7 -3.9

NOTE: Components may not add to total's' because of rounding. A indicate-8 an effect less than .1.



TABLE 4-28

DETERMINANTS OF YEARS OF EIAJCATION'

(OLS'ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (7))

MINORITY WOMEN.

VARIABLE .FUO.
0 SAAPLE

NOT ENROLLED
WAGE 1977

INTERCEPT
CONCENTRATOR
LIMIT CONCENTRATOR
CONCENTRATOR4EXPLOR
EXPLORER
INCIOENTAL/PERSONAL

11.30 (12.9.6)

=0.29 (-1.09)
0.05 ( 0.251

-0.09 1-0.439)
0.09 1 0.271

-0.12 (=0.60)

I.

12.28 115.401
(-2.05)

-0.3 1-1.49I
-0.4 (-1.96)
0.12 1 0.40)

-0.32 I-1.671

INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT 0.41 ( 1.24) 0.12 ( 0.401

HOME EC SPECIALTY .0.02 1 0.101 0.05 I 0.21)

OFFICE SPECIALTY 0.15 ( 0.99) 0.18 ( 140)

SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE 0.06 I 2.80) 0.04 I 2.10)"

RURAL RESIDENCE 0.16 ( 1.25) 0.07 ( 0.65)

NORTHEAST 0.14 ( 0.971 -0.00 (-0.06)

SOUTH. 0.06 ( 0.49) -0.03 (-0.29)

WEST
YEARS ED ASPIRED TO

0.17 ( 1.31/
0.14 1,6.72)

0.06 ( 0.49)

_ 0.09 1 4:501
,

A.SPIR. OATA MISSING 1.80 ( 1.951 1.12 ( 1:60)

FATHER'S EDUCATION -0.10 (-2.55) -0.08 (-2.32)

MOTHER'S EDUCATION -0.03 (-1.13) -0.03 (-1.28)

HIGH SCHOOL GPA 0.24 ( 2.581 '0.10 1 1.07)

GPA MISSING 0.14 1 0.731 -0.03. (-0.20)

*h.

RzSQUARED .20 .15

F-STATISTIC 5.46 2:29

438 208

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE T-STATISTICS; VALUES GREATER THAN

APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 LEVEL. 40
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TABLE 4..29

DETERMINANTS OF MONTHS OF LABOR MARKET EXPERIENCE

4

(OLS ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (6))

MINORITY WOMEN

VARIA8LE FULL
SAMPLE

12 YEARS
.EDUCATIDN

NOT ENROLLED-
SINCE 1977

-r-

INTERCEPT -78.90 1-7.41 -88.19 ( 0.00) -.404.65 (-.5.33)

CbNCENTRATOR 0.46 ( 0.14) 0.04 ( 0.01) 1.24 I 0.283

'LIMIT CONCENTRATOR -0.70 (-.0.26) 0.04 ( 0:01) 2.73 ( 0.711

'CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR 0.0.6 ( 0.02) --0.40 (-0.12) 2.84 1 0.721-

EXPLORER -..6.05 (-'4.26) , --5.85 (-1.00) -4.20 (-.0.641

INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL 0.81 t 0.30) 11.30 ( 0.421 2.81 I 0.723

INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT % -2.06 1-.-0.861 --2.49 (-.0.91) --0.23 I--0.07)

HISPANIC 3.23 1 2.701 2.89 1 2.111 5.08 I 3.07)

SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE 0.01 1 0.15) -43.05 I-0.741 -0.10 (-41.99)

RURAL RESIDENCE 0.82 I 0.471 0.89 1 0.451 1.83 L.01.78)

AGE 5.17 (12.711 5.32. (12.34) 5.95 I 8.80)

YEARS OF EDUCATION -0.51 (-0.791 0.01 ( 0.01)

. .

-..

11-SQUARED
w .30 '.34 .28

F:-STATISTIC 16:60 14.64 9.14

4 437 325 268

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHEES ARE T-STATISTICS: VALUES GREATER THAN

APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 LEVEL.
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TABLE 4-.30

DETERMINANTS OF MONTHS'OF TENURE WITH CURRENT EMPLOYER

ICILS ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION 15/1

MINORITY WOMEN

VARIABLE FULL
SAMPLE

12 YEARS
EDUCATION

NOT ENROLLED
SINCE 1977'

INTERCEPT- 4.7296 ( 1.951 3.4767 ( 1.25) 6.0409 I 1.69)

CONCENTRATOR -7.6114 1-2.23) -7.1186 (-1.90) -8.5818 (-4.73)

LIMIT CONCENTRATOR -8.3678 (-2.85) -7.5238 -9.0447

CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR -6.9410 (-2.26) -4.9419 (-1.44) -7.9072
,(-2.09)
(-1.77)

EXPLORER -5.9398 U-1.381 -4.2151 (-0.80) -11.3124 (-1.83)

INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL
INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT'

-3.4465
-4.7472

(-1.33)
1-2.23)

-.1.4561 (-0.49)
-3.4719 I-1.41)

-1.3713'
-5.7242

"(-0.34)
(-1.87)

HOME EC SPECIALTY' 5.8144 ( 1.87) 4.7233, ( 1.401 5.4403 ( 1.12)

OFFICE SPECIALTY t.9491 I 1.991 4.7035 ( 1.4766 ( 1.803

HISPANIC -1..3354 1-1.221

,2.14)

-1r1943 I-0.951' -1.3677 (-0.85)

SOCIOECONOMIC SCALE -0.1787 (-2.88) -0.1249 -0.1366 (-1.40)

MONTHS EXPERIENCE 0.4570
.41

3.79) 0.4229 (.3.07) 0.4877 ( 2.i0)

SQ OFcMTHS EXPER 0.0005 ( 0.24) 0.0034 I 1.42) 0.000 (.0.01)

FARM WORK -1.3666 (-0.21) -1.0138 (-0.16) -3.9465 (-0.31)

R....SQUARED .32 .43 .32 e

F-STATISTIC 15.43 18.23 9.23

N.''STATISTIC 436 324 267

)

NOTE: THE NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES' ARE T-STATI1TICS: VALUES GREATER THAN

APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT AT THE .10 CEVEL.
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TABLE 4-31

DETERMINANTS OF (LOG) EARNINGS PER HOUR

(OLS ESTIMATES FOR EQUATION (1))
o'

MINORITY WOMEN'

VARIABLE -FULL "

SAMPLE
12 YEARS
EDUCATION

NOT ENROLLED
' SINCE 1977

INTERCEPT
UNCENTRATOR
',OMIT CONCENTRATOR
CONCENTRATOR/EXPLOR
EXPLORER
INCIDENTAL/PERSONAL
INCOMP. TRANSCRIPT
HOME EC SPECIALTY
OFFICE SPECIALTY
HISPANIC
YEARS OF EDUCATIO N
SOCIOECONOMIC scAte
moNtHs TENURE
SQ OF MONTHS TENURE
MONTHS EXPERIENCE
SQ OF MTHS EXPER
NORTHEAST
SOUTH
WEST
MANUFACTURING
TRANSPORTATION
TRAdE
,FINANCE
BUSINESS SERVICE
ENTERTAINMENT/REC
PROF. SERVICE
PUBLIC AOMIN.
UNIONIZED JOB,

R-SQUARED

F-STATISTIC

N

- 0.0303 (-0.10) .04583 1 0.00)
0.0113 I 0.09) -0.0572 (-0.40)

-0.0269 (-0.25) -0.084441-0.661
0.0549 ( 0.49) 0.0014-/ 4 0.01)
.0.3688 ( 2.52) 0.3489 ( 1.88)
0.0099 ( 0.10) -0.0134 .(-042)
0.0992 I 1.28) 0-.0338 ( 0.36)
0.0877 f 0.76) 0.0958 ( 0.74)
0.1118 ( 1.54) 0.0814( 0.97)
0.0302 ( 0.66) 0.0598 tip
6.0381 ( 1.79). --
0.0016 t 0.79) 0.0037 ( 1.39)

- 0.0030 (-0.71) -0.0032 (-0.67)
.0001 t 0.80) .0001 1. 0.62)

0.0179 1 3.36) 0.0210 t 3.26)
- 0.0002 (-2.46) -0.0002 -2.40)
0.0672 (-0.99) -0.0720 (-0.89)

-0.0775 (-1.32) -0.1071 (-1.59)
-0.0225 (-0.33) -0.0950 (-1.19)
0.7259 I 8.75) 0.7507 8.261
0.7996 f 7.03) 6.8313 I 6.14)
0.4895 ( 5.97) 0:5317 ( 5.80)
0.6388 I 7.12) 0.7044 ( 6.73
0.5152 1 3.96) 0.5482 ( 3.78
0:8944 ( 5.05) 0.9188 ( 4.64
0.5352 ( 6.433 0.5826 1 6.14)
0.6962 ( 5.99) 0.7339 ( 5.3;1
(1.0458, ( 1.01) 0.0346 ( O. 4)

- 0.381
0.10 0
0,04 2
6.1 87
0.3 894
O. 058
'O. 042
- 0 0386
.0 1092
.0443
:0722
0.0041
0.0027
,.0000
Q.0143

- 0.0001
0.0638
0.0368
0.0190
0.5678
0.5764
0.3303
0.5115
0.3443
0.4477
0.4590
0.5200
0.1566

.33 .36

6.30 5.04

369 270

(-0.81)
0.66)

(111.32)

( 1.18)
1.83)

( 0192)
I 1.15)
(-0.271

1.20)
I 0.77)
i 1.97)
I 1.40)
-0.58)
0.60)
2.18)

-1.67)
0.801
0.54)
0.23)
5.80)
4.06)
3.31)
4.83)
2.44)
2.06)
4.60)
3.82)
2.90)

.32

3.50

231

NOTE: THENUMBERS IN PARENTHESES iRE T-STATISTIC5; V LUES GREATER THAN
APPROXIMATELY 1.65 ARE STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICA T AT THE .10 LEVEL.
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TAB4E 4-32

DIRECT, INDIRECT, AND TOTAL EFFECTS ON HOURLY EARNINGS
MINORITY WOMEN'

, (PERCENT)

Concentrators

A

4 Limited
Concentrators

Concentrator/
Explorers

Occm.pational

Home Economics

Specialists

Office
Specialists

$,

Direct 1. 1 -2.7 5.5 .88 & 11.2

Indirect, through': 1.7 -5.4 -5.9 75.7 -.2

7
EAucation -1.1 ' .2 .1 .6

Tenure
,

1.0 1.3 .9 -.1

Experience. .9 -1.3 .1

Manufacturing .-1.3 -4.9 -3.7 -1.2
Transportation .6 -.7 -.3 .7

Trade :5. -.3 .1 -.3
Finance .9 .8 .6 -2.3

Business Services - - .4 1.0 -4.2 . -.

Professional -.5 -1.8 -3.9
.

3.5
,/Services

Public AdministratioA .4 .1 -.5 .5

Unioniiation .5 .5 -. 6

TOTAL 2.8 -8.1 -.5 3.1 11.0.

NOTEI 'ComPonenis may not add roT totals because of rounding: A indicates an effect,less than .1.

196
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CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A

Conclusions concerning the effects of secondary voc
education on labor Market outcomes are not straightforwa

easily drawn. Indeed, the most striking finding. in this
is, probably the great vagiation that'is apparent within
identified as secondary vocational education. But in te
the problems that were posed at the beginning of this st
general answers can be suggested.:

1. Differences,in median earnings 'suggest even
greater similarity between vocational and non-
vocational students than one would infer from
mean earnings data. The failure to find posi-
tive direct or total effects for men on houily
earnings is not the xesult of vocational educa-
tion being irrelevant to labor market outcomes.
It.occurs primarily because of-negative direct
effects on earnings and :because of four in-
direct conflicting tendencies that offset each

'otlier. Concentration in vocational education
i'ncreases job tenure and allows students to
accumulate more work experience. It is associ-
ated with obtaining work in industries that
'contain highet paying jobs. But it iS also
aSsociated with fewer years of educational
attainment. 'And those people who concentrate
in vocational education are less likely to work

in unionize jobs.

2. Differences in the apparent effects of voca-
t_ional'education for men and women are attrib-
utable to basic differences in the separate
labor markets in which members df each ,ser
usually find work. Concentration in secondery .
vocational education reduces edudational
attairiment more for women than it aes for men,
and an additional year',s education has as large
an effect on earnings, for women as it does'fOr
men. But vocational education apparently is
more successful for women than for men ill di-
recting its students into industries and occu-
pations that are well paid (compared to other
jobs traditionally held by women). Also, being

in a unionized job creates a smaller differen-
tial for women than it does for 'men, and there
is no tendency for women vocational graduates
tq.be less likely to be in unionized jobs.
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3. Relative advantages in annual earnings for
vocational graduates are-attributable to longer
average hours worked and to a higher average
number of weeks worked per year. They do not
seem to be attributable to any tendency for
vocational graduates to work more frequently at
multiple jobs, though they may work at a
greater number of different jobs over a year.
The longer average job tenure for vocational
graduates and their more frequent tendency to
be fu l-time labor farce participants suggest a
firmer attachment (during the early ye4rs of .
the life cyclq_to the labor market and a more
stable pattern of labor market involvement.

The findings regarding indirect effects have several impli-
cations for vocational education policy. First, indirect effects

on earnings of vocational education, although not negligible, are'

also not dramatic. No single indirect effect in figure 4-1
accounts for more than about a 5 percent difference in earnings.

But in circumstances'in which total differentials are at most 10
to 15 percent, even a source of.a 1 percent differential is'not

trivial. Changes in the frequency with'which students partici-

pate in secondary vocational education are nOt going to produce
drastic shifts in income or national productive capacity: But

changes in secondary vocational education may be able to con-
tribute modestly to'improving productivity and toward narrowing

income differentials.

Second, any suggestions by administrators Or legislators f.or

program improvements and modifications musts-allow for the great
variation among yocational participants that is evident in this

study,. Administrators and instructors must remain flexible in

designing new programs or.suggesting changes in existing

programs.

Third, some changes in secondary vocatiogal education may be

called for in light.of the finding here that vocational education
differs substantially between whitesand minority graduates in
its capacity to fgster.longer job tenure, more labor Market ex-
perience, and greater labor market stability. The difference is
more striking for men than for women, and it has a longer impact

on earnings for men than for women. The exact direction such
changes might follow requires more research and discussion.

Fourth, several separate findings.in this study suggest that
policymakers and adminstrators should not place a heavy emphasis

on hourlyearnings alone as an evaluative criterion f001", voca-

tional education. The interpretation of hourly earnings as the

best indicator of the value-61 a person's productivity is valid

only under fairly stringent assumptions regarding the competi-
tiveness of labor markets; the availability of labor market

0. 170



information, the absence of seasonal or cyclical variations in

employment or productivity, and the absence o,.e differences,among

jobs in.working conditions. Administrators and policymakers in
,vocational education must recognize that compensating differ-
pntials dff earnings may be important, for there are ample

indications from this study that the presence of :compensating

differentials may cause hourly,earniags to understate the bene-

fits that accrue to vocational graduates.

-.FOr examPle, the longer average job tenure of vocational

greduates (even aft6r allow,ing for differendes in labor market

experience), their tendency to'work more hours per week (and for

some to work very long hours per week), their tendency to work

more weeks.per year, and the absence of any tendency for them to

experience more frequent voluntary job separations suggest that

ey may be More satisfied with their jobs than are other gradu-

tes. It may also.reflect a preference for jobs that have more

stable'employment prospects. ,Also, the propensity for male
vocational education graduates to work in unionized jobs less

frequently (particularly for crafts jobs in manufacturing) than

other graduates and to work more often in smaller, single estab-

lishment businesses suggests differences in individual prefer-

ences rather than.in opportunity. They may prefer to work-in

environments that are less formally structured, that allow for

greater flexibility, in hours and working conditions, or that.

allow more opportunity to do the wholes job intead of only a

fragment of it. Results from the NLS Youth that are not shown

here suggest that vocational graduates do report slightly more .

often than nonvocational graduates that their jobs do provide the

advantages just listed. A decision by vocational graduates to

workdat such jobs may signal a willingness to ccept lower hourly,

'earnings in return for the preferred workingsenvironment and for

the greater emPloyment stability. To the extent that this trade-,
off occurs, hourly earnings figures underState the.total benefits

redeived by vocation l graduates.

Fifth, the'results of this study suggest that vocational

education can make a modest contribution to teducing sex stereo-

types in employment and to reducing income inequality between the

"sexes. Women vocational graduates who specialize in the trade

and industry area seem to be successful in finding employment in

crafts or operative' jobs, usually in manufacturing. Although

these jobs pay less than many Other traditionally male jobs, 'they

frequently pay more than many jobs that are traditionally held by

women. To the extent that the society decides that reducing sex'

stereotypes in employment is desirable, vocational education Can

contribute. The extent to which it will contribute depends on

the flexibility and responsiveness of state and local.administra-

tors and'instructors and the strength of incentives that national

policymakers decide to offer.
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Tke findiings In this,study also suggest directions for
future research. Fitst, the estimates offered here of indirect
effects of vocationar education are based on only one of many
possible specifications of the sequence of the effects. It would
be interesting,to know how-sensitive those estimates are to the
specification of sequences. The specification here was recur-
sive. Futdre efforts should allow for a 9reater degree of simul-
taneity among the dependent .variables in equations (1) thru. (7).

Second, more controls should.bP added.to the model. to
improve the coFrection for-any bia§ attributable to nonrandom
selectioh into the,various patterns of participation in voca-
tional education. This suggestion involves modeling the choice

.of high school curriculum and allowing for correlation bf residu-
als across equations. Measures of attitudes and aspirations both
before and after participation in vocational education are avail-
able for only a small fraction of thetNLS Youth sample.

Third, constraints on time and resources prevented the natu-
ral extension of the approach used in this report to regression
,analyses of aninial income, weeks worked per year, hours worked
per week, and fraction of labor force time-spent unemployed.
5Preliminary analyses were conducted, ahd although the resu.).ts of
the analyses are hinted at several times in the discussion, a
full treatment could not be incorporated into this.report before
the deadline for sUbmisSion to the sponsor. Additional research
to permit presentation jand discussion of these addItional results,
is called for.

Fourth, research is needed into rrethods for.assessing arid

reflecting-adequately in analysis the quakity and availability o£
a school's vocational education programs.

.
Fifth, the specification in this report of postsecondary. .

experiences can be improved upon. Years of educational attain-,
ment was the measure uspd here because the constrliction of a>.

Model that estimates the effects of participation in.vocational
education on types of Postsecondary education a major,task ih
itself. An effort wap made last year at the National' Center to
estdmate such effects (see'CampbelI, Gardner, and Seitz 1982).

But the young age-Of the NLS Youth klata required an estimate of
the probabilities of havinT"a successful postsecondary experi-
ence" (which may involve still being in the program at the inter-

view date) rather than the probability of completing specified
programs.

Finally, the consideration that prompted the suggestion that
noWpecuniary aspects of jobs could be EMportant for assessing the
effect of vocational education does suggest the need for a close
exambnation of the job satisfaction of vocational graduates.
Recent studieg-havesuggested that the ipportance of.job satir
isfaction in career decisions and in the maintenance of high



z

1, ,,

.
productivity has been increasing (Wanous 1980). That examination

is currently underway in another project at the Nationdl-Center.*

a.

-

*Campbell, Mertens, and Seitz (forthcoming).
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-.0
ABLE. A-1

DESCR1 TIVE/STATISTICS
FOR REGRESSON/PROBIT DATA .

WHITE MALES, FbLL SAMPLE IN=13351

VARIABLE MEAN STANDAii0 mitamum
OEVIATION\ VALUE

CONCENTRATOR. 0.08503. 0.27909 0.00000.

MAXIMUM
JVALUE

i00000

LIM. CONCENTRATOR 0.10659 0.30877 0.00000 1.00000

CONCENTRATOR/EXPL 0.05269 0..22356 0:00000 1.00000

EXPLORER 0.01796
INCIDENTAL/PERSON 0.21796

0.13290
0.41311

0.00000
0.00000.

1.60000.
1.00006

INC. TRANSCRIPT 0.38443 0..48675 , 0.00000 .1.00000

AGRIC. SPECIALTY 0105389 0.22594 0.00000 1.00000

'T & I. SPECIALTY 0.16287 0.4A6347 0.00000 A..00000

HOME EC'SPECIALTi 0.00120 Q.03461 0.00000 1.00000

OFFICE SPECIALTY .0.13653 0.34355 0.00000 1.00000

, \HISPANIC 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

BLACK 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

'YEARS EDIACAT,ION 12.38084 0.96142 1 12.00000 17.00000

SES -- -0.19281 7.17860 -32.00000 22.00000

MONTHS TENURE 14.85887 19.27316 .0.00000 182.00000

EXPERIENCE - 26.13973

NORTHEAST : 0.19281
14.79744
0:39474

0.46154
0.00000

62.76923 '
1.00000

SOUTH .0.26108 0.43949 . 0.00000 1:00080

WEST .
0.17246 0.37800 o.00doo- 1.00000

AGRICULTURE 0.03713 0.18918 o.00000 1.00000

MINING 0.01916 0.13718 0.00000 1:00000

CONtTRUCTIOM 0.12216 0.32766 0,00000

MANUFACTURING. . 0.28862 0.45339 0..00000 1.00000

e .
TRANSPORTATION', 0.05030 - 0.21869 ,...;04150460 1.00000

. TRADE ,
0.25988 0.43883 0 0,060,00 1.00000,

t'

.;%
FINANCE . *1-4 0.02036 0.14131 0,':(00000 1.00000

BSNS 4ERVICtS 0.07784 0.26809 `1,6'.00000 .1,00000

PERS SERVICES .of 0.01317 0.11409 0.0000d 1:0oboo

ENTERTAINMEMr;4- 0.00958 0.09747 o.a0000 1.0t000

PROF. SERVIC61 0.03713 0.18918 0.00000 1.00000

PU8. ADMIN. 9.01916 0.13718 0.00000 1.00000

PROFESSIONAL: 0.05629 0.23061 -Doom, 1.00000

MANAGERIAL -",". ,0.06,ps

SALES .0.03353'
0.23262
0.18013

0.00000
0.00000

1.00000
1.00000

CLERICAL 0.08383

CRAFT 0.24671
0.27730
0.43135

0.00000 -

o.00000

I I11,'
L$116$b

OPERATIVE 0.26988 0.43883 0.00000 1.b0000

LABORER 0.11976 0.32488 0.00000 1.00000

FARMER 0.00479' 0.06909 0.00000 1.00000

FARM LABOR 0.02275 0.14921 0.0000o 1.00000

SERVICE 0.06946 0.25439 o.00000

HH SERVICE, 0.0,0000 0.0000 -0.0c:woo

p1.00000
0.00000

UNION 0:26357 0.44085 0.00000 1.00000

ED ASPIRAIPMS 14.07305 2.38514 oa0000 18.00,000

MIS5144-S0 ASP 0.00599 0.07720 , '0.00000 1.00000

,



TABLE A-1
DESCRIPTIVE SIATISTICS

FOR REGRESSION/PROBIT
WHITE' MALES, FULL SAMPLE

(CONT.)

DATA
IN=835I

FATHER EDUC. 11.61783 3.01037 0.00000 20.00000
AOTHER EDUC. 11.66889 2.25670 0.0 I I 18.00000
H.S. GPA 1.38814 1.20047 411.0 I I 3.81000
ISSING GPA 0.33293 0.47155 0.00000 x;.00000
URAL 0.27186 0.44518 0.00000 1.b0000

AGE 20.51138 1.44219 16:90000 23.00000
FATH PROF. 0.10180 0.30256 0.00000 1.0000045
FATH MANAGER 0.11856 0.32347 0.90000 1.00000
FATH SALES 0.04431 0.20591 0.00000 1.00000
FATH CLERICAL 0.0M3 0.18918 9.00000 1.00000
FATH CRAFT 0.2203'4 0.41474 0.00000 1.00000
FATH OPERATIVE 0.15449 0.36164 0.00000 1.00000
FATH LABORER 0.02994 0.17052 0.00000 1.00000
FATH FARMER 0.03353 0.18013 0.00000 100000'
FATH FARM LABOR 0.00838 0.09123 0.00000 1.00000
FATH SERVICE 0.04431 0.20591 0.00000 1.00000
FATH HH SERVICE 0.00000 0.00000 0.09000 0.00000
MOTH PROF. 0.06108 0.23962 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH MANAGER 0.01557 0.12387 0.00000, 1.00000
MOTH SALES 0.03593 0.18622 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH CLERICAL 0.15090 0.35816 0.00000 1.000011
MOTH CRAFT 0.00359 0.05987 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH OPERATIVE 0.07066 0.25641 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH LABORER 0.00838 9.09123 0.00000 /.00000
MOTH FARMER 0.00.000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
MOH FARM LABOR .0.00240 0.04891 0:00000 1.00000
MOTH SERVICE 0.09940 0.29938 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH HH SERVICE 0.00719 0.08451 0.00000 1.00000
HOURLY EARNINGS 5.27257 2.21782 0.27043 19.64g86
HOURS PER MEEK 43.76527 8.52236 30.00000 96.00090
1980 INCOME 7874.58068 5267.61467 0.00000 29000.00000

"M.

if.'
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TABLE A-2
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

FOR REGRESSION/PROBIT DATA
MINORITY MALES, FULL SAMPLE 170435/

VARIABLE MEAN STANDARD
DEVIATION

MINIMUM
VALUE

MAXIMUM
VALUE

CONCENTRATOR 0.07816 0.26873 0.05000 1.00000

LIM. CONCENTRATOR 0.09885 0.29880 0.00000 1.00000

CONCENTRATOR/EXPL 0.06667 0.24971 0.00000 1.00000

EXPLORER . 0.011409 0.10672 0.00000 1:00000

INCIDENTAL/PERSON 0.16552 0.37297 0.00000 1.00000

INC. TRANSCRIPT 0.45057 0.49812 0.00000 1.00000

AGRIC. SPECIALTY 0.05057 0.21938 0.09000 1.00000

T C I SPECIALTY 0.17701 0.38212 0.00000 1.00000

HOME EC.SPECIALTY 0.00460 0.06773 .0.00000 1.00000

OFFICE SPECIALTY 0.10345 0.30489 0.00000 1.00Q00

HISPANIC 0.38161 0.48634 0.00000 1.00000

BLACK 0.6/839 0.48634 0.00000 1.00000

YEARS EDUCATION 12.36092 0.89331 12.00000 19.00000

SES . -5.70805 8.85806 -35.00000 22.00000

MONTHS TENURE 12.68506 1 .27021 . 000000 93.00000

EXPERIENCE 22.53899 14 0699 0.00000 64.15384

NORTHEAST 0.14713 0. 5464 0.00000 1.00000

SOUTH 0.43678 0. 9656 0.00000 1.00000

ilEST 0.26667 0. 273 0.00000 1.00000

AGRICULTURE 0.03218 0.17669 0.00000 1.00000

MINING 0.00460 0.06773 0.00000 1.00000

CONSTRUCTION 0.07356 0.26136 '000000 1.00000

MANUFACTURING 0.30345 0.4602a 0.00000 1.00000

TRANSPORTATION 0.07126 '0.25756 0.00000 *.00000

TRADE 0.22299 0.41673 0.00000 1.00000

FINANCE 0.02759 0.16397 0.00000 1.00000

BSNS SERVICES 0.05517 0.22868 0.00000 1.00000

PERS tERVICES 0.02529 0.15718 0.00000 1.00000

ENTERTAINMENT 0.01379 0.11677 0.00000 1.00000

PROF. SERVICES 0:08276, - 0.27583 0.00000 1.00000

PU8. ADMIN. 0.04368 0.20461 0.00000 1.00000

PROFESSIONAL 0.04598
..

0.20968 0.00000 1.00000

MANAGERIAL 0.03218 0.17669 0.00000 1.00000

SALES . 0.02299 0.15004 0.00000 1.00000

CLERICAL 0.11034 0.31368 0.00000 1.00000

CRAFT 0.12644 0.33272 0.00000 1.00000

OPERATIVE 0.29425 0.45623 0.00000 1.00000

LABORER 0.14253 +.e 0.34999 0.00000 1.00000

FARMER 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

'FARM LABOR 0.02299 0.15004 0.00000 1.00000

SERVICE 0.15862 0.36574 0.00000 1.00000

HH SERVICE 0.00000 0.00000 Q.00000 0.00000

UNION 0.35567 0.47933 0.00000 1.09000

EO ASPIRATIONS 14.44368 2.39304 0.00000 18.00000

MISSING ED ASP 0.00690
k

0.08285 0.00000 1.00000
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TABLE A-2
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

FOR REGRESSION/PRO8IT DATA
MINORITY MALES, FULL SAMPLE IN-64353

(CONT.)

FATHER EDUC. 9.97641
--MOTHER EDUC. 9.99508

H.S. GPA 1.14411
MISSING GPA 0.41839
RURAL 0.13103
AGE 20.38851
FATH PROF. 0.02759
FATH MANAGER 0.03908
FATH SALES 0.00699
TATH CLERICAL 0.02759
FATM CRAFT 0.14023
FATH OPERATIVE 0.181.61
FATH LABORER - 0.07586
FATH FARMER 0.01379
FATH FARM LABOR 0.03678
FATH SERVICE 0.06437
FATH HH SERVICE
MOTH PROF.
MOTH MANAGER
MOTH SALES
MOTH CLERICAL 0.:08966
MOTH CRAFT 0.01609
MOIH OPERATIVE .0.11954.
MOTH LA819fER . 0.00230-
MOTH FARMER 0.00000
MOTH FARM LABOR 0.02759
MOTH SERVICE 0.12414
MOTH HH SERVICE 0.06667
HOURLY EARNINGS 4.88298
HOURS PER WEEK 41.31494
1980 INCOME 6420.31604

0.00000
0.05511
0.02529
0.01149

3.65433
3.46390
1.13017
0.49386
0.33783
1.42988
0.16397
0.19401
0.08285
0.16397
0.34763
.0.38597"
0.26508
0.11677
0.18844
0.24569
.0.00000
0..22858
6.15718
0.10672
0.28602
0.12597
0.32.480
0.04795'
0.00000.
0.16397
0.33012
0.24973
2.07353
6.77006

5763.98012
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0.00000 20.00000
0.00000 4.. 16.00000
0.00000 3.76000
0.00000 1.00000
0.00000
17.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0.00000
0:00000
0.0000o
3.90000
o.00000
0.90000,
m0000
o.00000
o.00000
0.00000
0.00000
o.00000
0.000,00
o.00000
0.00003
o.00000
0.00000
0.00000

1.00000
23.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
0.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
0.00000
1.00000

0.00000 1.00000
0.00000 1.00000
0.72171 14.06000
30.00000 96.00000
0.00000 65000.00000
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TABLE A-3
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS-

FOR REGRESSION/PROBIT DATA
WHITE FEMALES, FULL SAMPLE (N=848)

VARIABLE MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM
DEVIATION VALUE

MAXIMUM
VALUE

CONCENTAATOR 0.10849 0.31118 0.00000 1.00000

LIM4 CONCENTRATOR 0.15566 0.36275 0.00000 1.09000

CONCENTRATOR/EXPL 0.09434 0.29247 0.00000 1.90000

EXPLORER 0.01061 0.10253 0.00000 1.00000

INCIOENTAL/PERSON-0.19104 0.39335 0.00000 1.00000

INC. TRANSCRIPT 0.36675 0.48220 0.00000 1.00000

AGRIC. SPECIALTY 0.01061 0.10253 0.00000 1.00000

T & I SPECIALTY 0.02005 0.14024 0.00000 1.00000

HOME EC SPECIALTY 0.00943 0.09673 0.00000 1.00000

dFFICE SPECIALTY 0.43160 . 0.49559 0.00000 1.00000

HISPANIC 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

SLACK 0.00000 ' 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

YEARS EDUCATION 12.57547 1.14228 12.00000 16.00000

SES -0.26786 7.49928 -30.00000 23.00000

MONTHS TENURE 11.95154 12.73708 0.00000 104.00000

EXPERIENCE 25.10017 14.07293 0.00000 63.00000

NORTHEAST . 0.20873 0.40664 moopo 1.00000

SOUTH 0.30660 0.46136 0.00000 1.00000

WEST 0.17099 0.37672 0.00000 1.00000

AGRICULTURE , 0.00590 0.07661. 0.00000 1.00000

MINING 0.00154 0.05941 0.00000 1.00000

CONSTRUCTION 0.01133 0:12293 0.00000 1.00000.

MANUFACTURING' 0.19458 0.39611 0.00000 1.00000

TRANSPORTATION 0.02712 0.16251,, 0.00000 L.00000

TRADE 0.43728 . 0.00000 1.000009.25708
FINANCE 0.10731 0.30969 0.00000 1.00000

8SNS SERVICES 0.03774. 0.19067 .00000 11.00000

PERS SERVICES 0.04245' 0.20174 .00000 1.00000

ENTERTAINMENT 0.00354 0.05941 0.00000 1.00000

PROF. SERVICES 0.21698 0.41243 0.00000 1.00000

PU8. Aptim. 0.03774 0.19067 0.00000

PROFESSIONAL 0.06368 0.24432 0.00000
J.00000
1.00000

MANAGERIAL 0.03892 , 0:19351 ,0.00000 1:00090

a-
SACES 0.01717
CLERICAL 0.43160

0.21113
0.49559

0.00000,
0.00000

1.00000
1.00000

CRAFT 0.01651 0.12750 0.00000 1.00000

OPERATIVE 0.14151 0.34875 6.00000 1.00600

LABORER 0.02005 0.14024 0.00000 /.00000

FARAER 0.00000 000000 0.00000 0.00000

FARM LABOR 0.00354 0/05941 0.00000 1.6000a

SERVICE 0.18042 0.38477 0.00000 1.00000

,HH SERVICE J0.00825 9.09053 0.00000 1.00000

UNION 0.16888 0.37490 0.00000 1.00000

ED ASPIRATIONS 14.08373 2.32055 0.00000 18.00000

MISSING ED ASP 0.00708 0.08387 0.00000 1.00000
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TABLE A-3
bESCRIPTIVE STATZS11ICS

FOR REGRESSION/PROBI DATA
WHITE FEMALES, FULL SAMPLE IN*8481

(CONT.)

FATHER'EDUC. 11.63533 3.0714k 0.00000 20.00000
MOTHER EDUC. 11.58454 . 2.40794 0.00000 20.00000
H.S. GPA 1.63579 1.33794 0.00000 3.96000
MISSING GPA 0.31604 0.4652.0 0.00000 1.00000
RURAL 0.27830 0.44843 0.00000 1.00000
AGE 20.48703 1.41499 17.00000 23.00000
FATH PROF. 0.09198 0.28917 0.00000 1.'00000
FATH MANAGER 0.12736 0.33357 0.00000 1.00000
FATH SALES 0.04599 0.20959 0.00000 1.00000
FATH CLERICAL 0.04127 0.19904 0.00000 1.00000
FATH CRAFT 0.22052 0.41484 0.00000 1.00000
FATH OPERATIVE 0.13915 -0.34631 0.00000 1.00000
FATH LABORER. 0.04127 0.19904 0.00000 1.00000
FATH FARMER .0.04009 0.19630 0.00000 1.00000
FATH FARM LABOR 0.00,825 0.09053, 0.00000 1.00000
PATH SERVICE 0.02830 0.16593 0.00000 1.00000
FATH HH SERVICE 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000
MOTH PROF. 0.05542 0.22894 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH MANAGER 0.02594 0.15906 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH SALES 0.02476 0.15550 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH CLERICAL 0.16745 0.37360 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH CRAFT 0.01887 0.13614 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH OPERATIVE 0.08373 0.27714 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH LABORER 0.00472 0.06856 0.00000 1.00000
MOTW FARMER 0.00118 0.03434 0.00000 1.0000Q
MOTH FARM LABOR 0.00236 0.04854 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH SERVICE . 0.08844 0.28411 0.00000 1.00000
MOTH HH SERVICE 0.00825 0.09053 0.00000 1.00000
HOURLY EARNINGS 3.98623 1.30371 0.33333 10.55000
HOURS PER WEEK 39.28302 4.98973 30.00000 V0.00000
1980 INCOME 5171.98665 3936.10925 0.0000 ck 67500.00000

11"'
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TABLE A-4
OESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

FOR REGRESSION/PROBIT OATA .

.MINORITY FEMALES, FULL SAMPLE IN=438Y .

VARIABLE MEAN STANOARO
OEVIATION

MINIMUM
VALUE

MAXIMUM
VALUE

CONCENTRATOR 0.05936 0.23657 0.00000 1.00060-

LIM. CONCENTRATOR 0.14612 0.35363 0.00000 1.00000

CONCENTRATOWEXPL 0.11416 0.31836 0.00000 1.00000

EXPLORER 0.01826 0.13406 0.00000 1.00000

INCIOENTAL/PERSON 0.L4612 0.35363 0.00000 1100000

INC. TRANSCRIPT 0.44977 0.49804 0.00000 1.00000

AGRIC. SPECIALTY 0.00457 0.06750 0.00000 1.00000

T I'SPECIALTY 0.02055 0.14203 0.00000 1.0&croo
HOME EC SPECIALTY 0.04110 0.19874 0.00000 1.00000

OFFIgt SPECIALTY 0.31507 0.46507 0.00000 1.00000

HISPANIC 0.39954 0.49036 0.00000 /.00000

BLACK 0.60046 0.49036 0.00000 1.00000

YEARS EDUCATION 12.44749 0.91052 12.00000 16.00000

SE% -5.45205 8.42282 32.00000 22.00000

MONTHS TENURE 11.24485 12.76219 0.00000 84.00000

EXPERIENCE 20.80619 14.08730 0.00000 63.69231

NORTHEAST 0.19178 0.39415 0.00000 1.00000

SOUTH 0.43836 0.49675 0.00000 1.00000

WEST 0.22603 0.41874 0.00000 1.00000

AGRICULTURE 0.00457 0.06750 0.00000 1.00000

MINING 0.00228 0.04778 0.00000 1.00000

CONSTRUCTION 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

MANUFACTURING 0.19406 ,0.39593 0.00000 1.00000

TRANSPORTATION 0:03653 0.1878 0.00000 1.00000

TRADE 0.20776 0.40617 0.00000 1.00000

FINANCE 0.11644 0.32112 0.00000 1.00000

BSNS SERVICES 0.03196 -0.17610 0.00000 /.00000

PERS SERVICES 0.05479 0.22784 0.00000 1.00000

ENTERTAINMENT 0.01142 0.10635 0.00000 1.00000

PROF. SERVICES 0.21689 0.41260 0.00000 1.00000

PUB. AOMIN. 0.04795 0.21389 0.00000 1.00000

PROFESSIDNAL 0.05479 0.22784 0.00000 1.00000

MANAGERIAL 0.02283 0.14954 0.00000 1.00000

SALES 0.02511 0.15665 0.00000 1.00000

CLERICAL 0445205 0.49827 0.00000 1.00000

CRAFT 0.01142 0.10635 0.00000 1.00000

OPERATIVE 0.14612 0.45363 0.00000 1.00000

LABORER 0.02055 0.14203 0.00000 1.06000

FARMER 0.00228 0.04770 0.00000 1.00000 040"
FARM LABOR 0.00685 0.0825/ 0.00000 1.00000

SERVICE 0.17352 0.37913 0.00000 1.00000

HH SERVICE 0.01370 0.11637 0.00000 1.00000

UNION 0.23324 0.42346 0.00000 1.00000

ED ASPIRATIONS 14.62100 2.08574 0.00000 /8.00000

MISSING EO ASP 0.002219 0.04778 0.00000 1.00000
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TABLE A-",
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

FOC1EGRESSION/PROBIT DATA
MINORITY FEMALES, FULL SAMPLE 1N2,4381

(CONT./

--

FATHER EDUC. 10.04911 3.59076 0.00000 20.00000

MOTHER EDUC. 10.17598 3.15830 0.00000 18.00000

H.S. GPA 1.23694 1.20728 0.00000 1.86000

MISSING GRA 0.40411 0.40128 0.00000 1.00000

RURAL 0.12785 0.33431 0.00000 1.00000

. AGE 20.47945 1.50157 17.00000 23.00000

FATH PROF. 0.03881 0.19337 0.00000 1.00000

FATH MANAGER 0.05708 0.23226 0.00000 1.00000

FATH SALES 0.01598 0.12555 0.00000 1.00000

FATH CLERICAL 0.03653 0.18782 0.00000 1.00000

FATH CRAFT 0.15297 0.36037 0.00000 1.00000

FATH OPERATIVE 0.14155 0.34899 0.00000 1.00000

FATH LABORER 0.05708 0.23226 0.00000 1.00000

FATH FARMER 0.00457 0.06750 0.00000 1.0000.0

FATH FARM LABOR 0.03425 0.18207 0.00000 1.00000

FATH SERVICE 0.07991 0.27146 0.00000 1.00000

FATH HH SERVICE 40.00000 0.00000 0-.00000 0.00000

MOTH PROF. 0.04566 0.20899 0.00000 ' 1.00000

MOTH MANAGER 0.00913 0.09524 0.00000 1.00000

MOTH SALES 0.01598 0.12555 0.00000 1.00000

MOTH CLERICAL 0.08676 0.28180 0.00000 1.00000

MOTH CRAFT
MOTH OPERATIVE

0.01142
0.13470

0.10635,
0..34180

0.00000
0.00000,

1.00000
1.00000

MOTH LABORER 0.00457 0.06750 0.00000 1.00000

MOTH FARMER 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

, MOTH,FARMI4BOR 0.00913 0.09524 0.00000 1.00000

MOTH SERVICE 0.17123 0.37714 0.00000 1.00000

MOTH NH SERVICE 0.07078 0.25674 0.00000 4.00000

HOURLY EARNINGS 3.85314 1.48725 0.41176 12.24419

HOURS PER WEEK 39.57078 5.14399 30.00000 85.00000

1980 INCOME 4512.29736 4411.83798 0.00000 5500000000
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